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Preface
Here, in front of you is a work of writing. I am not a writer.
Although I am officially a philosopher and writing and philosophy seem to go
hand in hand in history, as a philosopher I would categorize myself more as a
Socratic type. The first people I therefore want to thank is anyone who is reading
this. Thank you and bear with me. Although some of the paragraphs could
potentially have been written better, some of the paragraphs (including some
of the ones just mentioned) do contain some interesting points. Nonetheless,
I also thank you for reading it critically. Science and philosophy can only go
ahead by scrutinizing all our thoughts. A general thank you to the members of
my examination committee for their critical suggestions.
My first concrete thanks have to go to my supervisors, Dieter, Wim and Filip.
They each played a unique role in the realization of this dissertation. Professor
Dieter Deforce, I sincerely thank you for having given me the opportunity
to work in your laboratory. You have been the material cause that gave me
the possibility to do research in the exciting domain of forensics and without
your help there simply would not have been a dissertation. Professor Wim
Van Criekinge, a long time ago, in a faculty far far away, you inspired me as a
bioinformatician. Little did I know that I would become one myself. Thank you
for having been the formal cause in this project. And then there is my efficient
cause, professor Filip Van Nieuwerburgh. Sharing the same office, you were the
one that kept me going ahead, day to day. I have not counted the number of
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arguments we had. Sometimes our office sound[ed|s] like the argument clinic, but
I sincerely thank you for it. Science cannot go ahead by people thinking exactly
the same. And I think we can agree on this, that we both are open-minded
enough to change our minds, when the evidence is presented before us.
As my material cause was and is the material cause of many, I now embark
on the journey of thanking everyone that I met during my years at LabFBT.
Mado, as a scientist, although I am your senior in age, you were definitely an
inspiration and full of helpful advice in my first two PhD years. Unfortunately,
the only thing that remains of your female touch in the office, is your broken
yellow thee pot. Nicky, without being cynical, I have to thank you for not
having finished your initial analysis of the 454 data. I hope the endeavors
you undertook after LabFBT fared you well, and will continue to do so. Bert,
you took over Nicky’s cursed seat and could not dispel it. Nonetheless, in the
good year you were working here, we had a blast. I am happy that we kept in
touch and are still friends. Sander, you are now sitting in the same seat, I am
99.999% sure that the spell has been lifted and foresee a great academic career
if you continue your work exactly so. Yannick, so much weight has fallen off my
shoulders when you arrived. All the extra time I could put into my doctorate is
definitely thanks to you. Dieter, although I was first skeptical of having a fifth
member of the office (oxygen-wise), you are a valued addition, and not afraid
to participate to the argument clinic when necessary.
On my journey, I now leave the IT-crowd behind, and go upstairs, to the strange
world of proteomics. Katleen, I definitely have to start with you. I was only just
working here, when you already invited me to your PhD defense and shortly
after that your wedding. You are such a warm person. Maarten, you are
such a crazy person, lovely. Always fun to hear your travel stories, first going
around the world, now more down to earth (“Remy boom vallen”;). Marlies, as
Mado’s backup you were often in our office to chit-chat on quality and other
items. Thank you for the cheerful distractions. Sandra, your persistence in
your project and the effort you put in learning some bioinformatics were very
inspiring. Trees, thanks for the discussions on forensics, I hope we will have
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many more, as it seems a shared passion. Pieter, it was fun having you as a
running partner. Thanks for the philosophical talks. For the record: do not
forget, I still owe you a kebab. Liesbeth, always there to lighten up the company
with your lovely jokes and laughter. Veerle, thanks for all the old tips and new
tricks on finishing a PhD. Bart, thanks for finally having chosen python over
R. Except for not having a chair, you are the sixth member of our office. It
is always a pleasure seeing you enter, and hearing what new scheme you have
come up with. Paulien, you always have a fresh perspective to offer. Ellen, you
are a whirlwind of energy. Your enthusiasm is infectious. Shahid, I hope you are
doing well in Brussels. Elisabeth, you are an excellent kubb captain. It must be
the reason why we are finally winning. Lieselot, for a brief moment I thought
you were going to be the new Mado in our office, but understandably you fled
away from all the IT jokes. Senne, thanks for introducing me again to the wet
lab. I will do my best to guide you further in the dry lab. Yens, it will be funny
to see you at the other side of the bar. I think a mustache would fit you when
you suit up. Sofie, thanks for being a sometimes fellow commuter. It makes
getting home after a late team-building activity so much easier. Laura, after
this long paragraph I am speechless, but I was determined to include everyone,
even the ones that just started, so thank you and good luck.
Back on the ground floor, I first have to thank Inge, Astrid and Nadine.
Your help with organization and administration has been invaluable to me.
Thank you Leen for your sunny personality. A special thanks to David and
the forensic analysts: Eveli[en|ne], Petra, Sabine, Saskia and Sylvie. You
are the intended end-users of much of the work in this dissertation. I hope
we can work closer together in the near future, to make a better program
for the forensic community. At the university level, my thanks go to the
Multidisciplinary Research Partnership ’Bioinformatics: from nucleotides to
networks’ for providing funding for my PhD. It also inspired collaborations:
Tim, thanks for the adventures in statistics; Klaas and Michiel, thanks for the
experience in scrutinizing documentation.
Who knew that my PhD would also take me to the USA? In the first place, I have
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to thank Cydne. Thank you for your support and always friendly disposition.
It gave me the courage to ask about the internship as I figured - worst case
scenario - you would have let me known that it was not possible in the nicest of
ways. John, thank you for really having made it possible. Mayank, I learned so
much from you there, many thanks. The entire BaseSpace team: the kickball
breaks were amazing, thanks for including me. Thank you Felix for the talks
on statistics. Thanks to anyone I might be forgetting at Illumina.
In the final part of this preface, I like to thank the people who are most important
to me personally. Thanks mama and papa, specifically for having tolerated
me to be a student up to the well-rounded age of 33 (a mature Hobbit now).
Thanks Karen and Frederik, for your support and encouragement. Danke nana
en bompa, om altijd in mij geloofd te hebben. Grazie Margarita e Salvatore,
per tutto l’aiuto materiale e spirituale. Спасибо Георгий и Ольга, даже если
вы далеко живете, вы всегда в моем сердце.
And finally, thank you Anastasiya. You mean everything to me, I would not
have been able to write a single letter without your constant care and love! Ты
мой мир, и ты приносишь мне мир. Я тебя люблю! Thank you specifically
for the amazing logos and cover design. Also, much more specifically thank
you for not giving birth to Elena exactly at the same time that I have to give
my public defense. Although, of course, I will not hold it against you, if you
must. Thank you for being my close family, together with Sophia and Elena.
Sophia, can you say “papa doctor hurray”? Elena, depending on your timing,
your father will still be a student or not. . .
Christophe Van Neste, May 2015

Abstract
Forensic DNA profiles of short tandem repeat (STR) loci are currently obtained
using PCR followed by capillary electrophoresis (CE). Massively parallel
sequencing (MPS) technologies do not rely on size separation and thus relieve
the limitations on locus multiplexy. Deep sequencing with MPS creates
possibilities within forensics for analyzing degraded samples and mixed samples.
Furthermore, in the same analysis single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)
markers can be included, which can generate phenotypic or ancestry leads
for forensic investigators.
Data analysis of raw sequencer reads, resulting in a reliable and usable forensic
human identification report is still in early development. The aim of the doctoral
research was to develop a program for forensic DNA data analysis. The main
results are the data analysis framework MyFLq (My Forensic Loci queries) and
nomenclature service FLAD (Forensic Loci Allele Database). MyFLq and FLAD
can be used together in a forensic workflow that has backward compatibility
with CE. To my knowledge, this is the first open-source and complete solution
for forensic MPS raw data analysis.
vii

Beknopte samenvatting
Forensische DNA-profielen van short tandem repeat (STR) loci worden
momenteel verkregen met behulp van PCR gevolgd door capillaire elektroforese
(CE). Technologieën die gebruik maken van massaal parallel sequeneren (MPS)
zijn niet afhankelijk van de grootte voor scheiding en verlichten dus de
beperking op het aantal loci dat in één analyse bestudeerd kan worden. Diep
sequeneren met MPS creëert mogelijkheden binnen het forensische domein
voor het analyseren van gedegradeerde monsters en mengmonsters. In dezelfde
analyse kunnen ook singulier nucleotide polymorfisme (SNP) merkers worden
opgenomen, die fenotypische of genealogische indicaties kunnen genereren voor
forensische onderzoekers.
Gegevensanalyse van ruwe gelezen sequenties, resulterend in een betrouwbaar
en bruikbaar forensisch identificatie verslag is nog in volle ontwikkeling. Het
doel van het promotieonderzoek was om een programma te ontwikkelen voor
forensische DNA-analyse. De belangrijkste resultaten zijn het data-analyse
pakket MyFLq (Mijn Forensische Loci queesten) en nomenclatuur dienst FLAD
(Forensische Loci en Allelen Database). MyFLq en FLAD kunnen samen worden
gebruikt in een forensische analyse die compatibel is met CE. Voor zover bekend,
is dit de eerste open-bron en complete oplossing voor forensische MPS ruwe
data-analyse.
ix
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is nothing more important than human life; there
is no punishment greater than death. A murderer gives
life for life: the law shows no mercy. But to obviate any
regrets which might be occasioned by a wrong infliction
of such punishment, the validity of a confession (...) and
the sentence passed are made to depend on a satisfactory
examination.
The washing away of wrongs - Song Ci (1186-1249)
1.1 Forensic DNA analysis
1.1.1 Brief historical overview
The word “forensics” comes from the Latin forensis, which in turn means
pertaining to the forum. The Roman forum or court was of course the place of
legal trials. As such, the current meaning of for example “forensic science” has
not drifted far away: the application of scientific knowledge and methodology to
1
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legal problems and criminal investigations. Forensic DNA analysis particularly
has proven itself valuable for establishing guilt or innocence in legal proceedings.
It is also applied to find missing persons, to identify the different individuals in
mass victim disasters, and, to determine parentage.
1.1.2 DNA typing
With forensic DNA analysis, the DNA profile is determined for a sample or an
individual. This is also called DNA typing or fingerprinting. The analysis types
the DNA at different places - called loci - scattered throughout the sample
genome. The genome of an individual is its combined genetic material. For a
human, it comprises the 23 chromosome pairs and the circular DNA-molecule
found within the mitochondria of human cells. Each DNA molecule consists
of two complementary strands that are built up out of 4 molecular building
blocks known as bases or nucleotides: adenine (A), cytosine (C), thymine (T),
and guanine (G). The genome comprises around 3 billion pairs of these bases.
Figure 1.1 shows the structure of DNA and how the 4 blocks are combined
together to form DNA.
Averagely the genome between two random human individuals is very similar.
For two random humans, 99.9% of their nucleotides will be identical [37].
However, some regions in the genome tend to have more variation than others.
The former - with few variations - are called conservative regions, the latter
polymorphic. A polymorphic region is a good marker for determining identity,
as there is more chance that different persons will have different variants for
that region. Variants of the same region or locus are called alleles. Except for
the mitochondria and some loci on the sex chromosomes, a person will have
two alleles at a certain locus. The genotype of a person for that locus is the
combination of his/her two alleles.
Table 1.1 shows the possible genotypes and their prevalence for a locus with
three known alleles A, B, and, C, with the following assumed prevalence in
the population, 20%, 30%, and, 50%. In this example, 12% of the population
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Figure 1.1: The chemical structure of DNA.
© Madeleine Price Ball/Wikimedia Commons/CC0
is expected to have the genotype AB. Consequently if this genotype would
be present in a crime scene sample, a random person would still have a 12%
chance of having an identically matching genotype. Wrongfully convicting 12%
of the accused is of course not acceptable. However, when combining several
independent loci, it is possible to multiply the matching probabilities of the
individual locus genotypes. This combined matching probability is called the
combined probability of inclusion (CPI) or random man not excluded (RMNE)
value.
Choosing sufficient loci to combine will create an average RMNE value as low
as desired, for instance lower than one on the population size of the world. This
would make the matching probability acceptably unique, with the exception of
identical twins. Two random persons can still have the same DNA profile, but
with a very low probability.
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Table 1.1: Genotypes for a locus with three alleles
Genotype Prevalence
AA 4%
AB 12%
AC 20%
BB 9%
BC 30%
CC 25%
Total: 100%
There are two important assumptions about the previous paragraph to note. 1)
It is necessary to choose independent loci, which means that they are inherited
independently. Two loci that do not fulfill that requirement will have conditional
probabilities. Take for example a locus 1 with alleles A,B, and C, and a locus 2
with alleles D, E, and F. If locus 1 and 2 are physically closely linked then the
probability of a person having allele D, would depend on the fact whether this
person also has allele A, B or C. In this case it is not possible to simply multiply
the individual probabilities to calculate the general matching probability. Loci
that reside on different chromosomes can safely be assumed to be independent.
If they are on the same chromosome, the further they are apart the more
independent they will be. 2) The second assumption is that random people are
being compared. Relatives are not random people, and matching probabilities
between persons that share a blood tie will always be higher than with a random
person.
The first markers used for DNA typing were variable number of tandem repeat
(VNTR) or minisatellite loci, which were discovered by Alec Jeffreys in 1985 [36].
Any DNA sequence that repeats itself over a longer stretch within the genome
is a VNTR if there are several alleles for that locus with a different number of
repeats of that sequence. Initially they were analyzed with restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis, which isolates the sequence repeat
pattern by cutting in the flanks of the VNTR locus with restriction enzymes and
separates the fragments based on length. Figure 1.2 shows an RFLP analysis
on the VNTR locus D1S80. The amount of DNA needed for this technique is
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Figure 1.2: RFLP analysis of VNTR locus D1S80. The allelic length variation
can be seen among 6 individuals.
© User:PaleWhaleGail/Wikimedia Commons/CC-BY-SA-3.0
quite substantial, and crime scene samples are usually not very abundant in
DNA. The polymerase chain reaction (PCR), which was also first published
in 1985 [59], allows amplifying the DNA of a specific location in the genome.
Amplifying the specific regions also alleviates the need to further isolate the
fragments.
In the early 1990’s it was established that the best fingerprinting results were
obtained with very short VNTR’s, ideally with a repeat sequence of only 4 or 5
base pairs (bp). Any VNTR with a repeat sequence shorter than 8 bp is now
known as a short tandem repeat (STR) or microsatellite[12]. STRs are more
easily amplified by PCR than VNTR’s with a longer repeat sequence. Because
of the shorter repeat sequence the overall sequence tends to be shorter, which
is also beneficial when analyzing degraded DNA. One STR or VNTR locus is
never enough to have a reasonably unique matching probability, as clarified
above. Currently, forensic laboratories will analyze between 10 to 20 STR loci
when determining a profile. All loci that are referenced in this thesis are shown
on a map of the human genome in Figure 1.3. Governments and international
institutions sometimes require a minimal set of common loci that need to be
analyzed in order to compare analyses between laboratories. This is discussed
in Section 1.5 on DNA databases.
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Figure 1.3: Important forensic loci in the human genome
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1.1.3 Beyond STRs
The advantage of STR’s is that the different alleles for an STR locus can be
identified easily by separating the DNA fragments based on their length. There
are other types of polymorphisms that do not have alleles with different sizes.
The most common of them are single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP). A SNP
locus usually only has two alleles within the population that differ in a single
nucleotide position.
Advancing knowledge in human SNP markers, generated by projects such as the
International HapMap Project [21], raised the question within the forensic DNA
typing community if SNP markers have the potential to replace the currently
used STR loci [8, 72, 73].
Apart from the different DNA sequence nature of STR and SNP polymorphisms,
they differ in some other characteristics as well. The occurrence for STRs is
about 1 in every 15 kb, and for SNPs 1 in every 1 kb [12]. SNPs are therefore
much more frequent in the genome, but due to their usual bi-allelic nature, they
are less informative. However, their mutation rate is also much lower: ≈1 in
100 000 000 for SNPs and ≈1 in 1000 for STRs [12]. This makes them more
suitable to assess ancestry than forensic STR loci, which are not very useful
for ancestry inference [40]. Furthermore, SNPs are also much more frequent in
coding regions, and some SNPs can serve as a direct phenotypic marker. STRs
are usually not found in coding regions, and the forensic STR loci in use have
in fact specifically been chosen not to correlate with phenotypic characteristics.
Ideally it seems STRs and SNPs should be used together. STRs to establish
identity and SNPs for ancestry and other phenotype characteristics. Currently
most forensic STR analyses already include one phenotype marker: amelogenin.
This locus is situated on the X and Y chromosomes. The X chromosome allele
has a 6 bp deletion within intron 1 of the amelogenin gene compared to the Y
allele [65]. It is used as a sex marker which is useful to investigate whether a
sample originates from a male or a female. Amelogenin is technically not a SNP
but an INDEL (insertion-deletion) or DIP (deletion insertion polymorphism).
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This is precisely the reason why this locus could be included in the current STR
analyses as its alleles can be identified in the same length-based workflow used
for the STR loci.
Because SNPs inherently have the same length, the length-based systems for
STRs and DIPs cannot be used. SNP alleles can be identified by sequencing
or sequence hybridization assays. Forensic laboratories do already sequence
samples for certain applications. Samples can be in such a degraded state that
they do not lead to a useful STR profile. In those cases, the mitochondrial
DNA can be analyzed. Each human cell contains several hundred mitochondria.
Consequentially, there is much more mitochondrial DNA available to analyze
than nuclear DNA which makes a successful analysis more likely in case of
degraded or sparse DNA. Although the mitochondrial genome contains around
16570 bp, mitochondrial DNA profiles are currently based on a 1122 bp region.
This region does not code for any gene products and is therefore also known
as the “non-coding” region. Precisely because it does not code for specific
gene products, there is more polymorphism in this region between individuals.
Forensic laboratories will usually sequence two hyper-variable sub-regions of
the non-coding region: hyper-variable region I (HVI) and II (HVII).
1.2 DNA analysis workflow
DNA profiles can only be meaningful as evidence in court, if they have been
obtained with a strict scientific, and general accepted procedure. Samples
collected from a crime scene must be handled carefully. At any step,
contaminating DNA could be introduced, or if improperly stored, the DNA of
the sample could be (further) degraded. In both cases the evidential power
would decrease. Forensic laboratories need to validate all steps for determining
DNA profiles. They need to have quality assurance measures in place and
participate in accreditation programs to demonstrate that they obtain valid
results.
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1.2.1 Sample collection
There are two basic types of samples that forensic laboratories analyze: unknown
evidence samples and known reference samples. The sampling procedure for
the latter is straightforward. Usually a swab, which is a small piece of cotton
on the end of a short stick, will be rubbed against the inner cheek of a known
person. For unknown samples, e.g. at a crime scene, there can be different
types of objects of which the forensic investigators want to discover if these
are of human origin, what tissue the sample originates from (blood, saliva or
semen), and finally if it results in a useful DNA profile. The initial tests for
species and tissue origin are part of the sample characterization.
The DNA then needs to be extracted, both for known and unknown samples.
Most laboratories will then quantify the extracted DNA, though that is not
strictly necessary. In our laboratory (LabFBT), DNA quantification prior to
PCR amplification is not a standard procedure. Usually the data analysis will
indicate whether there was too much or not enough DNA for a good analysis, and
appropriate actions can be performed accordingly. In the case of mitochondrial
profiles, DNA is also not quantified before amplification, but measured after
amplification.
1.2.2 PCR amplification
Polymerase chain reaction allows minute amounts of DNA to be amplified to
measurable quantities. It is an enzymatic process that is able to copy specific
DNA regions exponentially. Enzymes that enable this process are called DNA
polymerases. At LabFBT the Hotstar Taq DNA polymerase is used. This
polymerase has an initial heat activation step. After the activation step a
sample is cycled through 34 cycles: 1 step at 94 °C to denature the DNA, then
at 59 °C for annealing and 72 °C for the elongation step in which the DNA
fragments actually get copied.
Different laboratories can use slightly different procedures and there are several
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polymerases available [63, 29]. Scientists try to make the polymerases as fast and
efficient as possible. However, the price for speed and efficiency is accuracy. Taq
DNA polymerase lacks an exonucleolytic editing activity and is therefore much
more error-prone than human DNA polymerases. The error rate per nucleotide
synthesized is between 10-5 to 10-4 [74]. Most errors are base substitutions and
most sequences containing errors therefore still have the same length. However,
the Taq DNA polymerase is also known to make a systematic INDEL error in
the case of STR loci. With a repetitive sequence being amplified, the polymerase
can stutter over one of the repetitions and the copy will then be one repeat
unit smaller. Most STR loci that are used in commercial kits have a repeat
sequence period of four and a stutter of around 10%.
Crime scene samples can contain very low amounts of DNA, or have a contributor
with low DNA amounts. In these cases, there can be significant variation in
the amplification of different alleles. An optimal PCR reaction will start with
around 1 ng of DNA, which is approximately 150 copies per allele [12]. When
only a few DNA molecules are present for every allele, allelic dropout could
occur purely by chance. Furthermore, two alleles could have a high quantitative
imbalance in case of a heterozygous individual. Different replicates of low DNA
amount samples can therefore give different results.
1.2.3 Capillary electrophoresis
Finally, after the amplification the different fragments need to be detected.
Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is still the gold standard in forensics today. It
separates the fragments based on their length and detects them by means of
fluorescent markers that were attached to the primers used in the PCR reaction.
The same machine can also be used for Sanger sequencing, which is useful when
the mitochondrial profile needs to be determined. Figure 1.4 shows the ABI
Genetic Analyzer 3500xL, which is currently used in LabFBT.
Smaller DNA fragments move faster through the gel-filled capillary than longer
fragments. When a fragment passes the detector its fluorescence is measured.
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Figure 1.4: ABI Genetic Analyzer 3500xL. Common instrument for CE
analysis [44].
The intensity of the signal is proportional to the amount of DNA molecules of
that size present. If the intensity of a certain fluorescent dye gets too high, it
can flow over in the signal of a neighboring dye. This process is called spectral
bleeding. It can make the analysis more difficult to interpret if there are also
DNA molecules present of the same size with a different dye. In general there
is always noise on the fluorescence signal, making it difficult to determine exact
quantities.
For every analysis run, an internal size standard is added. In this standard there
are fragments of known size. Environmental conditions, such as temperature,
can impact the speed with which the DNA fragments move through the capillary.
With the internal standard the machine can be calibrated for every sample.
Allelic ladders are also analyzed regularly. They contain a mixture of common
alleles and are analyzed with the internal standard to determine the size of
these population alleles. Sample alleles sized with the internal standard can
then be binned with their allelic ladder counterparts.
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Figure 1.5: Electropherogram profile example with 8 STR loci and amelogenin.
1.2.4 Processing the data
The CE result is an electropherogram, as displayed in Figure 1.5. It shows
the intensities for the dyes used in the analysis with relative fluorescence units
(RFU) on the Y-axis. A DNA fragment with a high abundance should have a
higher peak than a lower abundant fragment. If a DNA fragment has a very
low abundance, it can be difficult to distinguish it from signal noise or other
technical artifacts.
The X-axis correlates to the size of the fragments. It is the time it took a DNA
fragment to pass through the capillary and reach the detection cell. The allelic
ladder is used to calibrate the time measurements with which the length of the
fragments is estimated in bp. The standard error on the size estimate is around
0.5 bp [12]. Software that analyzes electropherograms usually requires an allelic
ladder data file, an STR kit file containing bins for the allele repeat number
for each STR locus and panels that define the STR loci present in the kit. All
this information together transforms the DNA size information from the sample
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data into STR allele repeat numbers for each observed peak [13]. The list of
STR allele repeat numbers approved by a forensic analyst constitutes the DNA
profile of the sample.
1.2.5 Forensic conclusion
When the DNA profile has been determined, it can be compared to other
profiles. For example, if there is a crime scene sample it can be compared to the
DNA profile of a suspect. If all the alleles of the suspect are within the crime
scene DNA profile, the suspect is considered included in the crime scene profile.
Because crime scene samples are unique and subject to errors at different points
in the workflow (see Table 1.2), suspects cannot be included or excluded with
100% certainty. If, for example, the crime scene sample was in a degraded state,
the result of matching to a suspect could be inconclusive if a few of the suspects
alleles could not be detected due to the degradation (provided that he/she really
contributed to the sample). This is called allelic dropout. The probability of
dropout can be considered in the statistical analysis to include or exclude the
suspect. However, if there are no indications for dropout and not all the suspect
alleles are present the suspect can be excluded from the crime scene sample.
Table 1.2: Possible issues in the forensic workflow
Step Issues
DNA sample collection Contamination, degradation
PCR amplification PCR sequence errors
Drop out due to primer mismatch
Multiplexing issues
Stochastic effect
Capillary electrophoresis Signal noise
Spectral bleeding
Limited number of dyes
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1.3 Sequencing technologies
In the previous sections, the current golden standard workflow was described
for forensics. Except for mitochondrial profiling, it is not necessary to know
the exact DNA sequences to determine an STR profile, as that only requires
detecting length differences of the alleles. However, as Table 1.2 illustrates,
there are several issues with this workflow. Some of them would benefit from
having full sequence data. The main advantages can be summarized as follows:
• There is no need to mark loci with dyes such as in CE, because the
sequence itself indicates in a proper design to which locus it belongs.
Consequentially there is no limit to the amount of loci that can be
combined in a profile, other than multiplexing limitations in the PCR
step.
• Same-sized alleles with a different sequence can be detected, increasing
the uniqueness of profiles and the potential evidential value of crime scene
samples.
• Potential errors can be investigated by taking account of sequence specific
errors. There is no general signal noise.
Of course, there are also problems with sequencing, as with any technology. In
the following sections the sequencing technologies relevant for this dissertation
are briefly presented, with emphasis on their potential benefits and pitfalls for
application in forensics.
1.3.1 Sanger sequencing
Sanger sequencing was the first widely applicable form of DNA/RNA
sequencing [60]. Dideoxyribonucleotide triphosphates (ddNTPs) are added
to the PCR mix together with normal deoxyribonucleotides (dNTPs) and
incorporated during the amplification cycles. A ddNTP does not have a hydroxyl
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Figure 1.6: Sanger sequencing.
© User:Estevezj/Wikimedia Commons/CC-BY-SA-3.0
group at the 3’-end necessary for elongation. Consequently, When a ddNTP is
incorporated in a DNA sequence, the sequence stops there. The result of a PCR
with a certain percentage of ddNTPs, is a range of sequences with different
lengths, depending on where the ddNTP was incorporated. When the ddNTPs
are linked to fluorochromes they can be detected similarly to the STR fragments
with standard CE equipment. The fluorochrome of each fragment will indicate
the base at the position in the sequence equaling the length of the fragment.
Figure 1.6 gives an overview.
The major disadvantage of Sanger sequencing is that it is very slow and not
highly parallelizable. A second disadvantage is that different alleles cannot be
easily detected. In the case of SNP alleles for a heterozygous sample, at the SNP
position two fluorochromes will be present in the fragment that determines that
base in the sequence. In most cases, this is interpretable as a SNP event and
both allele sequences can be determined. However, for INDELs the resulting
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signal becomes uninterpretable, as all fragments beyond this point will be shifted
in length between the two alleles. Such heterozygous alleles can be separated
by cloning [15], but this would be too laborious for routine use in forensics.
Currently Sanger sequencing is applied in forensics for analysis of the
mitochondrial DNA. When massively parallel sequencing technologies will be
used in forensics, it will be possible to analyze the STR and mitochondrial DNA
analysis on the same platform. At that point Sanger sequencing will no longer
be necessary for forensics, except for initial validation of the new systems.
1.3.2 Massively parallel sequencing
As indicated in the previous section, the main disadvantage of Sanger sequencing
is its low throughput and time-consuming nature. Massively parallel sequencing
(MPS) technologies remedy that by parallelizing the sequencing reactions and
using different detection schemes.
There are many sequencing technologies in use, and several on the horizon.
Only the MPS technologies that have been tested for forensic DNA analysis
will be discussed. Table 1.3 lists the different technologies and companies that
commercialize them. Figure 1.7 shows a device as example for each technology.
Table 1.3: Considered MPS sequencing technologies
Sequencing technology Company Release year
Pyrosequencing 454 Life Sciences 2005
Ion semiconductor sequencing Ion Torrent Systems 2010
Terminated-dye sequencing Illumina 2006
Nanopore sequencing Oxford Nanopore 2014
Pyrosequencing
Pyrosequencing is biochemically very similar to Sanger sequencing, except that
it uses normal nucleotides instead of ddNTPs. For the detection, it analyses the
amount of pyrophosphates released when dNTPs are incorporated. The released
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Roche 454 GS FLX Illumina MiSeq
Ion Torrent PGM Nanopore MinION
Figure 1.7: MPS sequencing devices
pyrophosphates activate luciferase, which upon activation emits visible light. In
a pyrosequencing reaction the different dNTPs (A,C,T,G) are cycled. In any
cycle only one specific dNTP is present, implying that all emitted light in the
cycle corresponds to that dNTP. Reading the sequences is then accomplished
by detecting the different amounts of light in the different dNTP cycles.
By performing the pyrosequencing reactions in a micro- or picotiter plate, it
is possible to sequence many DNA molecules at the same time and detect
the light separately in the different plate wells. Its main disadvantage is that
homopolymer nucleotide stretches are sequenced with a high error rate. The
amount of light emitted in pyrosequencing is not linear to the amount of
identical consecutive bases. Ideally it approximates linearity up to 8 bases [46].
Nonetheless, even stretches of 4 bases will already contain around 10% deletion
errors, going to 20% for stretches of 7 bases [45].
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Ion semiconductor sequencing
Instead of detecting pyrophosphate as in pyrosequencing, ion semiconductor
sequencing detects the hydrogen ions that are released when a nucleotide is
built into the complementary strand. The hydrogen ions increase the pH which
is detected by an ion-sensitive field-effect transistor (ISFET). Homopolymer
stretches release a corresponding number of ions and longer stretches therefore
generate a higher pH and electronic signal. However, as for pyrosequencing,
this is not a linear relationship and long homopolymer stretches have high error
rates. Figure 1.8 compares the sequencing error for homopolymers between
pyrosequencing and semiconductor sequencing, showing that the latter has even
higher homopolymer error rates than pyrosequencing.
Terminated-dye sequencing
Similar as the previous two technologies, terminated-dye sequencing uses
cycles to determine the different bases in the DNA molecule. Unlike the
previous technologies, it adds all four nucleotides at the same time instead of
a single type nucleotide. The four nucleotides are linked with reversible dye-
terminators. When they are added, only one nucleotide can be incorporated into
the complementary strand because of the reversible termination. Subsequently a
single camera can analyze the dyes to determine which bases were incorporated,
and finally the dye-terminators can be removed.
Because the four nucleotides are added at the same time, there is a natural
competition between them for strand incorporation. Also because only a
single nucleotide gets incorporated per cycle, there is no significant sequencing
dependent homopolymer miscalling. Homopolymer sequencing errors do occur
but have only been detected for homopolymer stretches longer than 20 bases[54].
There are also other sequence-specific errors: the motif GGC has been shown
to generate strand-specific errors if followed by GC-rich motifs[54].
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Figure 1.8: Comparison of homopolymer stretch accuracy between
pyrosequencing (454 GS Junior) and semiconductor sequencing (Ion Torrent).
Charts show the frequency of erroneous insertions or deletions associated with
homopolymeric stretches of lengths 1-7, and 8 or greater [45].
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1.3.3 Nanopore sequencing
All previously discussed technologies are categorized as sequencing by synthesis.
The DNA synthesis is essential to establish the sequence: either before detection,
as in Sanger and terminated-dye sequencing, or at the moment of detection, as
in pyrosequencing and semiconductor sequencing. With the third generation of
sequencing, it will not always be required to synthesize new DNA. Nanopore
sequencing transports a DNA single-strand molecule through a small pore of the
order of 1 nanometer in internal diameter with an applied voltage. When the
DNA molecule is passing though the nanopore it changes the electric current.
Figure 1.9 shows how this works.
Nanopore sequencing is still under intensive development. Currently the
nanopore systems of Oxford Nanopore do not detect single nucleotides of
the passing DNA molecule. Instead it detects all the sub-molecules of three
nucleotides in the DNA molecule. Because of this, there is a complicated base
calling procedure and an increased likelihood for sequence specific errors.
1.4 MPS data processing
1.4.1 Variant analysis software
The main difference in using MPS technologies in forensics instead of CE is
handling the different nature of the resulting data. MPS technologies will
usually process the raw data and provide the analyst with a file containing
DNA sequences. The two most common sequence file formats are FASTA and
FASTQ. One entry in such a file is called a read and corresponds with one
sequenced DNA molecule. FASTA files contain an annotated header and the
sequence for every read, FASTQ files also contain information on the quality
of each base called in the sequence. The DNA profile from an MPS processed
sample is the set of sequence variants that can be attributed to the known or
unknown contributor(s) of the sample. The sequences in the MPS data files
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Figure 1.9: Nanopore sequencing. The sequencing technique of Oxford Nanopore
is displayed. (a) Double-stranded DNA is separated into single-stranded DNA
by a polymerase such as phi29. This also slows down the ssDNA through the
nanopore. The dark blue diamond reads the ssDNA sequence. (b) The ionic
current is altered by the ssDNA sequence translocating through the nanopore.
Each level represents one nucleotide residing inside the nanopore at a specific
point in time. By detecting these levels, the sequence of the DNA can be
decoded [64].
usually do not immediately match to the original sequences of the contributor
and need to be processed:
• DNA adapters attached to the DNA molecules in the library preparation,
could still be present in the sequences and need to be removed.
• Some technologies contain noise at the end of the sequence that needs to
be removed.
After processing, the sequences need to be compared to each other and reference
data to establish what variant alleles are present. To compare sequences they
need to be aligned to each other. The main difficulty for the data processing
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is the repetitive nature of the sequences of forensic loci, as this makes the
alignment ambiguous and therefore non-trivial.
Research in MPS data analysis has not been focused on STR variant analysis.
For medical applications, SNP variants are more relevant than STR variants
because they are more frequent in coding regions. Furthermore, current MPS
technologies have a general difficulty with sequencing VNTR and STR regions.
They are therefore studied less and algorithms for the analysis of STRs have
lagged behind.
1.4.2 Alignment algorithms
One of the first algorithms to compare biological sequences was the Needleman-
Wunsch algorithm [51]. It dynamically constructs a global alignment between
two sequences. The algorithm can be configured with different scoring systems.
Figure 1.10 gives a detailed example. There is also the Smith-Waterman
algorithm that is a variation on Needleman-Wunsch for local alignment [61]. A
local alignment does not try to align both sequences from beginning to end, but
tries to find the best scoring sub-alignment between the best two sub-strings of
the sequences.
Processing time and memory requirements of both algorithms is of the
computational order O(nm) with n and m the length of the two sequences
aligned. Because MPS generates so much data (some technologies in the order
of million sequences), it is computationally unfeasible to use these algorithms
generally for MPS data analysis. The advent of MPS has therefore been
accompanied by the development of new alignment algorithms. Most of them
will not search for the optimal matching alignment, but will use heuristics to
find significant matches. Word or k-mer methods first look up matching short
sub-sequences. If two sequences have sub-regions with several matching identical
k-mers at similar distances, a more sensitive algorithm is applied to align the
sub-regions.
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Figure 1.10: Needleman-Wunsch pairwise sequence alignment. The algorithm
finds the best possible alignments between two strings. It takes three score
parameters: match, mismatch, and gap. The possible best matches are found
by tracing back the highest scores indicated by the blue, red or black arrows.
© User:Slowkow/Wikimedia Commons/CC-BY-SA-3.0
1.5 DNA databases
Given the difficulties with STRs, both in terms of sequencing as in data
processing, some researchers conjecture that the current STR loci will be
disregarded and that forensic profiles will be obtained mainly with SNP loci [62].
Irrespective of arguments pro SNP loci, there is a compelling reason why this is
not likely to happen: the current state of the DNA databases.
A DNA database is a collection of DNA profiles and generally contains profiles
from known offenders and unknown crime scene samples. It serves to link the
crime scene samples to possible offenders, or to other crime scene samples to
identify unknown repeat offenders. The first DNA database was the United
Kingdom national DNA database (NDNAD) in 1995. In 2013 it contained 7
million individual profiles which represents 10% of the total UK population. A
crime scene sample has a 61% chance of having a match [5]. The United States
DNA database is called the combined DNA index system (CODIS) and was
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started three years later. In 2014 it contained 13 million individual profiles [4],
which is around 4% of the total US population.
Building DNA databases of the UK and US sizes, is a substantial investment
up to the order of hundreds of million US$ [12]. The current databases contain
mainly STR profiles. Based on this historical legacy, and taking account of the
minor benefits of SNP loci information, it has no sense redoing all the profiles
that are currently in the databases. Future searches need to be compatible with
the current state of the databases, which means future profiles also need to
contain the current STR loci.
This does not imply that future technologies need to be able to provide accurate
results for all currently used STR loci. The different national databases do not
contain the same set of loci either: US DNA databases are required to contain
at least the CODIS core set of 13 loci, European databases have a minimal
standard set of 12 loci known as the European standard set (ESS). Table 1.4
shows both core sets. Future technologies should aim at a minimum to provide
accurate results for a substantial overlap between those two different sets [24].
1.6 Legal and ethical considerations
1.6.1 Belgian legal context
Forensic DNA analysis is regulated by laws. Countries can have different
regulations within their laws on how forensic DNA analysis should be carried
out and can be used in the court room. For the sake of brevity, only the Belgian
legal context is described. There are two laws that are important for forensic
DNA analysis: 1) the specific law that regulates the identification procedure for
criminal cases by means of DNA analysis (DNA law) [1, 2]; and 2) the general
law for protection of the private life (privacy law) [3].
The DNA law states that a DNA profile is an alphanumerical code based on
non-coding sequences from the human genome. It needs to be determined
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Table 1.4: Loci core sets
CODIS ESS
CSF1PO
D1S1656
D2S441
D5S818
D3S1358 D3S1358
D8S1179 D8S1179
D7S820
D10S1248
D12S391
D13S317
D18S51 D18S51
D21S11 D21S11
D16S539
D22S1045
FGA FGA
TH01 TH01
TPOX
VWA VWA
according to international standards. The analysis needs to minimally include
the loci TH01, vWA, D21S11, FGA, D8S1179, D3S1358, D18S51, D10S1248,
D22S1045, D2S441, D1S1656, D12S391, and amelogenin. The technology used
for the analysis is not specified. A laboratory that wants to use MPS for forensic
DNA analysis in Belgium, needs to acquire accreditation and be accepted by
the federal minister of Justice.
The privacy law applies to all information concerning identified or identifiable
natural persons. As DNA profiles are considered unique for an individual it
applies also to the DNA law. As the privacy law states that any use of private
information must be with a specified, explicit and legitimate purpose, anything
that is not explicitly allowed in the DNA law is forbidden. Hence, forensic
analysis of phenotypic SNPs is not (yet) allowed in Belgium.
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1.6.2 Who and what is suspect?
There are two ethical considerations that have to be made about the forensic
DNA analysis itself: who and what should be profiled. Suspects of a crime are
the first group whose DNA should be analyzed. Because they are suspect, there
exists other evidence linking them to the crime. The DNA analysis will then
corroborate or contradict the other evidence. Many times investigators do not
yet have a suspect. Who should then be profiled?
One specific way to rephrase this is: Who should be in the DNA database? At
one extreme, some believe everybody should be in a population-wide database.
Their usual argument is: If you did nothing wrong you have nothing to hide
and if everybody is in the database most crimes could be solved. However, there
are quality, cost, privacy and security concerns that need to be considered with
this radical solution.
Assuming that population-wide is not a good option, the first group to exclude
from a national database would be the innocent, or at least those not previously
convicted under the assumption of innocence. Notwithstanding an assumption
of innocence, it is clear that suspects need to be profiled. In those cases, it
would seem a waste not to do a database search, to see if the suspect can be
linked to other crimes. And if you search the database once, why would you
not maintain them in the database, at least until they are exonerated?
There is a slippery slope in deciding who should be profiled. Until 2009, the UK
NDAD database maintained DNA profiles of previously arrested individuals
that were not convicted. In a ruling of the European Court of Human Rights it
was decided that retaining such DNA profiles was a violation of the right to
privacy [12].
When database searching does not generate investigative leads, sometimes DNA
mass screenings or dragnets are organized. In a DNA dragnet a group is targeted
of which it is assumed the perpetrator is a member. All group members are
requested to voluntarily donate a DNA sample. With larger groups this strategy
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is very costly. A minor ethical concern is that it turns every group member into
a suspect until proven innocent.
When nothing is known about the perpetrator, investigators would like to
use the DNA itself to generate an image of the perpetrator. This is possible
with the analysis of SNPs that correlate with externally visible characteristics
(EVCs) [38]. Currently, the EVCs that can be extracted from a crime scene
sample are not very discriminatory [48]. They can only assist the investigators
to exclude certain suspects. Because of that, careful thought should be given
to its implementation. Particularly, it does not seem justified informing the
general public that the police is searching for a suspect with the following EVC
profile: black eyes, black hair, darker skin.
One last method on which some countries place legal restrictions is called
familial searching. In familial searching a database is searched to find close
matches [10, 41]. By broadening the search the goal is to find a close family
member of the suspect, such as a son or nephew. Further investigations are
then necessary to find the real perpetrator.
1.6.3 Balancing false positives and negatives
Forensic sciences make mistakes, just as any science. Because of the implications
on society it is important to reflect on the consequences of these mistakes. In
the context of a forensic DNA analysis a false positive would be an innocent
person, wrongfully linked to a crime. A false negative would be a perpetrator
that is not properly linked to the crime, despite of a forensic DNA analysis.
The strategies discussed in the previous section all have their own selectivity
and sensitivity characteristics. Each strategy that is added to the forensic
science toolbox should strike a good balance between both types of mistakes.
This balance is generally preferred to be conservative for the perpetrators, to
minimize the risk of wrongfully convicting an innocent person.
This is also more generally connected to a balance between public safety and
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personal liberties. An extreme of 100% public safety will imply a higher rate of
false positives. For 100% safety the population wide database would probably
be necessary. Imagine you are living in such a country and at a certain moment
in the future your country becomes a dictatorship with a new set of arbitrary
laws. Would you still want to be in the database, not knowing which of the
dictator’s laws you might be breaking?
1.6.4 The CSI effect
Television shows such as CSI: crime scene investigation have had an impact on
the public expectations of what can be achieved with forensic DNA analysis.
It has been dubbed the CSI effect [17]. Although a significant impact on the
decision making of jurors [17, 32] has not been found, we should also be wary
about the CSI effect in policy making and specifically the extent to which
politicians will try to implement the previous mentioned strategies. Being a
good forensic researcher should include asking the question What is the good
balance between public safety and personal liberties?
Chapter 2
Aim and outline
The ethical framework that forms the basis for forensic sciences is of the utmost
importance. Nonetheless, the aim of this doctoral research was technical: to
what extend can we improve forensic DNA analysis by using massively parallel
sequencing technologies, instead of capillary electrophoresis? How much extra
information can be obtained?
Chapter 3 is an exploratory study. At the outset of this doctoral research the
theoretical advantages of MPS over CE were clear. However, it was necessary
to establish if the MPS technologies were already sufficiently mature. The aim
was straightforward: discovering if early MPS technologies were already capable
of providing a competitive advantage in practical use. In order to ascertain
that, we made a direct comparison between a standard STR kit processed by
CE and MPS respectively.
There were several issues with the pipeline developed for the first study: it
only processed STR loci and the different scripts in the pipeline did not work
efficiently together. A second aim was to develop an integrated framework to
process MPS STR data. This framework was named My Forensic Loci queries
(MyFLq) and is presented in Chapter 4. It combines all the algorithms necessary
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for processing MPS STR and SNP data for forensics. Programmers can use it
to build their own workflow for processing such data.
The end-users of forensic DNA analysis tools are forensic analysts. They
are generally not versed in programming, therefore a user-friendly graphical
user interface program was made for these potential users and is presented
in Chapter 5. The aim of the program was to provide the analysts with a
data-analysis workflow as close as possible to the current CE data-analysis
workflow. This should enable an easy transition to MPS technologies for the
forensic analysts.
In the previous papers, questions concerning the nomenclature for sequenced
alleles were mostly disregarded. Compatibility with CE nomenclature was
ensured, but the extra nomenclature necessary to annotate sequenced alleles
was organized arbitrary. Chapter 6 aims to provide a future-proof solution.
It discusses the question of nomenclature: How should sequenced alleles be
reported? It presents the Forensic Loci Allele Database (FLAD) service that
assigns unique and permanent identifiers to forensic allele sequences.
In the general discussion - Chapter 7 - MyFLq is compared in detail to the
data analysis tools of other scientific groups. Currently available commercial
products for MPS in forensics are also discussed.
Chapter 3
Exploring forensic DNA
analysis using MPS
Aim:
At the outset of this doctoral research the theoretical
advantages of MPS over CE were clear. However, it was
necessary to establish if the MPS technologies were already
sufficiently mature and capable of providing a competitive
advantage in practical use. In order to ascertain that, we
made a direct comparison between a standard STR kit
processed by CE and MPS respectively.
Adapted from FSIG 6, 6 (DEC 2012):
Forensic STR analysis using massive parallel sequencing
Van Neste, C.*
Van Nieuwerburgh, F.*
Van Hoofstat, D.
Deforce, D.
* contributed equally
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Abstract
We explore the applicability of second generation sequencing (SGS) to sequence
multiplexed forensic STR amplicons, both in a single contributor sample as in
multiple-person mixtures with different ratios. We compare the results of a
commercial STR profiling kit (Applied Biosystems AmpFlSTR® Profiler Plus®),
analyzed both with capillary electrophoresis and with Roche GS FLX sequencing.
An easy to use open-source software pipeline is provided, chaining together
the different steps needed to start the analysis from a GS FLX FASTA file,
resulting in a FASTA file containing the called and quantified alleles present
in the data. Sequencing of multiplexed STR amplicons using Roche GS FLX
titanium technology is technically feasible but the technology is not ideal for
this purpose. The fraction of full length reads is small and the homopolymer
sequencing error rate is high. The pipeline compresses the homopolymers to a
single base to avoid false results caused by these homopolymers. The qualitative
and quantitative results from the SGS STR analysis pipeline are comparable
to the electrophoresis method. Additionally, the SGS method provides extra
information and is able to call allele subtypes based on STR sequences in a
database. In mixed samples, all alleles were reported from individuals that
contributed at least 10% to the mixture.
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Background
Short tandem repeat (STR) profiling using PCR and capillary electrophoresis
is currently the most commonly used method to obtain a forensic DNA profile.
Advancing knowledge in human single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers,
generated by projects such as the International HapMap Project [21], raised the
question within the forensic DNA typing community if SNP markers have the
potential to replace the currently used STR loci. Second generation sequencing
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(SGS) technologies present an entirely new paradigm for DNA sequence data
generation. SGS technology offers the possibility to sequence up to millions of
individual DNA strands in DNA mixtures such as fragmented genomic DNA
and multiplexed amplicons. Using SGS to sequence STR amplicons can combine
both abovementioned approaches as STR amplicons can contain SNPs, making
them even more discriminative as a genetic marker for individuals. SGS can
generate individual sequences of the alleles present in an STR amplicon mixture.
This way, alleles with the same length can be distinguished based on SNPs or
different repeat structures.
SGS of forensic STR amplicons has other potential advantages. When separating
alleles using capillary electrophoresis, the number of loci with overlapping size
ranges is limited to the number of different dyes that can be used to discriminate
these loci in an electropherogram. In SGS data, sequences originating from
different loci can be identified based on the primer sequences. In Holland et
al. [31] this was demonstrated for different markers of forensic interest. It is
then possible to design an STR multiplex with overlapping amplicon sizes for
all loci. This advantage is extremely useful in the design of a reduced size STR
amplicon multiplex, removing the current limitation that not all amplicons can
have the smallest possible size as size is used to discriminate between loci in
the electropherogram.
Another difference and possible advantage of SGS compared to capillary
electrophoresis, is the digital nature of the signal generated by SGS. Capillary
electrophoresis produces an analog signal with peaks consisting out of a height
and surface which are influenced by baseline noise due to spectral bleeding,
cross-talk between capillaries and fluctuations in instrument parameters such as
laser output, voltages and temperature. Theoretically, a SGS STR profile can
be considered digital: the quantity of an allele is determined by the number of
reads present for that allele. The quantity of an allele is described by a discrete
value and can be visualized as a peak in a histogram. Both an electropherogram
and an SGS digital profile can contain errors and not necessarily reflect the true
STR profile. An electropherogram can contain dye blobs, peaks due to spectral
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bleeding, baseline spikes, etc. In an SGS profile, sequencing errors can convolute
the profile. In both methodologies, aberrant peaks due to PCR errors such as
stutter PCR products can be present. SGS however offers more possibilities to
analyze and filter aberrant peaks because the sequences of a suspected peak
can be analyzed. The source of an electrophoresis signal can unfortunately not
be further investigated.
Of the commercially available SGS technologies such as GS FLX from Roche,
SOLiD from Applied Biosystems, and HiSeq from Illumina, the Roche GS FLX
system is best suited for amplicon sequencing of PCR products from the current
forensic kits as it is the only technology that can generate full length reads
of amplicons of 400–500 bp in length. A disadvantage of the Roche GS FLX
technology is that it generates a substantial amount of sequencing errors when
homopolymers are sequenced, resulting in miscalled homopolymer sizes [25].
3.1.2 Experimental setup
We explored the applicability of SGS to sequence multiplexed STR amplicons,
both in a single contributor sample as in multiple-person mixtures with different
ratios. We compared the results of a commercial STR profiling kit (Applied
Biosystems AmpFlSTR® Profiler Plus®), analyzed both with Roche GS FLX
sequencing and with capillary electrophoresis. Fordyce et al. [19] recently
published the results of a similar experimental set-up comparing GS FLX
sequencing of 5 STR loci to capillary electrophoresis. They however only
studied single contributor samples.
The PCR conditions used are those recommended by the ProfilerPlus Kit.
These conditions are optimized to achieve as much sensitivity and robustness as
possible in STR forensic casework samples with a limited amount of available
input DNA. These conditions are certainly not ideal to generate PCR products
that will be used for sequencing. The used polymerase has no high fidelity and
the high number of PCR cycles adds to the creation of PCR artifacts. Because
it is the purpose of our study to explore the possibility to analyze forensic
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casework samples using the SGS technology, the recommended parameters of
the Profiler Plus kit were not changed and the number of PCR cycles was not
reduced.
The fact that the amplicons generated with the Profiler Plus kit are labeled with
different fluorescent dyes, might influence the efficiency of GS FLX sequencing.
There is no published data available on the effect of fluorescent labels attached
to the template amplicons in GS FLX amplicon sequencing. We reasoned that
this should be a negligible issue because during sequencing, only one fluorescent
molecule will end up per well in the picotiter plate. Furthermore Roche GS
FLX technology does not make use of fluorescence to detect signals.
The scope of our study is to explore the applicability of GS FLX sequencing of
forensic STR reads, to compare the results with a commercial STR profiling kit
showing the advantages and disadvantages of the SGS approach and to present
an easy to use open-source data analysis method which handles the several
pitfalls that are inherent to GS FLX sequencing of forensic STRs.
3.1.3 Data analysis
Roche GS FLX XLR70 Titanium amplicon sequencing generates up to 700,000
reads per run with a mean per base error rate of 1.07%. The error rate is not
randomly distributed and can rise to more than 50% [25]. When considering the
average length of the STR alleles, this means that on average there is at least one
error per read. Current forensic STR allele calling is based on size calling of the
peaks in an electropherogram, making it possible to discriminate between alleles
that differ only one base pair in length. Because of the many homopolymers
present in most STR amplicons, it is prone to error to discriminate between
alleles based on a small difference in length using Roche GS FLX technology.
When the assumption can be made that the data are originating from a single
contributor sample, this problem can be solved by retaining only the 1 or 2 most
prevalent sequences for each homozygous or heterozygous locus, respectively.
In practice, this approach may be of limited use, since many forensic casework
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samples derive from multiple donors. This approach could however still be
used for databanking single source samples. We show an analysis method that
circumvents this problem by compressing all homopolymers to a single base,
which can be used to analyze mixed samples.
Even after compressing the homopolymers, it is necessary to perform additional
error correction. Reads originating from the same amplicon need to be clustered
together, making it possible to find the consensus sequence. The challenge
for a clustering algorithm is to cluster all reads that differ only by errors
while separating reads that differ by a SNP or an indel (insertion/ deletion).
We performed the clustering step with the PCR noise removal tools from
AmpliconNoise [55]. These tools use a Needleman–Wunsch and an expectation
maximization algorithm to produce clusters with the highest likelihood of
clustering the reads that differ only by errors and not by SNPs or indels. This
software has been used previously to adequately perform error correction on
GS FLX data [55]. The consensus sequence of such a cluster should be the
sequence of the original amplicon, if all errors are successfully eliminated.
3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Samples
One nanogram of DNA from 5 non-related individuals was used as PCR template
to amplify D3S1358, D5S818, D7S820, D8S1179, D13S317, D18S51, D21S11,
FGA and vWA using the AmpFlSTR® Profiler Plus® kit (Applied Biosystems),
following standard instructions in the manual, but using 34 PCR cycles. The
resulting PCR product of the 5 reference samples was quantified using the
Quant-iTTM PicoGreen® dsDNA Kit (Invitrogen) and mixed to create three
experiment samples. Table 3.1 shows the composition of the three experiment
samples.
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Table 3.1: Composition of the 3 experiment samples
Individual Single contributor (%) Mixture 1 (%) Mixture 2 (%)
1 100 - 0.1
2 - 40 0.5
3 - 30 1
4 - 20 5
5 - 10 93.4
3.2.2 Electrophoresis and SGS
The PCR products of the 5 reference samples and the 3 experiment samples
were analyzed by capillary electrophoresis using an Applied Biosystems 3100
Genetic Analyzer and the Applied Biosystems Genemapper software. Only the
3 experiment samples were sequenced, using standard unmodified Roche FLX
protocols. Two hundred nanograms of each experiment sample were ligated
with adaptors following the GS FLX Titanium General Library Preparation
Method Manual, version April 2009. In this ligation step, only one fifth of
the method recommended amount of adaptors was used to compensate for the
lower amount of input DNA. All subsequent steps of the method were followed
to create a single stranded DNA library. To determine the amount of library
to use in emPCR amplification, an emulsion titration assay was performed.
After completion of this method, the libraries were used as template in an
emulsion-based clonal amplification according to the Roche GS FLX titanium
series emPCR Method Manual – Lib L, version October 2009. The 3 libraries
were sequenced on a picotiter plate according to the Roche GS FLX titanium
Sequencing Method Manual, version October 2009. Using a rubber gasket, the
picotiter plate was divided into 8 physically separated sections. Each library
was sequenced in 1 section. The other 5 sections of the picotiter plate were used
for several other, unrelated sequencing experiments.
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3.2.3 Theoretical profile
A theoretical profile of the experiment samples was made based on the
electropherograms of the 5 individual references samples. The theoretical profile
splits one peak into stacked components when two peaks coincide because an
individual is homozygous, when two or more contributing individuals have an
allele in common, or when a stutter of a bigger allele coincides with the peak of
a smaller allele.
The stutters for the theoretical profile are calculated based on the highest
percent observed stutter reported in the Profiler Plus manual: The highest
percent stutter observed for any D5S818, D13S317, or D7S820 allele was less
than 8%, for any D8S1179 allele less than 9%, for any D3S1358, vWA, FGA, or
D21S11 allele less than 10%, and for any D18S51 allele less than 13% [6].
In the theoretical profile, the sum of the percentages of all peaks for a locus is
100%. This makes the comparison to the SGS data easier as the total number
of considered reads for a locus is 100%. When a locus, e.g. consists out of 1
allele with 10% stutter, this locus will be presented with peaks of 91% and 9%.
3.2.4 Data analysis
Custom pipeline
An open-source software pipeline was developed, chaining together the different
steps needed to start the analysis from a raw GS FLX SFF file or GS FLX
FASTA file, resulting in a FASTA file containing the called and quantified alleles
present in the data. Figure 3.1 shows the different steps that are sequentially
performed by the pipeline. The pipeline makes use of the SeqNoiseM clustering
tool from AmpliconNoise [55] and the Needle pairwise aligner from the EMBOSS
package [56]. First, the homopolymers in all reads of the input FASTA file are
compressed to a single base. A sequence stretch consisting of twice the same
basepair is already considered a homopolymer. Next, the reads in this FASTA
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Figure 3.1: Pipeline
•Compression of all homopolymers
•Categorize reads per locus and per reading direction
•Cluster the categorized data with AmpliconNoise
•Merge the two reading directions, count cluster sizes and filter if too small
•Map consensus sequence of clusters to allele database
•Map consensus sequence between clusters
•Flag alleles: ambiguous, unambiguous, SNP, indel, unknown, stutter, miscopy 
file are categorized for each of the STR loci and for each reading direction. We
required the presence of the first 20 bases of the primer at the beginning of the
read and last 10 bases of the primer at the end of the read. Additionally, we
required a minimum length for the compressed read of 50 bp. This way, only
full length reads are selected and small artifacts are eliminated. The script that
contains the used categorizing sequences for each locus is shown in Appendix B,
Listing B.1. Next, the categorized reads are clustered with the SeqNoiseM
tool from the AmpliconNoise software, using standard parameters for cluster
sensitivity (s = 30.0) and cut-off (c = 0.01) [55]. Next, clusters with the same
consensus sequence but from an opposite reading direction are merged and the
number of reads in the resulting cluster is counted. Next, clusters consisting
out of one sequence and clusters smaller than a customizable percentage of the
total number of reads for that locus are discarded. We chose a percentage of
1% reasoning that with this filter, it should theoretically be possible to detect a
heterozygous allele of a contributor that contributes only 5% to the STR profile.
The consensus sequences of the remaining clusters are matched to an allele
database using Needle from the EMBOSS package [56]. This tool uses a
Needleman–Wunsch algorithm, which performs a global alignment between
two sequences and returns the alignment score and characteristics. Our script
queries a sequence to a database and returns the best possible global match
based on the output from Needle. The allele database is composed of all
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regular and variant STR alleles of which the sequence could be retrieved from
STRbase [58]. Because the consensus sequences of the clusters have compressed
homopolymers, the homopolymers in the database were also compressed. This
can create ambiguous sequences in the database: different alleles can have the
same sequences after compressing the homopolymers. Based on the alignment
results, the consensus sequences are flagged. The first flag can have 3 possible
values: The ‘N’ or ‘no match’ flag means that no match with less than 2 gaps
and less than 3 SNPs were found. The ‘U’ or ‘unambiguous’ and the ‘A’ or
‘ambiguous’ flag means a match to an ambiguous or unambiguous database
sequence was found in the database with less than 2 gaps and less than 3 SNPs.
A ‘no match’ sequence never gets a second flag. A sequence with a match can
have an additional ‘SNP’ and an additional ‘INDEL’ flag when at least one SNP
or one gap was allowed to make the match with the compressed STR database
entry.
During the final step of the pipeline, the consensus sequence of the clusters
are mapped against each other using Needle from the EMBOSS package. This
allows flagging clusters as stutters or miscopy errors. When a cluster is identical
to another cluster except for 4 contiguous gaps it is flagged as a stutter. When
a cluster is identical to another cluster except for one gap or one SNP, both
clusters are flagged as a possible sequencing error with the flag ‘miscopy’. When
one of the 2 ‘miscopy’ clusters consist of reads in only one sequencing direction
and the other cluster consists of reads in both reading directions, the reads
of the first cluster are added to the second cluster and the remaining cluster
is flagged as a binned miscopy cluster with the flag ‘miscopy_bin’. Clusters
with the ‘stutter’, ‘miscopy’ or ‘miscopy_bin’ flag need to be manually checked.
Based on the percentages of the number of reads in the clusters, it is possible
to asses if it is likely that these clusters are stutters, sequencing errors or true
alleles. An optional script ‘Isolate_Miscopy’ is made available that can be
used to show the difference in the original uncompressed sequences of a pair of
‘miscopy’ clusters. This allows a manual analysis of what may have caused the
miscopy cluster.
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For each reported allele, following information is reported in the resulting FASTA
output: matching allele in database, is allele present in forward and/or reverse
reading direction, total number of considered reads for that locus, percentage
of the considered reads in the reported allele, number of gaps needed to allow
a match to the database, matching allele based on the length of the cluster,
abovementioned flags. As example, the output from the pipeline for the single
contributor sample is shown in Appendix B, Listing B.2. The intermediate
results of the pipeline are saved, making it, e.g. possible to look at the sequences
in a specific cluster.
A genuine allele of a contributor that is not in the database, to which the alleles
are matched, will either be flagged as a ‘no match’, ‘SNP’ or ‘miscopy’. The
proportion of the cluster can be used as an indication whether or not to consider
it a genuine allele. In a single contributor sample it should be relatively simple
to mark possible genuine alleles that are not yet in the database. Subsequent
analysis using Sanger sequencing should be used to confirm the new allele,
before it can be added to the database.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 General properties of the GS FLX dataset
Table 3.2 shows the total number of active wells, filtered wells, and past-filter
reads in the Roche GS FLX dataset, as well as the number of reads which
contain at least one primer sequence and the number of full length reads selected
by the pipeline. Huse et al. [33] report that on average about 45% of the wells
that contain detectable sequencing templates, produce usable reads. Comparing
the total number of active wells and the total number of reads in Table 3.2, on
average 48% of the wells produced reads. Table 3.3 zooms in on the number of
reads which contain at least one primer sequence, showing how many reads are
sequenced in the forward and in the reversed direction. These results show that
longer loci are underrepresented in the dataset. Although one would expect a
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Table 3.2: Number of wells and reads in the Roche GS FLX dataset
Mixture 1 Mixture 2 Single
Total active wells 208,069 187,237 206,779
Total filtered wells 204,924 184,494 203,456
Total number of reads 103,770 99,261 88,909
Reads with primer sequence 52,100 51,156 47,114
Full length reads 18,337 22,668 14,840
similar proportion of reads in the forward direction as in the reversed direction,
this is not the case in our limited dataset.
Table 3.3: Number of reads in forward (FW) and reversed (RV) direction:
size-range of alleles according to STRbase
Size-range (bp) Mixture 1 Mixture 2 Single contributor
FW RV FW RV FW RV
D3S1358 97–145 6849 156 6810 154 7240 37
D5S818 130–178 667 9621 778 8666 339 8059
D7S820 253–293 133 175 147 193 85 134
D8S1179 123–175 175 11,401 547 10,472 419 11,692
D13S317 193–241 436 1357 268 2663 219 822
D18S51 264–351 1501 444 1660 274 1170 119
D21S11 186–256 6602 920 6467 867 4569 784
FGA 196–352 437 544 510 734 277 657
vWA 152–212 9766 916 8894 1052 9923 569
3.3.2 Single contributor sample
Figure 3.2 shows a comparison between the results obtained from the single
contributor sample. In the top panel of the figure, the peak heights from the
capillary electrophoresis profile are plotted. In the middle is the theoretical
profile. In the theoretical profile from one individual, each locus should have
either 2 peaks of 45% when the individual is heterozygous for that locus, or
1 peak of 90% when the individual is homozygous for that locus. Just before
the main peaks, stutter peaks of around 5–10% should be present. The lower
panel is the profile obtained from the GS FLX dataset using the pipeline output
without manual corrections. The X-axis of the figure shows the assigned alleles.
In the SGS profile, several alleles are marked with a number 1. For these alleles,
the SGS method provides additional SNP, indel or uncommon allele subtype
information compared to the electrophoresis method. Alleles in the SGS profile
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Figure 3.2: STR profiles for the single contributor sample
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that are marked with a number 2 have an ambiguous match in the database,
thus providing less information compared to the electrophoresis method. Alleles
in the SGS profile that are marked with a number 3 did not match to the
database with less than 2 gaps or 3 SNPs. Alleles that were flagged both as
a ‘no match’ and as a stutter of a matched allele are presented in the figure
on the stutter position. Table 3.4 compares the allele information between the
electrophoresis and the SGS method and provides more information on the
alleles marked with a number. The output file from the pipeline is shown in
Appendix B, Listing B.2.
3.3.3 Mixed samples
The STR profiles and allele call results of the mixture samples are represented
in Figure 3.3 and Table 3.5 and in Figure 3.4 and Table 3.6, respectively. Unlike
Table 3.4 of the single contributor sample, Tables 3.5 and 3.6 for the mixture
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Table 3.4: Comparison results from electrophoresis and SGS STR pipeline for
single contributor sample
Electrophoresis (E) SGS Remarks
Allele Quantity (%) Allele Quantity (%)
D3S1358 14 8 14 4 Same result
15 49 15 51 Same result
17 5 17 with SNP 4 One stutter visible from allele nr 18
with same SNP as allele nr 18
18 38 18 with SNP 41 SNP detected in SGS profile
D5S818 10 ND 10 2 Stutter visible in SGS profile
11 50 11 54 Same result
12 ND 12 with SNP 3 One stutter visible from allele nr 13
with same SNP as allele nr 13
13 50 13 with SNP 41 SNP detected in SGS profile
D7S820 9 ND 9 7 Stutter visible in SGS profile
10 100 10 93 Same result
D8S1179 12 9 12 with SNP + 12
with SNP
2 + 3 Two stutters visible from allele nr 13
with same SNP as allele nr 13
13 37 13 with SNP 53 SNP detected in SGS profile
14 10 14 4 Same result
15 43 15 39 Same result
D13S317 11 16 11 4 Same result
12 84 12 + 12 with SNP 48 + 48 E calls homozygotic allele. SGS calls a
heterozygotic allele: half of the reads
cluster as the standard allele 12 and
half of the reads cluster as allele 12
with a SNP
D21S11 29 7 29 4 Same result
30 44 30” 50 Subtype 30” detected in SGS profile
31 ND 31 4 Unusual stutter detected in SGS pro-
file
33.1 ND 33.1 5 The SGS pipeline could not match the
cluster to the STR database, however
it was flagged as a stutter of 34.1
34.1 49 34.1 38 Same result
vWA 15 9 15 with SNP 5 SNP detected in SGS profile
16 46 16 with SNP 53 Same SNP in stutter
17 45 17 43 Same result
FGA 18.2 3 18 or 18.2 2 Ambiguous call in SGS profile com-
pared to E
19.2 49 19 or 19.2 30 + 13 Ambiguous call in SGS profile com-
pared to E; 30% cluster is due to out
of sync sequencing
20 ND 20 1 Unusual stutter detected in SGS pro-
file
21 4 21 4 + 2 4% cluster is due to out of sync
sequencing
22 44 22 36 + 12 36% cluster is due to out of sync
sequencing
D18S51 11 3 11 1 Same result
12 51 12 48 Same result
13 46 13 51 Same result
samples only contain information on the alleles that were marked with a number
in the respective figures. In the theoretical profile, the relative contribution of
alleles of identical length, but originating from more than one individual, is
shown by stacked bars in the bar graph. In the SGS profile, bars are stacked
when the pipeline result show different subtypes of alleles with the same length.
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Figure 3.3: STR profiles for Mixture 1
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Table 3.5: Comparison results from electrophoresis and SGS STR pipeline for
Mixture 1
Electrophoresis (E) SGS Remarks
Allele Quantity (%) Allele Quantity (%)
D5S818 12 57 12 + 12 with SNP 43 + 15 SNP detected in SGS profile
D7S820 9 24 9 + 9 N 23 + 1 Extended remark: The 23% cluster
is the normal allele, the 1% cluster
was unmatchable to the database but
only differs by two gaps from the
normal allele. Probably it is a PCR
aberration that could not be filtered
away
D13S317 12 35 12 + 12 with SNP 21 + 12 SNP detected in SGS profile
13 21 13 + 13 with SNP 13 + 7 SNP detected in SGS profile
D21S11 29 20 29’ with SNP 20 Subtype detected
30 20 30” + 30”’ 10 + 11 Two subtypes detected
30.2 2 30.2 N 1 The SGS pipeline could not match the
cluster to the STR database, however
it was flagged as a stutter of 31.2
32 4 32’ 4 Subtype detected
vWA 14 16 14 N 14 Extended remark: The SGS pipeline
could not match the cluster to the
STR database. Manual sequence
analysis showed it to be a variant with
two SNPs compared to the normal
database sequence. It appears both
in mixture 1 and 2 at the percentages
expected for the vWA 14 allele of
contributor 4
16 33 16 + 16 with SNP 17 + 27 SNP detected in SGS profile
18 14 18 with SNP + 18
with SNP
3 + 2 SNP detected in SGS profile
FGA All alleles but one have an extra cluster in the SGS profile that results from an out of sync sequencing
error that could not be corrected, because there were no reads available in the reverse direction
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Figure 3.4: STR profiles for Mixture 2
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Table 3.6: Comparison results from electrophoresis and SGS STR pipeline for
Mixture 2
Electrophoresis (E) SGS Remarks
Allele Quantity (%) Allele Quantity (%)
D3S1358 17 48 17 with SNP 38 SNP detected in SGS profile
D7S820 12 40 12 + 12 with SNP 32 + 2 SNP detected in SGS profile
D21S11 29 ND 29’ with SNP 4 Subtype detected
30 6 30” 2 Subtype detected
31 ND 31 + 31 N 3 + 3 The SGS pipeline could not match the
second cluster to the STR database,
however it was flagged as a stutter of
32’
32 49 32’ 32 Subtype detected
vWA 14 8 14 N 3 Extended remark: The SGS pipeline
could not match the cluster to the
STR database. Manual sequence
analysis showed it to be a variant with
two SNPs compared to the normal
database sequence. It appears both
in mixture 1 and 2 at the percentages
expected for the vWA 14 allele of
contributor 4
15 8 15 with SNP 3 SNP detected in SGS profile
16 37 16 with SNP 51 SNP detected in SGS profile
18 7 18 with SNP 3 SNP detected in SGS profile
FGA All alleles but one have an extra cluster in the SGS profile that results from an out of sync sequencing
error that could not be corrected, because there were no reads available in the reverse direction
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3.4 Discussion
Roche GS FLX sequencing technology is more expensive and more laborious
than the capillary electrophoresis method although multiplexing samples can
reduce the per-sample cost. This limits the use of this technology to routinely
analyze forensic STR casework samples. In addition, the high error rate in
the produced sequences impedes data analysis. Of the commercially available
SGS technologies, the Roche GS FLX system is currently the only technology
that can generate full length reads from amplicons generated by the current
forensic STR profiling kits. Because the Roche GS FLX system is based on
pyrosequencing, it generates a substantial amount of sequences with miscalled
homopolymer sizes.
To be able to make a comparison with the current gold standard capillary
electrophoresis method, we decided to use a commercial multiplex for the
current exercise. Current commercial STR profiling kits are designed and
optimized for analysis with capillary electrophoresis and do not take advantage
of the full potential of SGS. An SGS STR profiling kit should generate small
amplicon sizes. The effect of reduced efficiency of PCR amplification of longer
amplicons is more pronounced in SGS because the current SGS methods contain
an additional PCR step. Because pyrosequencing of homopolymers results
in a high error rate, a SGS STR profiling kit designed for a pyrosequencing
based SGS system should generate amplicons with as few homopolymers as
possible. STRs such as FGA and D18S51 can contain up to approximately 30
homopolymers. Sequencing errors in one or more of these stretches, randomly
distributed over the reads, convolutes the Roche GS FLX data and easily results
in mistakes during analysis of the data.
SGS poses limitations on STR amplicon design, but also opens new possibilities.
In SGS data, sequences originating from different loci can be identified based
on the primer sequence that is incorporated in the sequence, making it possible
to design an STR multiplex with an unlimited number of overlapping amplicon
sizes for all loci. This opens the door to design a mini-STR kit wherein more
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mini-STRs can be multiplexed.
Our results show a total number of reads of approximately 100,000 reads
per sample. This is around the expected range of ≈87,500 reads as reported
by Roche [57] when sequencing an amplicon sample on 1/8th of a GS FLX
titanium run. Approximately half of the reads start with a primer sequence.
The other half of the reads consists of PCR artifacts, STR amplicon fragments
and amplicons which start with a primer sequence that contains sequencing
errors. Approximately half of the reads starting with a primer are full length.
The number of reads in the forward and reversed reading direction are skewed
for all loci. The reason for this is unclear. A possible cause is the fact that the
template amplicons are labeled with a fluorescent dye. Steric hindrance of the
dye could impede hybridization to the beads in the emPCR step or impede the
sequencing by synthesis step. Unfortunately, due to time and cost limitations,
we were not able to perform replicate testing for this study, so we were not able
to check this hypothesis. Replicate testing in similar future studies should be
a part of the experimental design where possible. There is no published data
available on the effect of fluorescent labels attached to the template amplicons
in GS FLX amplicon sequencing. Imbalance between the number of forward
and reversed reads is not desirable. The sequence error frequency increases
toward the end of reads. When an amplicon is sequenced in 2 directions, each
end of the amplicon is covered by high quality sequencing data. Ideally both
sequencing directions are equally represented.
We present an easy to use open-source data analysis method, which handles
the several pitfalls that are inherent to GS FLX sequencing of homopolymer
containing STR amplicons. In preliminary versions of our pipeline, we intuitively
tried to approach the SGS data using the electrophoresis paradigm of calling
an allele by its size. This approach is prone to error when using GS FLX data
because this data contain too many size errors due to homopolymer sequencing
errors, resulting in miscalled homopolymer sizes. This is not a problem when
analyzing single contributor profiles because sequencing errors can easily be
filtered. When analyzing SGS data from mixtures, it becomes impossible to
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Figure 3.5: Full sequence STR profiles for single contributor. Sequences with
homopolymer errors are indicated by the arrows.
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distinguish small contributors from sequencing errors. Considerable effort was
made trying to filter the errors from the small contributors. We, e.g., used an
extra module from the AmpliconNoise software which reduces homopolymer
errors using an expectation maximization algorithm on the standard flowgram
files (SFF files) produced by the GS FLX sequencer. Results from the best
version of the pipeline, which uses the size of clustered reads are shown in
Figure 3.5. Results are comparable to the electrophoresis results but with
several small errors that are indicated with an arrow.
We left this approach and chose to implement a pipeline, which reduces all
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homopolymers to a single base. After clustering and error correction, the
homopolymer-reduced consensus sequence of the clusters is matched to a
database containing the homopolymer-reduced reference sequences to call
the allele. By not considering the homopolymers in the data, homopolymer
sequencing errors do not influence the analysis. On the other hand information
contained within the homopolymers is inherently lost. As a consequence some
alleles cannot be unambiguously called because different alleles can have the
same sequences after compressing the homopolymers. This does not mean that
homopolymer compressed GS FLX profiles contain less information and are
less discriminating compared to electrophoresis profiles. The GS FLX pipeline
calls allele subtypes that cannot be called by electrophoresis because they differ
in sequence and not in length. Error correction of sequencing errors that are
not related to homopolymers was done using the AmpliconNoise software. We
chose to use the software with the default settings. The clustering parameters
could be tweaked to increase the correlation between the pipeline output and
the theoretically expected output. Because we analyzed only 3 samples, this
could lead to parameterization that is optimized for our specific dataset, but
could be sub-optimal for other datasets. Therefore this was not performed.
The called GS FLX STR alleles and their relative quantity correspond
almost perfectly to the theoretical and the electrophoresis profile. In both
methodologies, aberrant peaks due to PCR errors such as stutter PCR products
can be present. GS FLX however offers more possibilities to analyze and flag
aberrant peaks because the sequences of a suspected peak can be analyzed. The
source of an electrophoresis signal can unfortunately not be further investigated.
It is common practice to set a minimum threshold on the peak size in an
electropherogram before the peak is considered. Our pipeline also has a similar
threshold and filters clusters that are smaller than a configurable percentage of
the total number of reads for that locus. Additionally, the reported alleles could
be filtered based on the flagging by the pipeline, but this was not implemented
in the pipeline. We chose to present our data with the filter parameter set to
1%. Empirically, we determined that a lower filter results in too many errors in
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the reported alleles. With the filter set to 1%, it should theoretically be possible
to detect a heterozygous allele of a contributor that contributes only 5% to the
STR profile. Our dataset is too limited to determine an acceptable filter for
routine forensic SGS STR sequencing. A filter should not necessarily filter all
aberrant peaks/clusters. In an electropherogram, stutter peaks are normally
also not filtered by the minimum fluorescence intensity filter, but are simply
ignored when comparing forensic profiles. Similarly, our pipeline reports and
flags stutter peaks which can be ignored.
The pipeline also reports another kind of aberrant peaks, which are flagged as
‘miscopy’. When a cluster is identical to another cluster except for one gap or one
SNP, both clusters are flagged as a possible miscopy. The presence of 2 clusters,
which differ only in one basepair is possibly caused by sequencing errors. The
FGA locus is a good example showing the need for this: for each true allele, an
identical allele except for one lacking thymidine just after the repeat sequence is
also reported. Many of the original reads support the presence of these aberrant
alleles and the clusters that contain this aberrant allele can consist of up to
30% of the reads for that locus. These reads are the result of sequencing errors
caused by a long homopolymer preceding the error. As a consequence, all FGA
alleles are flagged as a ‘miscopy’. Another good example is the D13S317 locus
in the single contributor sample. Two alleles with equal size, but differing by
one SNP, were flagged by the pipeline as miscopies. Both alleles have an almost
equal number of reads in both reading directions. Therefore the most likely
hypothesis is that the contributor is heterozygous for this locus. However, the
reported SNP could also have originated from an early PCR error leading to an
equal number of reads for the two alleles. Clusters flagged as miscopies clearly
need extra attention from an expert interpreting the data.
As expected, by filtering clusters smaller than 1%, the smaller contributors
(0,1%, 0,5% and 1%) in mixture 2 are not detectable. It should theoretically
be possible to detect a heterozygous allele of a contributor that contributes
only 5% to the STR profile. All but one of the alleles of the 5% contributor to
mixture 2 is reported. Only the FGA 26 allele of the 5% contributor is missing.
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This is probably because it was the longest allele present in that mixture for
FGA. Due to the negative amplification bias toward longer alleles, the number
of reads for this allele remained under the filter threshold of 1%. All alleles of
the 10% contributor to mixture 1 are correctly reported by the pipeline.
3.5 Conclusion
Sequencing of multiplexed STR amplicons using Roche GS FLX titanium
technology is technically feasible but the technology is not ideal for this purpose.
The fraction of full length reads is small and the homopolymer sequencing error
rate in the generated dataset is high. We present an easy to use pipeline, which
compresses the homopolymers to a single base to avoid false results caused by
these homopolymers. The qualitative and quantitative results from the pipeline
are comparable to the results from electrophoresis. The SGS method provides
extra information and is able to call allele subtypes based on STR sequences in
a database. In mixed samples, all alleles were reported from individuals that
contribute at least 10% to the mixture.
Chapter 4
My-Forensic-Loci-queries
Aim:
Based on the initial experience with MPS STR data that
resulted from the first study, a framework was designed to
process forensic MPS data. It combines all the algorithms
necessary for processing MPS STR and SNP data for
forensics. Programmers can use it to build their own
workflow for processing such data.
Adapted from FSIG Volume 9 (MAR 2014):
My-Forensic-Loci-queries (MyFLq) framework for analysis of
forensic STR data generated by massive parallel sequencing
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Abstract
Forensic scientists are currently investigating how to transition from capillary
electrophoresis (CE) to massively parallel sequencing (MPS) for analysis of
forensic DNA profiles. MPS offers several advantages over CE such as virtually
unlimited multiplexy of loci, combining both short tandem repeat (STR) and
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) loci, small amplicons without constraints
of size separation, more discrimination power, deep mixture resolution and
sample multiplexing.
We present our bioinformatic framework My-Forensic-Loci-queries (MyFLq) for
analysis of MPS forensic data. For allele calling, the framework uses a MySQL
reference allele database with automatically determined regions of interest
(ROIs) by a generic maximal flanking algorithm which makes it possible to use
any STR or SNP forensic locus. Python scripts were designed to automatically
make allele calls starting from raw MPS data. We also present a method to
assess the usefulness and overall performance of a forensic locus with respect
to MPS, as well as methods to estimate whether an unknown allele, which
sequence is not present in the MySQL database, is in fact a new allele or a
sequencing error.
The MyFLq framework was applied to an Illumina MiSeq dataset of a forensic
Illumina amplicon library, generated from multilocus STR polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) on both single contributor samples and multiple person DNA
mixtures. Although the multilocus PCR was not yet optimized for MPS in
terms of amplicon length or locus selection, the results show excellent results for
most loci. The results show a high signal-to-noise ratio, correct allele calls, and
a low limit of detection for minor DNA contributors in mixed DNA samples.
Technically, forensic MPS affords great promise for routine implementation in
forensic genomics. The method is also applicable to adjacent disciplines such as
molecular autopsy in legal medicine and in mitochondrial DNA research.
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4.1 Introduction
Forensic DNA profiles of short tandem repeat loci are currently obtained using
PCR followed by capillary electrophoresis (CE). CE separates fluorescently
labeled PCR products based on their length [14]. Because of this, in order to
produce unambiguous allele calls, the size ranges of STR loci with the same
fluorescent tag must not overlap. This limits the number of loci that can
be investigated in a single PCR and in a single capillary injection. Massively
parallel sequencing (MPS) technologies, also known as second or next generation
sequencing, do not rely on size separation and thus relieve the limitation on
locus multiplexy [19, 39]. Additionally, multiple samples can be multiplexed at
the same time in a single run. MPS allows for analysis of millions of individual
DNA strands (reads) in a DNA mixture, which in theory would allow for high
resolution mixture analysis. Sequencing also makes it possible to detect single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP) and STR sequence variants in addition to
the gross STR repeat number [49]. This allows analysts to tell the difference
between equilength alleles in a DNA mixture. Certain mass spectrometry
techniques also make it possible to differentiate equilength alleles, but complete
characterization of polymorphism can only be accomplished by sequencing [53].
Forensic scientists are currently investigating how to transition from CE to MPS.
Several bioinformatic tools are being developed to that end [19, 67, 27, 69].
Previously, we reported that sequencing of multiplexed STR amplicons using
Roche GS FLX titanium technology was technically feasible both in single
contributor samples and in multiple person DNA mixtures, notwithstanding
a poor performance for some frequently used forensic loci [67]. For those loci,
the GS FLX reads needed to be transformed by a homopolymer-compression
algorithm to obtain results consistent enough for mixture analysis. In the
GS FLX STR analysis, the reads needed to be clustered around a consensus
sequence. The region of interest (ROI) was set using fixed flanking based on the
specific PCR primers for each locus. A signal threshold was used to determine
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which read clusters are considered a signal and which clusters are considered
noise.
In the current study we created a general bioinformatic framework, that we
call My-Forensic-Loci-queries (MyFLq), for analyzing MPS-generated forensic
data. It is designed to handle multiple locus types, inlcuding STR length
polymorphisms and SNPs. The framework uses a MySQL reference allele
database with automatically determined ROIs and python scripts to compare
MPS sequences against the known allele database. We also present a method
to assess the usefulness and overall performance of a forensic locus when used
in an MPS analysis, and a method to estimate whether an allele which is not
present in the database is in fact a newly typed allele or a PCR/sequencing error.
The MyFLq framework was used on an Illumina MiSeq dataset of an Illumina
forensic amplicon library generated from STR multilocus PCR on both single
contributor samples and multiple person mixtures. The multilocus PCR was not
specifically optimized for MPS in terms of criteria such as locus selection
or amplicon length. The results are promising, showing excellent results
on most but not all loci. The raw read accuracy was high enough so that
the reads did not need to be clustered around a consensus accuracy as with
the GS FLX reads [67]. The frequency of homopolymer errors in the MiSeq
data is insignificant compared to the GS FLX technology. Nevertheless, the
homopolymer compression algorithm still proved useful to group some reads
containing errors, whether from PCR or from sequencing, with those that were
completely error-free in respect to a contributor’s reference sequence.
The MyFLq framework has a Creative Commons open source license (CC BY-SA
3.0). The source code is available as supplementary material or for the latest
version at https://forensic.UGent.be.
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Table 4.1: DNA composition of samples
DNA standard Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4
K562 100% 0.10%
9947A 40% 0.50% 100%
NIST SRM 2391c DNA A 30% 1%
NIST SRM 2391c DNA B 20% 5%
2800M 10% 93.40%
4.2 Materials and Methods
4.2.1 Sample Preparation and Processing Using Illumina
Chemistry
DNA mixtures were prepared according to Table 4.1 from the following purified
genomic DNA sources: K562 (Promega), 9947A (Promega),2800M (Promega)
and two National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standard
reference materials (SRM 2391c: DNA A, DNA B). DNA concentration of
each sample was measured using the Qubit® dsDNA HS Assay and Qubit
Fluorimeter following manufacturer’s instructions. A mixture of four source
DNAs and a mixture of five source DNAs, along with 9947A and K562 single
source samples, were used in multilocus PCR (Table 4.1).
Primer sequences were ordered without fluorescent tags (Integrated DNA
Technologies) for loci: Amelogenin, CSF1PO, D13S317, D16S539, D18S51,
D21S11, D3S1358, D5S818, D7S820, D8S1179, FGA, PentaD, PentaE, TH01,
TPOX, and vWA [47]. This multiplex has yet to undergo optimization (e.g., for
intra- and inter-locus balance, polymerase stutter (slippage) and other artifacts)
for use in MPS. Primers were used at a concentration of 2 µM each in PCR
with 1 ng of DNA or DNA mixture in 1X Gold STR buffer (Promega) and 0.16
U AmpliTaq GOLD (Invitrogen). The samples were amplified using a BioRad
Tetrad instrument as follows: 95 ◦C for 11 minutes, 96 ◦C for 1 min; 10 cycles
of 94 ◦C for 30 seconds, ramp 0.5 ◦C/second to 60 ◦C and then 30 seconds at
60 ◦C, ramp 0.2 ◦C/second to 70 ◦C and then 45 seconds at 70 ◦C; 22 cycles
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of 90 ◦C for 30 seconds, ramp 0.5 ◦C/second to 60 ◦C and then 30 seconds at
60 ◦C, ramp 0.2 ◦C/second to 70 ◦C and then 45 seconds at 70 ◦C; hold at 60 ◦C
for 30 minutes; 4 ◦C soak.
PCR products were quantified using Qubit® (Invitrogen) without purification.
Libraries were generated by ligating TruSeq DNA adapters to the PCR products
from 50 ng of unpurified PCR product (Illumina). Samples were subjected to 5
cycles of PCR and purified with SPRI (TruSeq DNA Sample Preparation Guide).
The completed libraries were quantified using a qPCR assay as recommended
by Illumina.
Libraries were pooled with Phi X Universal Library and a Human DNA library.
Pooled libraries were denatured and diluted to 10 pM following Illumina
guidelines and sequenced on a MiSeq using a MiSeq Reagent Kit v2, 500
cycles with a modified recipe. Samples were demultiplexed using the index
sequences, FASTQ files were generated automatically using MiSeq Reporter
(MSR).
4.2.2 MiSeq data Analysis
The MyFLq framework
All necessary steps for an MPS forensic analysis were incorporated into our
open-source framework. MyFLq is not yet a full application. The end results
need to be statistically analyzed: probabilities of allele calls, stutter filtering,
hetero- and homozygotic allele calling and visualization are not yet implemented.
The framework consists of two parts: (1) A MySQL database backend that is
populated by known reference alleles, and (2) a Python frontend with functions
for adding reference alleles to the reference allele database, and analysis of MPS
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STR data from forensic samples. The source code and documentation of all
functions can be found in supplementary materials. It also lists specifically the
functions used for this paper, and provides a short description for each.
Building the reference allele database
The allele database is ideally populated with the sequences of all known STR
alleles that exist in the general population. Because each of these sequences
is currently not available, the database was initially populated with the STR
sequences from the DNA sources in Table 4.1. These reference sequences were
manually inferred from the Illumina sequencing data and the STRBase allele
database [58]. They are not the best representation of population alleles, but
suffice for the current study. In the future, with MPS the known diversity will
be better determined.
After building the reference allele database, the function processLociNames
was used to determine the flanking region for each locus. The function
processLociAlleles produced a table containing the ROI for each allele and
its integer allele number (if STR) according to standard nomenclature [22, 52].
Flanking regions are the maximum right- and left-end consensus between all
alleles of a locus in the reference allele database. Figure 4.1 shows a simplified
example. Each allele has two primers, two flanks and the ROI. If the reference
database alleles for a locus only differ by the number of STR repeats and thus
no SNPs, non-consensus, or partial repeat patterns are present, one of the
alleles for that locus can have a ROI of zero length, as Figure 4.1b demonstrates.
Because the ROI is calculated dynamically based on the sequences present in
the reference allele database, the ROI of the loci can change when the reference
allele database is updated.
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Primer PrimerFlank Flank
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interest
b) Without SNP's in STR region:
G G G G C G G G G GA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A AT T T T T T T T TC C C C C C C C C
G G G G G G G G GA A A A A A A A A A A A A AT T T T T T T TC C C C C C C C C
G G G G G G G G G G GA A A A A A A A A A A A A T A A A AT T T T T T T T T TC C C C C C C C C
Primer PrimerFlank Flank
Region of interest
a) With SNP's in STR region:
Figure 4.1: Flanks and region of interest in the reference allele database. A
generic locus with three alleles in the database is considered for two possible
cases: with or without SNPs within the STR region.
STR data analysis
After building the database, all FASTQ files were analyzed with the framework
software as if they would have been from unknown samples. Analysis consisted
of following steps: (1) reads were assigned to a locus based on the presence of
both PCR primer sequences for that locus; (2) primers and flanks were removed
from the reads, leaving only the read ROI; (3) reads were grouped based on their
exact sequence; (4) groups with an abundance lower than 0.5% were discarded;
(5) the ROI of each group was compared to the allele database table and an
allele call was made when an exact match was found; and (6) groups within a
locus were compared to each other, a connection was flagged when two ROIs
differed by maximum two SNPs or STR size indels.
In step (2) the determination of the flanking regions was done as follows:
if a read-end matched exactly with the database flank, the read-end was
removed and flagged ’clean’. Otherwise, the database flank and read-end were
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homopolymer-compressed (two same consecutive bases were already considered
a homopolymer). When this resulted in an exact match between those sequences,
the read-end was removed and flagged ’compressed-clean’. If the flank was still
not removed, the read-end was flagged as ’unclean’ and was removed by our
flexible flanking algorithm (see below). In step (4), for each group, counts
were gathered on ’clean’, ’compressed-clean’, and ’unclean’ read-ends. Step
(6) indicates how the ROIs in the results are interrelated. This helps forensic
researchers to decide on the likelihood of an allele call, e.g. a ROI that is not in
the database, has a low abundance in the results and only differs by one SNP
of another high abundant ROI, is probably an error-containing ROI.
Flexible flanking algorithm
This algorithm always removes a flank from a read, no matter how dissimilar to
the database flank. The starting hypothesis is that the read-end to remove is as
long as the database flank. K-mers for the database flank with increasing length
are searched around their expected index in the read. The found index is scored
depending on how informative the k-mer is: more informative if longer and if
closer to the flank-end. The score is calculated as the square root of the product
of those two values (length of k-mer and inverse distance to database flank end).
Finally, the proposed index with the highest summed score is considered to be
the most likely ending flank position. Based on that position, the read-end is
removed. For a more in depth explanation, documentation is provided for this
algorithm in the source file in supplementary materials.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Setting general threshold
In the analysis of MPS STR data, groups with an abundance lower than
0.5% were discarded (see step 4 of 4.2.2). This threshold was arbitrarily
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Figure 4.2: Histogram of the full-sequence abundances. Groups with abundances
higher than 0.1 not shown.
determined based on the results in Figure 4.2. Figure 4.2 shows a histogram of
the abundances of all grouped identical reads for the single contributor samples.
To generate this figure, the complete sequences were considered, except for the
part outside of the primers.
Erroneous reads are expected to have much smaller abundances than error free
reads, especially in single contributor samples. There are around 105 groups of
identical reads with abundances smaller than 0.5%, which are in the context
of the single contributor samples definitely reads with errors. The threshold
for unique reads was set to 0.5%, to avoid cluttering the results with noise.
By doing so, minor contributors which contribute less than 0.5% to the DNA
mixture will not be detected.
4.3.2 General properties of the Illumina dataset
Table 4.2 shows the total number of MiSeq reads for each sample, the number
of reads filtered based on the 0.5% abundance threshold, and the number of
error free ROI after filtering. Filtered reads consist of both reads with and
without errors. Error free ROI are the number of reads of which the complete
ROI is identical to a reference database ROI and of which the ROI is expected
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Table 4.2: General Illumina samples characteristics
Sample 1 Sample 2 Sample 3 Sample 4
Total MiSeq reads 246347 1176806 1261848 961236
Filtered reads 203181 (82%) 981935 (83%) 1073164 (85%) 771723 (80%)
Error free ROI 173692 (71%) 912643 (72%) 996466 (79%) 681918 (71%)
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Figure 4.3: Sample 1 profile. Blue bars = theoretical abundance, green bars =
detected read abundance, red bars = erroneous read abundance. Erratum: the
first big D21S11 peak is the true K562 allele “29”.
to be present in the relevant sample. These reads can still have errors in the
flanks around the ROI, but these flanks are not considered when matching the
reads to the reference allele database. This percentage is influenced by many
factors such as PCR accuracy, amplicon length, ROI and flank length, stutter,
sequencing accuracy and the abundance filter cut-off.
4.3.3 STR allele calls in four and five person DNA mixtures
Figures 4.3-4.6 show the allele calls for the different samples. In the figures, blue
bars denote the theoretical abundance of the allele based on how the samples
were prepared, green bars the detected read abundance, and red bars erroneous
reads (including polymerase stutter). Pure samples (Figures 4.3 and 4.6),
contain, at most, two blue bars per locus. Erroneous read bars have been drawn
narrower to make it possible to show all erroneous read groups. The figures
are automatically generated from the MyFLq result files (in supplementary
materials), with manual addition of the blue bars.
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Figure 4.4: Sample 2 profile. Blue bars = theoretical abundance, green bars =
detected read abundance, red bars = erroneous read abundance.
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Figure 4.5: Sample 3 profile. Blue bars = theoretical abundance, green bars =
detected read abundance, red bars = erroneous read abundance.
4.3.4 Progressive abundance threshold
Figure 4.7 shows, after full analysis, for each locus, the percentage of error
free sequences (Y-axis) for a given abundance threshold (X-axis). Higher
abundances for erroneous sequences are less likely. When the abundance
threshold is increased, the percentage of error free sequences increases and is
expected to become 100%. Loci for which less error sequences are produced,
have a lower threshold for which 100% error free reads are remaining. Based
on this criterion, Amelogenin and D16S539 are the best performing loci while
PentaE and PentaD perform at a decreased level.
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Figure 4.6: Sample 4 profile. Blue bars = theoretical abundance, green bars =
detected read abundance, red bars = erroneous read abundance.
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Figure 4.7: Percentage of error free ROI for a given abundance threshold.
Erratum: The D21S11 curve decreases due to the not-called K562 allele “29”.
4.3.5 Locus quality analysis
For each locus, Table 4.3 shows the percentage of the theoretical abundance
which is measured as MPS signal. The theoretical abundance can be calculated
from the proportion of each contributor to the sample (see Table 4.1) and are
shown as blue bars in Figures 4.3-4.6. The measured signals are shown as green
bars in the same figures. When there would be no PCR errors like stutter
and no sequencing errors, the MPS signal would be 100%. The numbers in
Table 4.3 were calculated by linear model for each locus separately but for all
locus specific alleles of all samples together.
Figure 4.8 shows the average percentage of flanks which are ’clean’ in reads with
an error-free ROI and in reads with an error-containing ROI. For all loci, except
PentaD and D5S818, the proportion of clean flanks is higher in reads which
also contain an error-free ROI. The proportion of clean flanks is also impacted
by the length of the flanks. The negative correlation between the length of the
flanks and the proportion of clean flanks is expected as longer sequences carry
a higher probability of containing errors.
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Table 4.3: MPS signal percentage of theoretical abundance
Locus MPS signal/Theoretical abundance Std-error
Amelogenin 95% 4%
CSF1PO 79% 5%
D13S317 89% 5%
D16S539 88% 6%
D18S51 75% 6%
D21S11 78% 5%
D3S1358 86% 5%
D5S818 89% 5%
D7S820 84% 6%
D8S1179 95% 6%
FGA 73% 6%
PentaD 25% 5%
PentaE 27% 7%
TH01 92% 5%
TPOX 90% 4%
vWA 85% 5%
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Figure 4.8: Proportion of clean flanks in reads with an expected ROI and in
reads with an error-containing ROI. Size of circles is proportional to average
allele length of the locus, darkness of circles is proportional to flank length of
the locus.
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4.4 Discussion
4.4.1 Framework performance
The MyFLq framework was designed to incorporate all algorithms necessary
for an STR MPS analysis in one open framework. It contains about a thousand
lines of code and has minimal dependencies: It only requires a working python
environment and the common python packages numpy and MySQLdb. The
target audience of the framework are bioinformaticians that work in the field of
MPS forensic analysis. An Illumina BaseSpace application was also developed.
With that application, users do not have to interact with the framework, but
are able to analyze their STR data files with the MyFLq application.
MyFLq can also handle other types of forensic data, such as SNP or
mitochondrial regions. However, it has not been extensively tested to operate
with such data. From the analyzed loci in this study, only Amelogenin could be
considered a SNP locus. STRait Razor is another tool that has been recently
developed for forensic genomics and as the name indicates only deals with
STR’s [69]. In our opinion, future software packages should handle both STR
and SNP loci equally well, to provide a full solution to forensic researchers.
MyFLq has currently not been designed to be computational efficient. A full
analysis of a MiSeq dataset takes approximately one hour on a single CPU. The
code contains many sections that could be parallelized to reduce the analysis
time significantly. This will also be implemented in the BaseSpace application.
4.4.2 Accuracy and detection of minor contributors
In general the Illumina MiSeq reads were of high quality, with more than 70%
of reads containing a complete error free ROI and constitute the MPS signal.
Several factors are influencing this percentage. Stutters (around 10%) and
the reads filtered by the abundance threshold (around 20%) are a big part of
the other 30% of the reads. PCR and sequencing accuracy with a per base
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sequencing accuracy of approximately 99.5% are other main factors. Reducing
the amplicon, and ROI length could further improve the MPS signal. Reads
can be used without clustering them to produce a consensus sequence. This is
of particular importance, since clustering should be avoided when investigating
forensic mixtures. An allele from a minor contributor containing a SNP or an
insertion/deletion could cluster with the sequences from the corresponding allele
of a major contributor and go undetected. When the contributors are unknown,
it is impossible to categorize a priori between alleles and amplification errors.
Consequently, clustering should be avoided if possible, in order to confront the
forensic investigator at least with the presence of these sequences.
Because the minimal abundance threshold during data analysis was set to
0.5%, theoretically it was still possible to detect alleles from the 1% contributor
in Sample 3. However, only for the 5% contributor the alleles were detected
consistently, showing a correct allele call for all loci except D13S317. However,
the experiment was not set up to determine the allelic detection limit. Many
alleles of the minor contributors are the same as one of the more abundant
contributors. Future research will be needed to establish a general detection
limit in mixtures for each MPS technology and PCR multiplex.
4.4.3 Loci performance
In capillary electrophoresis (CE), the allele specific signal is 85-90%, as
polymerase stutter products usually comprise approximately 10-15% of the
parent allele’s signal. These stutter products were also observed in MPS data.
These stutter sequences combined with sequencing errors results in an allele
specific MPS signal that is slightly lower than the absolute DNA input. For
most loci these values are very reasonable, as shown in Table 4.3, except for
PentaE and PentaD. Those two loci are obvious underperformers in the current
experimental setup, both with allele specific signals around 25%. Compared
to the other loci, these 2 loci have long amplicons, long ROI and long flank
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lengths. While these factors are partially contributing to a higher proportion of
reads containing errors in the ROI, they are not completely explaining the low
signal. It is unclear at which point that the errors are introduced, but given the
high abundance of some of the errors, they are probably introduced at the PCR
step. Future research will show how useful they will be in MPS STR analyses.
Figure 4.8 shows a higher proportion of clean flanks in reads with error-free
ROIs. This data could be modeled to estimate the likelihood of error in ROIs of
an unknown sample. Figure 4.8 shows that the usefulness of this strategy will
depend on the considered locus because values for ’clean’, ’compressed-clean’
and ’unclean’ depend on locus sequence characteristics such as average length
and homopolymer content.
For an MPS technology to become a valid alternative to CE it must produce
at least equivalent results for the commonly used loci, and produce additional,
valuable information for an expanded set of loci. Most loci already performed
very well with the Illumina MiSeq, while some (PentaD, PentaE) need further
optimization, such as primer re-design, in order to eclipse CE. As MPS becomes
a valid alternative, our framework can be used to help identify an additional
set of ideal MPS loci.
4.4.4 Dynamic flank calculation
Using sequencing, only the ROI needs to be considered during data analysis, i.e.
the part of the sequence that differs between different alleles for a locus. Any
part outside that region can be treated as flanking. As our framework is built
to generically handle all forensic loci, the ROI and the flanks around the ROI
are not predefined, but are dynamically determined. This dynamic flanking
tries to maximize the flanks and to minimize the ROI for each locus based on
the reference alleles present in the reference allele database. Removing flanks
from the reads minimizes the impact of errors in the flanks on the analysis.
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This aids detecting alleles of minor DNA contributors, as a significant portion
of the noise is eliminated.
Application of our method is currently limited by the size of the reference
allele database, which contains a small subset of all of the possible alleles, i.c.
only alleles present in the DNA from Table 4.1. To determine the practical
applicability of our framework, more samples need to be analyzed to increase
the allele database size. However, for future applications it would also be useful
to automatically limit the database size by subsetting it. Database alleles could,
for example, be selected based on the size of the sequences in a specific sample,
because the size of reads already reduces the set of possible alleles to which they
could be assigned. This subset of possible alleles would then serve to calculate
maximum flanks on the fly. Smaller subsets will result in bigger flanks which in
turn reduces the impact of errors.
4.5 Conclusion
When MPS becomes routinely used to analyze forensic DNA profiles,
decisions will need to be made on how the data should be processed. We
present our bioinformatic framework, MyFLq, that processes forensic MPS
data prudently: without clustering, extracting maximal information with
automatically determined regions of interest. The results show Illumina MiSeq
is ready to analyze STR profiles. For routine implementation in forensic
laboratories, a careful selection of loci, PCR multiplex optimization, and an
MPS-based STR allele reference database for alignment, are needed.
Chapter 5
User-friendly implementation
of MyFLq for forensic analysts
Aim:
The end-users of forensic DNA analysis tools are forensic
analysts. They are generally not versed in programming,
therefore a user-friendly graphical user interface program
was made for these potential users. The aim of the program
was to provide the analysts with a similar data-analysis
workflow to the current CE data-analysis workflow.
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Abstract
Routine use of massively parallel sequencing (MPS) for forensic genomics is
on the horizon. The last few years, several algorithms and workflows have
been developed to analyze forensic MPS data. However, none have yet been
tailored to the needs of the forensic analyst who does not possess an extensive
bioinformatics background.
We developed our previously published forensic MPS data analysis framework
MyFLq (My-Forensic-Loci-queries) into an open-source, user-friendly, web-
based application. It can be installed as a standalone web application, or run
directly from the Illumina BaseSpace environment. In the former, laboratories
can keep their data on-site, while in the latter, data from forensic samples
that are sequenced on an Illumina sequencer can be uploaded to Basespace
during acquisition, and can subsequently be analyzed using the published
MyFLq BaseSpace application. Additional features were implemented such as
an interactive graphical report of the results, an interactive threshold selection
bar, and an allele length-based analysis in addition to the sequenced-based
analysis.
Practical use of the application is demonstrated through the analysis of four
16-plex short tandem repeat (STR) samples, showing the complementarity
between the sequence- and length-based analysis of the same MPS data.
5.1 Introduction
Obtaining forensic DNA profiles of polymorphic short tandem repeat (STR)
loci using PCR followed by capillary electrophoresis (CE) is still the gold
standard. However, routine use of massively parallel sequencing (MPS) for
forensic genomics is on the horizon. MPS technologies do not rely on size
separation and thus relieve the limitation on locus multiplexing that is present
in CE [19, 39]. MPS therefore creates enhanced possibilities within forensic
genomics for analyzing degraded samples, mixed samples, and in dealing with
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kinship or population substructure [49, 70].
Forensic bioinformaticians have been working on several algorithms to process
MPS forensic STR data: lobSTR [27], RepeatSeq [30], STRait Razor [69],
TSSV [9] and the MyFLq-framework [68]. LobSTR and RepeatSeq are both
genome wide STR aligners, and therefore outside of the scope of forensic analysis
in its current legal and technological setting, in which targeted sequencing of a
limited number of validated loci are investigated.
STRait Razor, TSSV and MyFLq are instead locus-centric, and operate on
forensical loci. They require configuration information for each locus in the
set, generally consisting of the repeat length of the locus, primer and/or flank
sequences, and known alleles for the locus. All three programs have a similar
approach to processing the STR data, which is represented in a flowchart in
Figure 5.1. To date, algorithms in these programs process data to the point of
presenting allele candidates (step preceding the dashed arrow in Figure 5.1). It
is at this point in the pipeline that data interpretation begins for the forensic
analyst.
All current applications, are command-line based and are thus not well suited to
be used by forensic analysts that do not have extensive bioinformatics experience.
In this report, we present the MyFLq application that we developed into an
open-source, web-based application with a user-friendly graphical user interface.
Additional features were implemented such as an interactive graphical report of
the results, an interactive threshold selection bar, and an allele length-based
analysis in addition to the sequenced-based analysis.
5.2 Materials and Methods
MyFLq has been implemented both as a Django web application [18] and
an Illumina BaseSpace application. Both implementations run from the
same source code and users have access to the latest stable version, no
matter the execution preference of the application. The BaseSpace MyFLq
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Figure 5.1: STR data processing.
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application requires no installation from the user. For the Django application,
detailed documentation can be found on the MyFLq GitHub repository
(https://github.com/beukueb/myflq). A pdf manual can be downloaded
from https://gitprint.com/beukueb/myflq, covering both implementations.
The development version and previous builds are only available for the Django
application.
5.2.1 Samples
The same data were used as in the MyFLq framework paper [68]. The results
presented in this report were obtained with sample 9947A_S1, which is a single
contributor control DNA sample (Promega) [42]. This sample was amplified
using a 16-plex PCR, based on the PowerPlex® 16 primers (Promega) [47]. The
reference profile for 9947A with the 16-plex is shown in Table 5.1. The MyFLq
framework paper [68] also analyzed a second single contributor sample and two
multiple person mixtures. Results for these samples are available on BaseSpace,
together with the FASTQ data for anyone wishing to experiment with MyFLq.
5.2.2 Launching MyFLq
To produce the results for this report, MyFLq was launched from http://
basespace.illumina.com/apps. A threshold of 0.5% was set to filter read
groups with a lower abundance for further analysis. The loci set and the
allele database were set to the MyFLq framework paper options, as shown in
Figure 5.2. The database contained all the alleles from the framework paper’s
four DNA samples, including sample 9947A [68]. The database consists of
all sequences of the Powerplex® 16 alleles present in these four samples. For
the other options the default values were used. Detailed information on these
settings can be found in Table 5.2 or the online documentation. A BaseSpace
project “FSIG” was made to which the results could be saved. Finally, the
analysis was launched by clicking “Continue”.
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Table 5.1: Profile of DNA standard 9947A, based on CE results from NIST
Standard Reference Material 2391b
Locus Genotype
Amelogenin X
CSF1PO 10, 12
D13S317 11, 11
D16S539 11, 12
D18S51 15, 19
D21S11 30, 30
D3S1358 14, 15
D5S818 11, 11
D7S820 10, 11
D8S1179 13, 13
FGA 23, 24
Penta D 12, 12
Penta E 12, 13
TH01 8, 9.3
TPOX 8, 8
vWA 17, 18
Figure 5.2: Primary analysis settings. The setting “Select loci set” controls the
configuration of the set of loci that will be analyzed in the dataset. Normally
these are the same loci as in the applied STR multiplex PCR. With the “Select
allele database” setting, the database with the reference alleles sequences can
be configured. Both configurations can be provided as csv-files if they are not
available in the dropdown menus. Settings on the right are general and can be
used to tweak the results. They are described in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: General analysis launch options
Option Description
Threshold Unique reads with an abundance lower than this value (in
%), are discarded. It is reported in the locus stats how many
reads were discarded in this way.
Preview Analyzing very big FASTQ’s can take a considerable amount
of time. For a quick preview, select a small random
percentage of the file to analyze.
Primer buffer The number of bases at the end of the primer that will
not be used for assigning the reads to loci. Choosing a
higher buffer therefore means the locus assignment could be
slightly less specific, but more reads will get assigned. 10 is
a recommended maximum setting.
Stutter buffer The stutters of the allele with the lowest molecular weight
for a locus are normally not in the database, and could have
a negative-length region of interest. Default value of this
buffer is 1 to accommodate that. This allows all stutters to
be seen as flanking out is performed with a flank 1 repeat
unit smaller.
Flankout If a large amount of negative reads is seen in the analysis,
or a high abundant unique read with very poor flanks, turn
this feature off. The analysis will then be done between the
primers. Previously unknown alleles can be discovered this
way.
Homopolymers
compressed
Long homopolymers in the flanks could stutter during PCR.
This option annotates flanks of loci that were possibly
affected by this.
Flankout by
alignment
If this option is activated, flanks are removed with an
alignment algorithm, instead of the k-mer based flexible
flanking.
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Figure 5.3: Initial display of analysis result.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Initial sequence-based result display
Figure 5.3 shows the analysis result page, that can be found under the project
folder where the analysis was saved. The initial display shows an interactive
visual representation that should be interpreted as a sequence-based analysis
rather than a length-based analysis. The different bars represent grouped
allele sequences and are sorted according to length. Spacing is however not
proportional and allele candidates of the same length are not stacked on top
of each other, but rather side-by-side. A green bar is given to sequences that
are present in the database, a red bar when not. The vertically-adjustable gray
transparent zone determines the threshold for which allele candidate bars with
a lower abundance will not be withheld in the final profile. By default, it is
set to 10%. Note that sequences with an abundance threshold lower than 0.5%
(configurable) are already filtered during the analysis.
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Figure 5.4: Alleles proportionally sorted and stacked according to length.
5.3.2 Detailed allele candidate information
When hovering over a bar, a detailed block of information is displayed for that
allele candidate. An example is shown in Figure 5.5. This information can be
used to examine if the underlying sequence of the bar is either a true allele
or erroneous sequence (stutter, sequencing- or PCR error). The title bar of
the information block shows the locus name, and the database name of the
allele candidate. When the allele is not present in the database, ’NA’ together
with the number of repeats relative to known alleles is shown between brackets.
Locus statistics are summarized in the left column:
• ’Total reads’ stands for all reads that are classified under the locus.
• ’Filtered reads’ stands for the reads that are retained after the 0.5%
abundance threshold filter. ’Filtered reads’ are those that are actually
shown in the allele bar.
• ’Total unique’ and ’Filtered unique’ stand for the number of unique
sequences, and are a measure of the number of possible allele candidates.
In the example in Figure 5.5 there are 7 filtered sequences with more than
0.5% of the reads.
Statistics for the current allele candidate are in the right column:
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• ’Index’ is a unique reference index label assigned to each filtered unique
sequence, starting at ’1’ with the shortest sequence for this locus in the
analysis. When two sequences have the same length, the smaller index
number is assigned randomly.
• ’Abundance’ is the percentage of the filtered reads within the locus that
belong to this candidate.
• ’Strand distribution’ is the balance between forward and reverse sequences
supporting the candidate. Sequences in the report itself are always in
forward direction, as determined by the loci set configuration file. In
the example in Figure 5.5, the strand distribution of the first sequence is
49.17% and of the second 48.75%. They are both close to 50% as is to be
expected as a result from normal PCR and sequencing circumstances.
• ’Clean flanks’ is the percentage of perfect flanks compared to the allele
database.
The bottom part of the information block shows the region of interest of the
allele candidate sequence together with related sequences from the same locus.
Related sequences with up to two differences are shown; a difference being
either one repeat number difference or one base pair difference. One difference
is indicated by a relation degree “I’st” and two differences by “II’nd”.
Figure 5.5 shows the two information blocks of the two true alleles from locus
D8S1179 in an interesting example that shows the advantage of MPS over CE.
For 9947A, CE results show only one peak at locus D8S1179, resulting in a
profile with a homozygous allele 13 for D8S1179. Our analysis clearly shows two
alleles that have the same length (corresponding to allele 13), but have a different
intra-STR sequence when compared to each other. The information blocks
support this heterozygous call; only a small portion of the reads are filtered for
this locus, the number of unique reads are low and the abundance of the two
allele candidates is approximately 50%. The percentage of clean flanks [68] in
the candidate alleles sequences is also very high. All these parameters indicate
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Figure 5.5: Information blocks for true D8S1179 alleles. Their one-base sequence
difference is indicated by dotted lines.
that the sequencing and PCR error rate is low. In the part of the information
blocks that shows the related sequences, the G ↔ A difference between the
two alleles is shown. The two alleles are related to each other by a “I’st” order
degree. Both alleles also have relations to erroneous sequences, in fact all other
sequences discovered for this locus have a relation to one or both of the true
alleles.
Figure 5.6 shows the information block for a candidate allele of locus Penta E.
It is the only erroneous sequence that was not automatically filtered by the 10%
default threshold. The information supports that this candidate allele should
be disregarded. The putative allele length is one STR repeat unit smaller than
the high abundant (47.40%) sequence with index 6, indicating that it might be
stutter. Apart from this stutter there are no other sequence differences (I’st
relation degree). Furthermore, the clean flank percentage is rather low (59.5%),
indicating possible low quality sequences. An unexpected strand distribution of
100% implies that there are no complementary reads supporting the presence
of this allele candidate. Removing this allele candidate is accomplished by
unchecking the “in profile” check-box.
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Figure 5.6: Unknown Penta E allele. The true allele with index 6 is indicated
by the dotted line.
5.3.3 Allele candidates proportionally sorted according to
length
After selecting the “Length-based analysis” check-box, all allele candidates are
displayed proportionally, according to their actual length within the locus, as
shown in Figure 5.4. For each locus, the x-axis is adjusted to show the locus
length starting from the shortest allele and ending at the longest allele. The
threshold bar is no longer displayed because allele candidates with the same
length are now stacked on top of each other, which creates one bar that shows
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the total abundance of all alleles with the same length within each locus. This
representation resembles a CE profile. The example of the allele candidate in
Figure 5.6 now visually looks like a CE stutter peak based on the relative length
and abundance difference as compared to the true allele.
5.3.4 Final profile
After reviewing the profile by setting the threshold to an appropriate value, and
removing allele candidates of poor quality, pressing the “Make profile” button
yields the final profile. This profile can then be used to query databases or
compare to the profile of a sample of interest. Figure 5.7 shows the final profile
for sample 9947A_S1. Using the threshold of 10%, it has one Penta E allele 13
that is undetected relative to the known genotype (Table 5.1). This allele is
present in the data at an abundance of 8.85% and its corresponding green bar
can be seen clearly in Figure 5.4. The sub-optimal results of the pentanucleotide
loci, Penta D and Penta E, were previously discussed in detail [68].
5.4 Discussion
We show how an MPS data-set can be analyzed using an easy-to-use graphical
user interface, requiring a limited number of parameters and almost no
bioinformatics expertise. The interactive visual representation of the results
show additional information when hovering over the alleles, allowing for in-depth
analysis of the underlying sequences and the related statistics. For clarity of
explanation we chose to display and discuss the analysis of a single contributor
sample, but the MyFLq framework equally works on mixtures because no
assumptions on mixture composition are made to perform the analysis. The
main added value of MPS over CE indeed lays in the analysis of mixed and
degraded samples [68]. With MPS, sequences can be analyzed more in depth to
determine whether they are genuinely from one of the original contributors of a
sample, or instead more likely to be the product of a PCR or sequencing error.
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Figure 5.7: Final profile for sample 9947A_S1 with 10% threshold.
Additionally, due to the ability to multiplex more loci than CE affords, broader
genetic interrogation can be achieved in a single reaction, thus conserving
precious samples.
The reported results comprise only 16 loci, but MyFLq can run with any number
of loci. When running MyFLq with a custom loci set, the primers of these
loci can be imported. The allele database is not strictly necessary to run
the program. In exploratory studies, for example if building a database of
known alleles, MyFLq can be run with an empty allele database. The GitHub
repository contains example files for users that need either a custom locus set
or custom allele database.
The used allele database was very small as it only compromised the alleles of the
five contributors. Sequences that are currently not in the database are marked
as red bars. These bars are very useful to visually monitor the noise level. In
the future, with a larger database, it could be that erroneous sequences are
nonetheless present in the database, as they could be true alleles for individuals
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that are not present in the sample. The solution to that problem could be
to mark rare alleles (e.g. alleles with a population prevalence < 1%) with a
different color. The combination of unknown alleles and rare alleles would then
indicate the level of noise. A further limitation of the current database is its
nomenclature. Currently same-sized alleles get an arbitrary name within the
database, which would make it difficult to perform searches in other databases
without the original sequence. When an international nomenclature for MPS
STR alleles has been established, it will be incorporated in MyFLq.
When all allele candidates have been reviewed, the “Make profile” action
generates a report with only the selected alleles. This is the profile that a
forensic analyst can use to either store in a database, to query against a
database, or for direct comparison to a known sample of interest. Future
versions of the software will include possibilities to interact directly with sample
databases. New feature requests can be made through the GitHub website.
5.5 Conclusion
MyFLq is the first open-source, web-based forensic MPS DNA analysis software
with an easy-to-use graphical user interface. It can run natively on Illumina
BaseSpace, or independently on a forensic laboratory’s server. The possibility
to run the program directly from the Illumina BaseSpace environment means
no extensive bioinformatics skills are required.

Chapter 6
FLAD: Forensic Loci Allele
Database
Aim:
In the previous papers, questions concerning the
nomenclature for sequenced alleles was mostly disregarded.
Only compatibility with CE nomenclature was ensured.
This chapter discusses the question of nomenclature: How
should sequenced alleles be reported? It presents the
Forensic Loci Allele Database (FLAD) service that assigns
unique and permanent identifiers to forensic allele sequences.
Adapted from FSIG (submitted):
Forensic Loci Allele Database (FLAD): automatically
generated, permanent identifiers for sequenced forensic
alleles
Van Neste, C.
Deforce, D.*
Van Nieuwerburgh, F.*
* contributed equally
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Abstract
It is difficult to predict if and when massively parallel sequencing of forensic
STR loci will replace capillary electrophoresis as the new standard technology
in forensic genetics. The main benefits of sequencing are increased multiplexy
and SNP detection. There is not yet a consensus on how sequenced profiles
should be reported.
We present the Forensic Loci Allele Database (FLAD) service, made
freely available on https://forensic.ugent.be/FLAD/. It offers permanent
identifiers for sequenced forensic alleles (STR or SNP) and their microvariants for
use in forensic allele nomenclature. Analogous to Genbank, its aim is to provide
permanent identifiers for forensically relevant allele sequences. Researchers that
are developing forensic sequencing kits or are performing population studies,
can register on https://forensic.ugent.be/FLAD/ and add loci and allele
sequences with a short and simple application interface (API).
6.1 Introduction
Obtaining forensic DNA STR profiles with sequencing instead of capillary
electrophoresis (CE) would be a logical progression in the field of forensic genetics.
Previous studies have already demonstrated the technological feasibility and
show the advantages and possible pitfalls [19, 67, 69, 9]. When the cost of
forensic sequencing decreases to the cost of CE, it is likely that the forensic
community will gradually switch to sequencing, provided that the sequencing
results are backwards compatible with current CE results.
Backwards compatibility implies that the repeat length of most CODIS and
ESS loci can be determined by sequencing technologies with the same precision
and accuracy as CE. Also the nomenclature for the alleles of the different loci,
has to be compatible in order to compare sequenced profiles with those obtained
with CE. Forensic DNA databases such as the CODIS database, only contain
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the repeat number of STR alleles. Consequently repeat number annotation in
the nomenclature is a minimum requirement.
The sequenced allele nomenclature will also need to indicate the specific sequence
variant. The International Society of Forensic Genetics (ISFG) has already a
set of nomenclature recommendations [23, 26] in which the repeat pattern of
STR alleles is fully described. Microvariant alleles with SNPs in the flanking
regions can also be described with the ISFG rules: an allele with 11 TAGA
repeats and a T insertion at nucleotide 40 upstream from the repeat is named
’(TAGA)11(U40Tins)’ (adapted example from Butler [12]).
More recently, Geraldi et al. [20] suggested a similar STR nomenclature. They
propose that an allele name should consist out of four elements: the locus name,
repeat number, specific repeat pattern, and the rs-numbers of the identified
dbSNP variations in the flank. Their example is:
D12S391[18]AGAT[11]AGAC[7]rs6736691[G][7].
We believe that these nomenclatures are too elaborate to be used for reporting
of forensic profiles with many loci. Furthermore, naming in the proposed
nomenclatures, is an error-prone process because e.g. repeat structures are not
always clear, or e.g. extra variants get added to dbSNP. It cannot be automated
easily, which makes the nomenclatures difficult to use in sequencing applications
with e.g. 50+ loci. A possible solution is to leave the paradigm of trying to use
allele names which contain information about the repeat structure and sequence
of the allele and to use names which are simple identifiers for sequences in a
reference allele database. We created the Forensic Loci Allele Database (FLAD)
for this purpose. It provides permanent identifiers for forensic allele sequences.
It has an easy application interface (API) to submit reference alleles or retrieve
identifiers. It is freely available at https://forensic.ugent.be/FLAD/. Other
forensic data analysis software can interface with the service to obtain the
needed identifiers or sequences on the fly.
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6.2 Methods
The FLAD service is implemented as part of our MyFLq application on https:
//forensic.ugent.be [66], but operates independently from it. The source
code can be retrieved on https://github.com/beukueb/myflq.
FLAD’s main service is to offer translation of allele identifiers into reference
allele sequences and vice versa. The database thus links locus names and
locus identifiers, and links allele sequences and allele identifiers. The identifiers
are composed as follows: Each identifier starts with “FL” (“Forensic Locus”)
followed by a locus identification number. The locus identifier sections is
followed by an “A” (validated “Allele”) or an “X” (“not validated allele”) and
a hexadecimal number. When a locus or an allele sequence is not yet in the
FLAD database, it can be added by registered users. These are users that
identify themselves as part of an established forensic laboratory. A new locus
will get the next available FL number. A new sequence is assigned “X” followed
by a random hexadecimal value from the set of the 100 smallest numbers which
are still available.
A newly added allele is first assigned an “X” identifier to indicate the sequence
has not been validated yet. This “X” can change to an “A” by validation of the
sequence. Registered users can validate sequences by adding the DOI number
of a publication of a population study that validates the sequence.
6.3 Results
There are two possibilities to use FLAD: directly from the service website at
https://forensic.ugent.be/FLAD or by using its API. Figure 6.1 shows the
website interface. Table 6.1 gives the corresponding options for the API.
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Figure 6.1: FLAD service website. Unregistered users can retrieve sequences
with a FLAD ID and vice versa provided the sequence has been added previously.
Registered users can add sequences to assign them a FLAD ID.
Table 6.1: FLAD service API. The allele sequence, FLAD ID, user and password
are made-up for the example.
Action API Example Result
Get sequence /getseq/xml/{FLADid} forensic.ugent.be/flad/getseq/xml/
FL1X12
GCTTTCTTTA
Get FLAD ID /getid/xml/{locus}/
{sequence}[?{authorization}]
forensic.ugent.be/flad/getid/xml/
FGA/GCTTTCTTTA
FL1X12
Validate /getid/xml/validate/{locus}/
{sequence}?{authorization}&doi=
{pubblication}
forensic.ugent.be/flad/getid/xml/
validate/GCTTTCTTTA?
user=jeffreys&password=1984&
doi=10.1038/314067a0
FL1A12
6.4 Discussion
Current proposed nomenclatures for sequenced forensic alleles are too elaborate
to be used in forensic allele reporting tables. FLAD provides short, unique,
permanent identifiers for the full sequence. This alleviates the need to include
sequence characteristics within the allele name while still having the complete
sequence easily available for each reported FLAD identifier.
Following the same rationale, Geraldi et al. [20] propose to include the rs
numbers from dbSNP in the nomenclature. However, dbSNP is used for many
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different applications. dbSNP build 142 provides reference numbers for over 97
million variants. In comparison, there are currently (Oct 10th 2014) only 717
allele variants reported on STRbase (http://www.cstl.nist.gov/strbase/
var_tab.htm). Consequently, it is much more sensible to have a separate
sequence reference provider for forensic variants as the reference numbers will
be much smaller. Another advantage of FLAD compared to dbSNP, is the
KISS (Keep It Short & Simple) implemented API, which can be easily used
by programmers to interface their software with FLAD to lookup the sequence
corresponding to a certain identifier and vice versa. To register a variant in
GenBank or dbSNP, administrative, publication and annotation information is
required. Use of FLAD is not hampered by this non-essential administration.
Only registration of the user as being a member of an established forensic
laboratory is required to add new alleles. This registration is required to prevent
misuse. For validation it only requires submitting the DOI of the paper in
which the allele sequence was published and validated.
FLAD is designed solely to provide the link of permanent unique identifiers to
a unique sequence in a forensic setting. No further analysis is performed. Each
new sequence will get a new id, even if the underlying allele is the same: When
different sequencing kits are used, the allele sequences for a specific locus can
be different if the primers do not have the same positions. The same allele will
have a different FLAD identifier for the two kits. Software comparing reported
FLAD ID profiles can retrieve the corresponding sequences with the FLAD IDs
and analyze if they are compatible with a same original allele.
In future developments, functionality could be added to FLAD. Analysis of the
frequency of use of the FLAD IDs could be performed to estimate the global
allele frequency. Quality checks could be implemented to check if the sequences
that are present in the database are congruent with their specified locus.
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6.5 Conclusion
The FLAD service provides a custom solution for allele identification in the
upcoming era of forensic massively parallel sequencing.

Chapter 7
General discussion
7.1 In the beginning
At the outset of this doctoral research in 2011, little was known about the
possibilities of massively parallel sequencing for forensics. Given the average
length of loci used in commercial STR kits, the Roche 454 technology seemed
the only viable option. Fordyce et al. [19] were the first to demonstrate the
benefit of MPS to discover new allele variants for forensic loci.
On 10 human samples they analyzed five common STR loci: CSF1PO, D13S317,
D21S11, D5S818, and, TH01. In their experimental setting, it sufficed to
sort the sequences in the output and calculate their frequencies. Because the
samples derived from single contributors, alleles were expected to be present at
abundances of ≈40% and ≈90% (taking in account the impact of stutters on
the abundances). They did not name their program and I will therefore refer to
it with the name of the bioinformatician/author that created it according to
the acknowledgments: “Ávila-Arcos” [19].
Fordyce et al. [19] discontinued work on their program. For more advanced
analyses, several groups have been developing algorithms and software for
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forensic DNA sequencing data: 1) Warshauer et al. [69] made “STRait Razor”;
2) Anvar et al. [9] developed “TSSV”, a tool for targeted characterization of
short structural variants. Both were designed to work on targeted STR loci.
Some tools were also developed for genome-wide STR analysis: 3) “lobSTR” by
Gymrek et al. [27], and 3) “RepeatSeq” by Highnam et al. [30].
After the experience of developing the pipeline STRbySGS for the first paper, I
came to the conclusion that it only has sense to do sequencing if you look at all
the nucleotides in the sequences. I believe that MPS will only be broadly used
in forensics, if the forensic community is willing to go beyond STRs. This does
not mean leaving them behind, but incorporating other markers such as SNPs.
For that specific reason MyFLq development was started, with the aim to be as
generic as possible to be able to include all likely future markers when needed.
Currently, in forensic practice the focus remains on STRs and so did the data we
analyzed for both MyFLq papers. In the next section the algorithms of MyFLq
are compared to that of the other programs. STRs will be the focus, as the
other programs only analyze those. The comparison will be made mainly with
STRait Razor (1) and TSSV (2), as they have the same targeted loci approach
as MyFLq. Personally I do not see a future for general forensic genome-wide
DNA profiling. It will be more laborious to validate. Most likely it will also
be much slower to obtain results. Nonetheless, it can be useful to distinguish
between individuals in very specific situations, such as between twins.
7.2 Algorithms
Table 7.1 provides an overview of the differences between the aforementioned
STR tools. Each of the comparison points is further discussed in the following
subsections in reference to MyFLq.
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Table 7.1: Comparison of STR analysis tools. HC: homopolymer compression,
N-W: Needleman-Wunsch algorithm, S-W: Smith-Waterman algorithm. The
single horizontal line divides targeted and genome-wide tools.
Program Assignment Determining flanks Typing algorithms Nomenclature
Ávila-Arcos 1 primer Pre-specified STR-end patterns With locus reference STRbase
STRbySGS 2 primers No flanking HC and clustering STRbase
MyFLq 2 primers Flexible flanking with k-mers Modified N-W FLAD
STRait Razor 2 flanks At assignment with agrep Short repeat match STRbase
TSSV 1 unique flank At assignment with modified S-W Regular expression Mutalyzer
LobSTR Repeat sensing Sequence minus repeat motif Flank mapping STRbase
RepeatSeq Mapping GATK IndelRealigner Depends on mapper STRbase
7.2.1 Assignment
The assignment step is probably the most important one. A sub-optimal
assignment algorithm can lead to allele or locus dropouts. This is an important
problem, because dropout can remain unnoticed more easily than other issues.
There are four different strategies for assignment in Table 7.1: primer-based,
flank-based, repeat sensing and mapping.
The first is primer-based. Primers in this context, means short unique sequences
that should be present in a read to identify it as originating from a certain locus.
The primers do not necessarily need to be identical with the primers used for
the multiplex, although generally they are a good starting point. If for example
the multiplex primers are 20 bp long, it could be sensible to select a unique
sub-string of only 10 bp for the data analysis. Multiplex primers can be longer
than necessary for data analysis because they need to be unique in respect
to the whole genome. Data analysis primers on the other hand only need to
be unique in respect to the other loci analyzed in the multiplex. Sometimes
it could also be beneficial to translocate the data analysis primer a few bp
downstream if the sequencing causes substantial systematic errors in some part
of the original multiplex primer.
The primers can also be altogether ignored in the data analysis. The second
strategy is therefore called flank-based. STRait Razor and TSSV search for
the immediate unique flanking sequences of the repeat region. The aim of this
strategy is to directly delineate the repeat region of interest. Consequently,
STRait Razor and TSSV consider all variation outside of the repeat region
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as irrelevant. Information is therefore lost and that seems unnecessary. Their
specific algorithms will be discussed in section 7.2.2, together with MyFLq’s
flexible flanking.
Repeat sensing is the third strategy and is implemented in lobSTR. The previous
strategies can be described as top-down: based on the unique primers or flanks
a locus is assigned to a read and then the repeat region is analyzed. LobSTR’s
approach is bottom-up: first the repeat region is ’sensed’ in a read, if a repeat
region is found the flanks to the left and right are mapped to assign the read to
a locus. Figure 7.1 shows the lobSTR workflow. In Figure 7.2 this approach is
contrasted with the top-down approach. Generally bottom-up will work best
for loci with a simple repeat motif. For complex repeat patterns, it will be more
difficult to set up sensing. If the locus positions are known, then top-down is
more straightforward to implement. When unknown, or the data is genome-wide
lobSTR’s approach is very useful.
It is also possible to skip the repeat sensing, and immediately start mapping.
This is the fourth assignment strategy and is used by RepeatSeq. With repeat
sensing, it is possible that the remaining read flanks are too short for a good
mapping. In this case, more reads could be mapped and subsequently allelotyped
by using the full read. RepeatSeq is able to allelotype more repeat regions than
lobSTR, according to the Highnam et al. benchmarks [30]. This is probably
because loci with more complex repeat patterns could not be sensed with
lobSTR.
It is not in the scope of this dissertation to do a full analysis of the genome-wide
approach. However, in the early stages of research for a new sequencing kit,
it can be useful to double-check results with a mapping approach to see if
there are no assignment issues. Full or partial dropout can be discovered by
comparing the results. Mapping the reads and visualizing the amplicons can
help to determine more suitable data-analysis primers. This can be done to a
subset of the genome if it is approximately known where the amplicons should
be, or to the whole genome to reverse engineer a sequencing kit of which the
primers are not known.
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Figure 7.1: LobSTR repeat sensing. LobSTR consists of three steps. The
sensing step detects informative STR reads and determines their repeat motif.
The alignment step maps the STRs flanking regions to the reference. The
allelotyping step determines the STR alleles present at each locus [27].
Top-down
Locus assignment
Bottom-up
G G G G C G G G G GA A A A A A A A A A A A A A A AT T T T T T T T TC C C C C C C C C
G G G G G G G G GA A A A A A A A A A A A A AT T T T T T T TC C C C C C C C C
G G G G G G G G G G GA A A A A A A A A A A A A T A A A AT T T T T T T T T TC C C C C C C C C
Primer PrimerFlank FlankRegion of interest
Allelotyping
Figure 7.2: Top-down versus bottom-up STR read analysis
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7.2.2 Determining flanks
MyFLq defines flanks for a locus as the beginning/end of the allele sequences
that have no expected sequence variation. The MyFLq flanks depend on the
known population allele sequences to establish where there is no variation. For
STRait Razor and TSSV the flanks are instead defined in the configuration.
They also serve for the assignment and are therefore necessary for the analysis
with STRait Razor or TSSV. Generally, it is not necessary to determine flanks.
STRbySGS did not determine them.
If the configuration of MyFLq contains a list of alleles per locus, MyFLq will
determine the flanks for each locus. In the analysis it is not necessary to discard
the flank information. A full analysis between the primers is also possible.
However, if the flankout option is selected, the flanks will be removed from
the read. The advantage of flanking out is that sequencing errors in the flanks
do not influence the analysis. As the flanks are determined as regions not
containing variation according to the configuration, it should not impact the
resulting profile negatively. The algorithm that removes the flanks was called
“flexible flanking” in the paper [68] and is shown in Listing C.2 (page 138).
In the original MyFLq paper [68], the flankout algorithm was k-mer based.
Figure 7.3 offers a visual representation. The aim of the algorithm was to
provide the best estimate of the flank ending position without making a regular
alignment. A full alignment is not needed, because it is irrelevant how the first
flank bases align. It is only necessary to know where the alignment would end.
Avoiding a full alignment, the ends of reads can contain many errors without
impacting the calculated starting position.
The algorithm works best if the read does not contain indels close to the end of
the flank. If for example a group of reads all have a single deletion error in the
last 5 bp of the flanks, they can have the same erroneous prediction of the flank
end. While working on the second MyFLq paper and developing the interactive
graphical profile visualization that also displays the alleles sorted according to
their length (see Figure 5.4, page 79), small systematic errors were observable
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Figure 7.3: Flexible flanking
that differ 1 to 2 bp from the true allele. This is shown in Figure 7.4.
These errors are sufficiently small to ignore with the threshold. In the example,
the largest error of that kind affected 2.74% of the reads. Nonetheless a different
strategy was developed at this point: an alignment with increasing penalties.
Having increasing penalties as the alignment proceeds allows more flexibility
in the beginning of the alignment where errors should be tolerated more. The
implementation is discussed in the next section (see Listing C.3, page 140).
Currently, users can choose between k-mer and alignment flankout. The k-
mer approach is in average 33 times faster in comparison with the alignment
algorithm (see Figure 7.5). It can be used when small systematic errors can be
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D13S317
CSF1P0
D13S317
Alignment ﬂankoutK-mer ﬂankout
CSF1P0
Figure 7.4: K-mer versus alignment flankout. The arrows indicate small
systematic errors that are due to the implementation of the k-mer algorithm.
In this example, the highest abundance of such error was 2.74%.
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Figure 7.5: Benchmark of k-mer and alignment flankout. The k-mer algorithm
average was 2.6ms, with alignment the average was 85.3ms. These averages were
calculated with a set of 100 random DNA sequences (size between 100 and 200).
From these DNA sequences random flanks were chosen (size between 20 and
DNA-sequence-length/2, 2 to 5 differences in respect to the DNA sequence).
tolerated, e.g. a known single contributor sample.
STRait Razor and TSSV also apply a form of flankout. STRait Razor uses
tre-agrep for aligning the configuration flank sequence to the read [69]. Tre-agrep
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is a generic and approximate string matching command-line tool. It does allow
for different penalties for insertion, deletion or substitution, but does not allow
different penalties for different substitutions. In MyFLq’s flanking out there are
also no different substitution penalties, but they can be implemented easily by
providing a new substitution matrix. This could for example be used for certain
technologies with biased substitution errors. However, the main difference
is that potential errors are not differently penalized whether they are in the
beginning or the end of the flank in STRait Razor.
TSSV uses a modified version of the Smith-Waterman semi-global pairwise
alignment [9]. Their alignment matrix is initialized with penalties only for
the read sequence and not for the flank sequence. With the alignment matrix
they calculate the edit distance between the read sequence and all sub-strings
of the flank sequence. This is very similar to MyFLq’s alignment algorithm.
Their flank sequence not being initialized with penalties has a similar aim as
MyFLq’s position-dependent penalizing (see Listing C.3, line 63), but is slightly
less sophisticated as it will only impact the beginning of the alignment.
7.2.3 Typing algorithms
After preprocessing reads and trimming off primers and/or flanks, the remaining
regions of interest need to be allelotyped. In these paragraphs algorithms that
impact the allelotyping are discussed.
Alignment algorithm in MyFLq
Listing C.3 (page 140) shows MyFLq’s Needleman-Wunsch (NW) adapted
alignment algorithm. It also includes the Smith-Waterman (SW) local alignment
adaptation that can be used to locate primer sequences inMyFLq. The difference
between NW and SW is that SW does not give penalties to the initial or ending
gap (Listing C.3, line 57) and that finally it locates the highest sub-score to
find the best local alignment (Listing C.3, line 135).
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The above alignment algorithm is not used to allelotype true alleles. True alleles
will be identified by an exact match in the database. Erroneous sequences have
to be identified by aligning them to true alleles from which they potentially
originate. There are two options here: 1) an unknown sequence can be aligned to
every sequence in the database to establish the best match(es); 2) an unknown
sequence is aligned and compared to the other sequences of the locus of the
same analysis.
MyFLq opted for the second option, for the following reason: if a sequence is
erroneous, then the true allele of which it originates should be present in the
same analysis. If it is not present, because of a stochastic event, finding the true
allele in the database would not give any evidence of it being the true allele.
If it is not present because of a known systematic error, the true allele should
be discovered by reverting this error and finding the exact match. Finally,
unknown systematic errors have to be discovered by comparing results from CE
or another sequencing technology. Of course, some (rare) alleles will not yet be
in the database. It would not give any real information to the analyst to know
with which other sequenced allele it has most similarity, but it could bias the
analyst in assuming it is an erroneous sequence. If a validation study shows
that it is a previously undiscovered allele it needs to be added to the database.
MyFLq aligns sequences of a locus to each other, if their length difference is
smaller than or equal to twice the repeat size for STR loci, and two bp for SNP
loci. It would require too much processing time to compare all sequences to all
sequences, and would mostly not provide useful information. It is interesting to
know which sequences could potentially have originated from other sequences
and that already presupposes similarity between those sequences. MyFLq only
reports relations between sequences that have up to two differences. For STR
loci, one stutter indel counts as one difference. The alignment algorithm favors
stutter gaps that have the repeat size of that locus. Listing C.3 lines 98 and
107 show how that is implemented.
The method getDifferences returns the number of differences between two
aligned sequences. If this number is two or lower, the relation between the
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Figure 7.6: MyFLq sequence relations with transform-codes. From MyFLq
version 2 onwards, a transform column is shown that helps analysts to see where
and how the sequences differ. In the CSF1PO example, the reference sequence
is a true allele. It has a stutter indicated by ’.4d’, and two sequences with SNP
differences. The allele with index 11 is the other true allele, and has a size
difference of two repeat units.
two sequences will be flagged in the result. Figure 7.6 shows how the recent
implementation of MyFLq displays this information. Previously it would have
been necessary to manually check where the differences occurred. In the current
version, a code is provided that indicates the changes. This will be further
discussed in subsection 7.2.4.
Other typing solutions
STRait Razor does not do any advanced processing after the assignment step.
The repeat regions of interest are taken “as is”. The length is transformed into
the repeat number with the locus configuration, and this is reported back to
the analyst. There is no automated sequence comparison nor to a database, nor
internally to type the relations.
TSSV ’s allele identification is more elaborate: the sequence region of interest is
matched to a regular expression for the locus allele. Based on this matching the
sequence is classified as either a known or new allele. The regular expression can
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only identify known repeat patterns. Therefore, true alleles that have a SNP
that is not already documented are always considered new alleles by TSSV. For
true new alleles to be acknowledged as known alleles, the regular expressions
would have to become increasingly more complex as new alleles are discovered.
However, the current TSSV configuration does not make this possible. New
alleles are compared to the reference sequence and they are characterized with
the Mutalyzer online service [71]. This is further discussed in subsection 7.2.4.
Sequences are not automatically compared internally within the locus analysis
results.
The sensing in lobSTR’s assignment step, already allelotypes the sequences.
Specifically, the repeat pattern is characterized by a Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) . The FFT can be understood in this context as a computationally more
efficient regular expression analysis. However, unlike TSSV ’s problem with new
alleles, with lobSTR new alleles with a different complex repeat pattern could
simply go unnoticed if they are not sensed and assigned correctly.
An interesting step in lobSTR’s allelotyping is the statistical evaluation of the
allele candidate based on its abundance. With a statistical learning approach
the likelihood is assessed that a reported sequence is a true allele. None of the
targeted loci STR tools currently implements a statistical evaluation of allele
candidates. Instead, the analyst can set general abundance thresholds. In CE,
signal is also commonly distinguished from noise with simple thresholds. For
samples of mixed origin a more complex modeling will be necessary than
lobSTR’s current implementation. It would be very useful to implement
something similar for MyFLq, that also accounts for the number of contributors
and estimates that number if unknown.
Finally, RepeatSeq’s allelotyping depends on the mapper used. Furthermore,
like lobSTR, it makes a statistical evaluation of allele candidates. A Bayesian
model is used that is guided by an empirically derived error model. This error
model incorporates sequence and read properties for the different loci.
It is not a coincidence that both genome wide approaches implemented a
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statistical evaluation of allele candidates. If they did not, their results would
contain too many false positives and a simple threshold would never allow for a
good balance of sensitivity and selectivity on the genome wide scale.
Homopolymer compression
STRbySGS performed a radical homopolymer compression: all stretches of one
or more bases of the same type were compressed to one instance of that base in all
reads and in all database alleles. Listings 7.1 and 7.2 show the implementations
of this simple algorithm respectively in STRbySGS and MyFLq.
Listing 7.1: Homopolymer compression in STRbySGS
1 $sequence =~ s /(A) +|(C) +|(T) +|(G)+/$1$2$3$4/g ;
Listing 7.2: Homopolymer compression in MyFLq
1 " " "
2 Compresses a l l homopolymers in a DNA sequence to t h e i r base
3 ( i n c l ud ing ’N’ homopolymers )
4 " " "
5 r e turn ’ ’ . j o i n ( [ dna [ na ] f o r na in range ( l en ( dna ) )
6 i f dna [ na ] !=dna [ na−1] or na == 0 ] )
The implication for the allelotyping in STRbySGS was that true alleles with a
different sequence could potentially have the same sequence after homopolymer
compression. For example, allele A has “ATTTCT” whereas allele B has
“ATTCTT” at the same position. After compression they are both “ATCT”.
This loss in information was flagged for the database alleles. However, an
unknown allele could potentially coincide with a known database allele without
being flagged.
This strategy is only useful for loci and technologies with a high amount of
homopolymer errors. In MyFLq it is only applied in the flanks if they are
removed during the analysis. With this approach it cannot impact the final
result and allelotyping.
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The TSSV paper also mentions the homopolymer issue. Anvar et al. state
that based on the choice of sequencing technology, homopolymers can introduce
artificial allelic structures [9]. They advise to allow for a tolerance of a few
base differences in the homopolymer length when possible. This is a less radical
solution than originally applied in STRbySGS and can be seen as targeting
specific systematic errors. Nonetheless, true different alleles could still coincide
in that targeted section of the sequence.
7.2.4 Nomenclature
In Table 7.1, most tools have “STRbase” as nomenclature. On the STRbase
website, forensic loci alleles are reported according to the ISFG nomenclature
recommendations [23, 26]. These tools report the STR allele repeat number
and repeat pattern. However, these tools do not currently use a rule set for
microvariant nomenclature. A microvariant will defer on a few bases from a more
common allele in the population, or from the reference sequence. Microvariant
alleles with SNPs in the flanking regions can also be described with the ISFG
rules. However, as the example on page 89 showed, this is quite elaborate.
TSSV was the first STR tool that implemented a nomenclature ready for the
MPS context. TSSV considers all alleles that do not have a commonly known
repeat pattern as new alleles. For these new alleles TSSV uses the Mutalyzer
online service [71] to characterize them in reference to the known repeat pattern.
The variants are reported according to the Human Genome Variation Society
format for sequence variant description [16].
The original MyFLq papers lacked a complete nomenclature. Known sequences
had an arbitrary allele name. However, TSSV ’s Mutalyzer solution does not
seem optimal. In my opinion, all known alleles should have a unique identifier
that can be used in the allele name together with the allele’s STR repeat number.
As a possible solution the Forensic Loci Allele Database (FLAD) was created,
providing a service for unique and permanent identifiers.
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A variant description can still be useful to characterize yet unknown alleles
and erroneous sequences that derive from a known allele. If such a variant
is discovered in a MyFLq analysis and a similar allele is available in the
configuration database it will annotate this new sequence with the FLAD
ID of the similar allele concatenated with a transformation code that describes
how it differs. The transformation code starts with ’t’ directly after the FLAD
ID, then ’o’ for a transformation of the original FLAD strand or ’c’ for a
transformation of its reverse complement (’o’ can also be omitted), followed by
various transformation commands, that each consist out of the position where
the transformation is needed and the transformation itself. A transformation
can be a deletion, indicated by ’d’ or one of the nucleotides A,C,T,G if the
microvariant is a SNP. Nucleotides followed by ’i’ indicate that they need to be
inserted rather than replacing the nucleotide in the original sequence. Table 7.2
gives an example of a known allele and two possible microvariants.
Table 7.2: FLAD ID examples with transform-codes. The first example is the
true allele 14 from locus D3S1358. Its sequence has been validated from a
previous study [68]. The second one is its stutter, and the final example a SNP
derivative.
FLAD ID Sequence
FL8X5D ACTGCAGTCCAATCTGGGTGACAGAGCAAGACCCTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGAT
AGATAGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACATGCAAGCCTCTGTTGATTTCAT
FL8X5Dto50.4d ACTGCAGTCCAATCTGGGTGACAGAGCAAGACCCTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGAT
AGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACATGCAAGCCTCTGTTGATTTCAT
FL8X5Dto21A ACTGCAGTCCAATCTGGGTGAAAGAGCAAGACCCTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGAT
AGATAGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACATGCAAGCCTCTGTTGATTTCAT
The transformation code is compressed if for example transformations occur
at subsequent positions. Furthermore, if the same transformation occurs more
than three times, it is preceded by ’.x’ with ’x’ the number of times that the
same transformation is repeated.
TSSV ’s Mutalyzer solution cannot be used with FLAD ID’s. Mutalyzer requires
a Genbank accession number. Their transformation or variant code is also
slightly less concise. Figure 7.6 (page 105) shows a MyFLq analysis with
transformation codes. The transformation codes help analysts to identify
the variations. The FLAD website can also process the transformation codes.
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Table 7.3 shows an example comparing FLAD ID transformations and Mutalyzer.
Table 7.3: FLAD versus Mutalyzer.The FLAD reference is only an example.
Service Reference API
FLAD FA111to274T forensic.ugent.be/flad/getseq/FA111to274T
Mutalyzer AB026906.1:c.274G>T mutalyzer.nl/json/runMutalyzer?variant=AB026906.1%3Ac.1A%3EC
Nomenclature is not only a matter of algorithm but also of convention. It will
therefore depend on the forensic community if FLAD nomenclature will be used.
7.2.5 Configuration files
The first MyFLq version needed two configuration files: 1) a loci file that
characterized the used loci; 2) an allele file that contained all known alleles for
the different loci. Experience with MyFLq users revealed two issues with the
first configuration format: a) if allele sequences are not available and an allele
file can therefore not be made, then MyFLq could not be used; b) if a lot of
allele sequences are known, it is very probable that a mistake will be made in
the allele file and MyFLq will not work.
The solution for the first issue was to allow an empty allele database. This
would allow running MyFLq and performing a full analysis between the primers
(without flanking out). It would then be possible to use MyFLq on a population
dataset to establish all the sequences of all the common alleles. However, one
would still have to make the allele file manually.
This brings up the second issue. MyFLq does a strict analysis of the configuration
files, and if there is an inconsistency it will raise an exception. Bioinformaticians
can be expected to be ready to deal with exceptions, but forensic analysts
generally not. If there is one small error in either configuration file MyFLq will
not work.
The solution for this issue, was to alleviate the need to manually make an allele
file. The MyFLq django version now only requires the loci configuration. This
configuration can be used to analyze a representative set of population samples.
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Figure 7.7: Population allele frequencies. When population samples are analyzed
and their profiles are added to the configuration database, the resulting allele
counts will be shown here.
In the analysis results, for each sample the allele candidates can be indicated
that need to be added to the allele database. For each population sample a
profile should be made, which will be used in the allele frequency calculation.
These calculations can be visualized in the configuration section. Figure 7.7
shows an uninitialized example (all alleles have a count of 0).
When the population study is finished, the configuration files can be downloaded.
These configuration files can then be used in other forensic laboratories for
MyFLq analyses based on a certain population study.
Configuration comparison
Table 7.4 shows a comparison of MyFLq’s configuration with the other targeted-
loci tools STRait Razor and TSSV. Both tools require all known alleles to be
incorporated in their one configuration file. TSSV has a compact format to do
that as it characterizes the known repeat patterns in a range, whereas STRait
Razor ’s has to list all of them. A disadvantage of TSSV ’s configuration is that
it mixes tabs and spaces to denote different parts of the configuration, which is
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error-prone. MyFLq’s configuration could benefit from allowing FLAD IDs or
Genbank entries, instead of the full reference sequences.
Table 7.4: Configuration files. For each tool one line of the configuration is
shown. This corresponds to configuring one locus. As an example the locus
CSF1PO was chosen. The documentation example is shown for TSSV, as the
corresponding CSF1PO configuration was not found.
Tool Locus configuration line
MyFLq CSF1PO,4,CCGGAGGTAAAGGTGTCTTAAAGT,ATTTCCTGTGTCAGACCCTGTT,9,
CCGGAGGTAAAGGTGTCTTAAAGTGAGAAAGAATAACTGCATCTTAACCTATTGGGAGGTCATTGTAAAGAGGA
GAGTGATGGGGTCAGATTGTACAGAGGAGGCACTTCGTGGTGGTCAGGAGCACACACTCCAGGGCAGTGTTCCA
ACCTGAGTCTGCCAAGGACTAGCAGGTTGCTAACCACCCTGTGTCTCAGTTTTCCTACCTGTAAAATGAAGATA
TTAACAGTAACTGCCTTCATAGATAGAAGATAGATAGATTAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAG
ATAGGAAGTACTTAGAACAGGGTCTGACACAGGAAAT
STRait Razor CSF1PO,AUTOSOMAL,GATAGATAGATT,AGGAAGTACTTATAAGTACTTCCT,AATCTATCTATC,
AGATAGATAGAT|ATCTATCTATCTCSF1PO:5=20;CSF1PO:6=24;CSF1PO:6.3=27;CSF1PO:7=28;
CSF1PO:7.3=31;CSF1PO:8=32;CSF1PO:8.3=35;CSF1PO:9=36;CSF1PO:9.1=37;
CSF1PO:10=40;CSF1PO:10.1=41;CSF1PO:10.2=42;CSF1PO:10.3=43;CSF1PO:11=44;
CSF1PO:11.1=45;CSF1PO:11.3=47;CSF1PO:12=48;CSF1PO:12.1=49;CSF1PO:13=52;
CSF1PO:14=56;CSF1PO:15=60;CSF1PO:16=64;
TSSV m1 CTGTTTCCAAGG TGCTCTCTACAGA TCCC 2 2 ATGC 1 2
7.3 Race to market
It has been said that the speed of development in sequencing is faster than
Moore’s law in computing. As a consequence the price of sequencing is
still decreasing and because of that next generation has fully become now
generation with a growing market for medical/personal exome and genome
sequencing. For forensic applications there is still a significant price gap with
CE. Nonetheless, companies with sequencing technologies, such as Illumina® and
Life TechnologiesTM are seeking to exploit the market potential for forensic
applications.
Life TechnologiesTM, with their Ion TorrentTM, were the first to launch a
commercial product that could rival CE STR analysis [11]. The HID-Ion
AmpliSeqTM Identity Panel (HID) and HID-Ion AmpliSeqTM Ancestry Panel
were released in June 2014. The identity panel analyzes 124 SNP loci and has
a lower matching probability than a currently used CE STR multiplex with
21 loci, as shown in Figure 7.8. Of course, if 124 STR loci were used, this
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Figure 7.8: Match probabilities of STR multiplex and the HID-Ion AmpliSeq
Identity panel at greater levels of degradation. Random match probability was
calculated based on 1000 Genomes data [43].
probability would be even substantially smaller. In comparison, to have the
same probability as the 13 CODIS STR loci, approximately 50-100 SNP loci
are needed [12].
The Life Technologies’ brochure does not suggest to replace CE STR analyses
with the SNP identity panel, but that it can expand difficult CE analyses, such
as degraded samples, with new analysis options [43]. The likely reason why
this first forensic commercial MPS sequencing kit was solely SNP based, is the
difficulty of MPS technologies to correctly sequence STR loci. Ion Torrent’s
STR data, which was available to us to analyze in 2012 (not published), was
not ready at that time to be introduced in a validated workflow and accredited
forensic laboratory.
It seems therefore important that Life Technologies first focused on a SNP
panel. Illumina decided instead to fully invest on a combined STR and SNP
panel. They recently (January 2015) launched their MiSeq FGxTM Forensic
Genomics System [35]. The MiSeq FGx system claims to be a sample-to-answer
solution for forensic DNA analysis. It includes a sequencing kit, ForenSeqTM
DNA Signature Prep Kit, and a data analysis program, ForenSeq Universal
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Figure 7.9: ForenSeq result. The main sample result screen displays an intensity
plot for the overall results in the top part. This plot shows the number and
length of the reads for both STR and SNP loci. Because the length of SNP loci
can be designed to be very short, in general all SNP loci are to the left of the
STR loci. The bottom part shows summary tables for all loci included in the
sequencing library. STR loci are displayed on the left with STR repeat numbers;
SNP loci are shown on the right with the detected bases for the SNP [34].
Analysis Software. With a sample-to-answer solution Illumina probably aims
to win the race to market and secure a solid market share within the forensic
community, when it switches to MPS.
Figure 7.9 shows an analysis result with the ForenSeq software. The main
strength of ForenSeq in comparison to MyFLq is an advanced data quality
analysis. Unlike MyFLq or the other targeted STR tools, ForenSeq offers a
detailed quality analysis. However, their quality analysis and full software
platform is only intended to work on Illumina data.
In their press release, Illumina stresses that it has enormous potential to improve
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public safety [35]. However, public safety should not depend solely on a private
company. The sequencing companies should provide the best possible technology
to the forensic community. From the sequenced samples, it is up to the forensic
community to analyze those results and provide answers to the court rooms.
Those answers should be transparent and open for scrutiny. To achieve that,
the community should invest in an open source project, whether it be MyFLq
or another data analysis tool.
7.4 Future research
7.4.1 Other technologies
MyFLq’s aim is to be as generic as possible to be able to process data from
different technologies. Currently, best results are obtained with MiSeq data, as
most testing has been done with data from that platform. An obvious point
for future research is therefore to analyze more data from more technology
platforms, and improve MyFLq to obtain the best results with each platform.
Dealing with low read quality
MiSeq’s data is a good point of reference. It would not be practical to adapt
MyFLq to process a platform’s data, if the read quality is much lower than the
MiSeq and the price per base is higher. However, read quality could be sacrificed
for price and compactness. Oxford Nanopore Technologies is developing a small
device, the MinIONTM, that could potentially be used in the future for forensic
field DNA analyses (also known as rapid DNA).
Currently the read quality is much lower than that of the MiSeq. MiSeq will
correctly call the base in over 99% of base callings [45], MinIon momentarily at
best 85% [7]. This has a big impact on the data analysis when using MyFLq. At
a certain low level of base calling quality it becomes necessary to cluster reads
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and estimate consensus sequences, because the number of reads without errors is
simply too low. A fast implementation of this in MyFLq would be to have flanks
of a minimal size, as flanks are automatically clustered. Having flanks with a
minimal size, the size of the region of interest could be kept small enough, in
order to increase the likelihood of error free regions of interest. For the previous
strategy to work, the assignment process would still have to be efficient. If not,
it might be necessary to map reads for assignment like RepeatSeq does.
A disadvantage of an increased need to cluster, is that deconvoluting a mixture
will be more limited. The nature of the miscalls is also important. Preferable a
technology with a low read quality should not make more indel mistakes than
the MiSeq. If this is the case, at least the length and CE STR numbers can
be estimated correctly. Sufficient experience has not yet been gained with the
MinION STR data to decide what program design changes will be necessary.
Targeting systematic errors
Some technologies, such as Ion Torrent, have a good average read quality, but can
have a substantial amount of systematic errors. The latter will usually depend
on the genomic regions that are being analyzed. In the case of Ion Torrent
the common systematic error is a miscalling of the length of a homopolymer
stretch. As discussed previously (on page 107), a possible but radical solution
is to compress all the homopolymers in all reads and database sequences. This
entails loss of information. A more ideal solution would be to mark regions in
the locus reference sequence where homopolymer compression should be applied.
This would only entail a small loss of information in that region.
Homopolymer issues are not the only type of systematic error. There have also
been described systematic errors with the MiSeq [50]. A fully developed forensic
analysis program should automatically characterize systematic errors for the
different platforms. If a systematic error has a large impact on the results, it
should provide the analyst with an option to mask read regions that are likely
to contain that error.
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7.4.2 Validation
Validation is an important exercise for a forensic laboratory and is often linked
to accreditation. An (accredited) laboratory should not make a different allele
call than another laboratory, unless they can establish a valid reason. For
example, it is acceptable to have a few different allele calls when different kits
are used. A laboratory will usually have a set of internal tests with which they
validate their workflow. With the validated workflow they can participate in
accreditation tests.
It should be possible to automate a large part of running the validation tests.
A validation workflow could be added to MyFLq to automate the data analysis
part of the validation tests. Quality control flags should be added to the analysis.
Read quality statistics should be reported. The program “STR-validator” by
Hansson et al. [28] is a good reference point.
STR-validator evaluates repeatability, reproducibility, sensitivity, stochastic
effects, mixtures, and does contamination assessment. It needs to be trained
with a set of CE reference samples. STR-validator does not (yet) support
sequenced forensic profiles. Furthermore, some of the analyzed features are only
relevant for CE analyses: spectral pull-up risks and off-ladder allelic peaks. In
any case, STR-validator could potentially be forked, adapted and integrated
into MyFLq.
7.4.3 Database searches
It should be made possible to submit MyFLq profiles to CODIS or similar
DNA databases. Also beneficial would be if MyFLq had access to a local
database, where for example the profiles of laboratory employees can be stored
and searched to check for contamination.
Statistical modules should be added to MyFLq that calculate an RMNE or
likelihood ratio (LR) value, based on available population and/or validation data.
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With these modules a full report could then be made for legal use, containing
comparisons of profiles and forensically relevant statistics.
7.4.4 Benchmarks and a common platform
The developers of the different forensic analysis tools should put forward a
common reference dataset against which each can benchmark their application.
Better yet, forensic applications should be interchangeable. The essence of the
different tools are their slightly different algorithms, which in turn boils down to
different decisions on how to process the data. Ideally, these algorithms should
be interchangeable in one big software platform. This would benefit the forensic
community as a whole, as it would offer the greatest flexibility. It would also
benefit the developers, because they could unite forces.
In light of that, an international collaboration was started in the beginning of
2015: the Open Forensic DNA Analysis Toolbox (OFDAT). A teaser website is
available at http://www.ofdat.org and can be seen in Figure 7.10. Success of
this open source project will depend on acceptance in the forensic community.
To assure that, a critical mass of bioinformaticians from the community is
needed to work on the project. In a spirit of open innovation, it would also be
beneficial if OFDAT could be developed in collaboration with the commercial
sequencing companies.
7.4.5 FLAD: spread the name
FLAD was created because of a small but essential need: unique identifiers
for the sequences of forensic alleles. These identifiers can be used in the allele
nomenclature and can be reported in allele tables that summarize a DNA profile.
Presenting FLAD at forensic conferences is needed to convince the forensic
community to adopt FLAD.
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Figure 7.10: The OFDAT website

Conclusion
Porting forensic analysis to deep sequencing
The primary aim of the research that drove this doctoral dissertation was simple:
enable the use of deep sequencing in forensic STR analysis. Deep sequencing
is equal with high coverage. In forensics that would mean a substantial larger
number of loci analyzed and a large number of reads per locus.
For complex samples of which the number of contributors is unknown, it would
be ideal to have at least an average of 1000 reads per locus. This would imply
that a 0.2% contributor would have an average contribution of 2 reads per locus,
and a 1% contributor an average of 10. If many loci are analyzed it should
then be possible to pick up 1% contributors, something that is not feasible with
capillary electrophoresis, due to the signal noise and limited number of loci.
Therefore, with deep sequencing of forensic samples a higher resolution is to be
expected and theoretically, better results should be obtainable with complex
samples of mixed origin.
From pipeline to application
The first paper, which focused on the Roche GS FLX technology, showed that
sequencing of multiplexed STR amplicons is technically feasible. However, the
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GS FLX technology was not ideal for this purpose. The fraction of full length
reads was small and there was a high homopolymer sequencing error rate. In
the mixed samples, all alleles were reported from individuals that contributed at
least 10% to the mixture. The pipeline developed for that paper, compressed all
homopolymers to a single base to avoid errors caused by these homopolymers.
Although the results were comparable to those of electrophoresis, some
incongruities arose between both sets of results because of the homopolymer
compression. Furthermore, the homopolymer issues were only relevant for
certain loci, and specifically certain sub-regions of the reads of those loci. A
general homopolymer compression was therefore considered overkill.
For the second paper, the pipeline was abandoned and a new program project
was started: My Forensic Loci queries (MyFLq). MyFLq processes forensic
MPS data prudently: without clustering, extracting maximal information with
automatically determined regions of interest. Homopolymer compression is only
applied if needed outside of the regions of interest. The data for the paper came
from the Illumina MiSeq. It showed that the MiSeq was ready for STR profile
analysis. Nonetheless a careful selection of loci and PCR multiplex optimization
were still lacking. With the recent official launch of the MiSeq FGx it seems
that Illumina has optimized those points.
MyFLq itself still lacked a graphical interface. The intended end-users of MyFLq
are forensic analysts. They are generally not bioinformaticians and cannot be
expected to know their way around the command-line. MyFLq was therefore
reimplemented as a native Illumina BaseSpace application and a standalone
django website at https://forensic.ugent.be. Additional features were
implemented such as an interactive graphical report of the results, an interactive
threshold selection bar, and an allele length-based analysis in addition to the
sequenced-based analysis.
These three papers comprise together a full development cycle:
1. Prototype pipeline STRbySGS
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2. MyFLq backend framework
3. MyFLq full graphical application
Backlog
MyFLq is ready for implementation in the forensic workflow. One full
development cycle does not mean a finished program. The algorithms need to
be further improved by analyzing large datasets. They should also be optimized
for speed. The MyFLq graphical user interface needs to be extensively tested
by forensic analysts and further improved. Statistical modules need to be
integrated for quality analysis and for calculating LR or RMNE values. Finally,
an automated allele database workflow is needed to easily construct population
databases.
To construct population databases, allele sequences need to be uniquely
characterized. Current nomenclatures are too elaborate to use in a forensic
report. The FLAD service alleviates that need by providing short, unique and
permanent identifiers for forensic alleles. The corresponding paper has been
submitted at the same time as this doctoral dissertation. It could mark the
beginning of a new era in forensics.
The future begins today . . .

Appendix A
Samenvatting
Diepe sequenering voor forensische analyse
Het primaire doel van het onderzoek in dit proefschrift was simpel: gebruik
van diepe sequenering mogelijk maken in forensische STR analyse. Diepe
sequenering is gelijk met een hoge dekking. In forensisch onderzoek zou dit
betekenen: een aanzienlijk groter loci analyseren en een groot aantal gelezen
sequenties bekomen per locus.
Voor complexe monsters waarvan het aantal individuen onbekend is, zou het
ideaal zijn om ten minste een gemiddelde van 1000 sequenties per locus te hebben.
Dit zou impliceren dat een individu met bijdrage van 0.2% een gemiddelde
bijdrage zou hebben van 2 sequenties per locus, en een individu met 1% bijdrage,
gemiddeld 10. Als veel loci geanalyseerd worden, moet het mogelijk zijn om
een individu met 1% bijdrage op te merken, iets wat niet haalbaar is met
capillaire elektroforese, door het signaal ruis en beperkt aantal loci. Met diepe
sequenering van forensische monsters kan men een hogere resolutie verwachten
en theoretisch zouden betere resultaten verkregen moeten worden met complexe
monsters van gemengde oorsprong.
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Van pijpleiding naar toepassing
Uit het eerste artikel, dat gericht was op de Roche GS FLX technologie, bleek
dat sequenering van multiplex STR ampliconen technisch haalbaar is. De GS
FLX technologie was wel niet geschikt voor dit doel. De fractie van volledige
lengte sequenties was klein en er was een hoge homopolymeer sequentiefout.
In de gemengde monsters werden alle allelen gevonden uit individuen die ten
minste 10% bijdroegen aan het mengsel. De pijplijn ontwikkeld voor dat
artikel, comprimeerde alle homopolymeren tot enkele nucleotiden om fouten te
vermijden. Hoewel de resultaten vergelijkbaar waren met die van elektroforese,
ontstonden sommige tegenstrijdigheden tussen beide resultaten vanwege de
homopolymeer compressie. Bovendien was het homopolymeer probleem alleen
relevant voor bepaalde loci, en meer specifiek bepaalde deelgebieden van de
sequenties van deze loci. Een algemene homopolymeer compressie werd daarom
beschouwd als overdaad.
Voor het tweede artikel, werd de pijpleiding verlaten en een nieuw project werd
gestart: Mijn Forensische Loci queesten (MyFLq). MyFLq verwerkt forensische
MPS gegevens prudent: zonder clustering, extractie van maximale informatie
met automatisch bepaalde interesse gebieden. Homopolymeer compressie is
alleen toegepast indien nodig buiten het interesse gebied. De data voor het
artikel kwam van de Illumina MiSeq. De MiSeq leek klaar voor STR-profiel
analyse. Enkel een zorgvuldige selectie van loci en PCR multiplex optimalisatie
ontbraken. Met de recente officiële lancering van de MiSeq FGX lijkt het dat
Illumina ook die punten heeft geoptimaliseerd.
MyFLq zelf had nog geen grafische interface. De beoogde eindgebruikers van
MyFLq zijn forensische analisten. Ze zijn meestal geen bioinformatici en het
kan niet worden verwacht dat zij hun weg in de commandoregel kunnen vinden.
MyFLq werd daarom opnieuw geïmplementeerd als een Illumina BaseSpace
toepassing en een afzonderlijke django website op https://forensic.ugent.be.
Extra functies werden geïmplementeerd zoals een interactieve grafische verslag
van de resultaten, een interactieve selectie bar en een allelen lengte-analyse
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naast de sequentie-analyse.
Deze drie artikels samen vormen een volledige ontwikkelingscyclus:
1. Prototype pijplijn STRbySGS
2. MyFLq backend programma
3. MyFLq volledig grafische applicatie
Te doen
MyFLq is klaar voor implementatie in de forensische workflow. Een complete
ontwikkelingscyclus betekent evenwel niet een afgewerkt programma. De
algoritmen moeten verder worden verbeterd door het analyseren van grote
datasets. Zij moeten ook worden geoptimaliseerd voor snelheid. De
MyFLq grafische gebruikersinterface moet uitgebreid en getest worden door
forensische analisten. Statistische modules moeten worden geïntegreerd voor
kwaliteitsanalyse en voor de berekening van LR of RMNE waarden. Tenslotte, is
er nood aan een geautomatiseerde workflow voor het bepalen van een populatie
allelen database.
Om de bevolkingsdatabase te bouwen, moeten de allelen sequenties uniek
gekarakteriseerd zijn. De huidige nomenclaturen zijn te uitgebreid om te
gebruiken in een forensisch rapport. De FLAD dienst verhelpt die behoefte
door het verstrekken van korte, unieke en permanente identificatienummers
voor forensische allelen. Het overeenkomstige artikel is op hetzelfde moment
ingediend als dit proefschrift. Het zou het begin kunnen markeren van een
nieuw tijdperk in het forensische onderzoek.
De toekomst begint vandaag. . .

Appendix B
First paper supplementary
material
Listing B.1: STRbySGS script for assigning reads to loci
#!/bin /bash
f i l e=$1 ; #f i r s t argument : name of SFF . txt f i l e
#FW = lead ing strand , BW = complementary strand
#The f i r s t and second argument o f the Se lectFastaLocus . p l are the forward and
r eve r s e pr imers to be used
#One can a l s o choose to use f l ank ing r eg i on s
#D3S1358_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : CTGCAGTCCAATCTGGG AAGCCTCTGTTGATTTCA
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: TAGA CAGA −BW: TCTA TCTG
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l CTGCAGTCCAATCTGGGTGA TGCAAGCCTC
D3S1358_FW < ${ f i l e }
#D3S1358_BW Or ig ina l pr imers : TGAAATCAACAGAGGCTT CCCAGATTGGACTGCAG
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l TGAATCAACAGAGGCTTGCA TCACCCAGATT
D3S1358_BW < ${ f i l e }
#D5S818_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : GGTGATTTTCCTCTTTGG GGCTATGATTGGAATCAC
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: AGAT −BW: ATCT
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l GGTGATTTTCCTCTTTGGTA GTGGCTATGAT
D5S818_FW < ${ f i l e }
#D5S818_BW Or ig ina l pr imers : GTGATTCCAATCATAGCC CCAAAGAGGAAAATCACC
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l GTGATTCCAATCATAGCCAC TACCAAAGAG
D5S818_BW < ${ f i l e }
#D7S820_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : TGGTCAGGCTGACTATGG CTCTGAGTTTTTGATACC
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: GATA −BW: TATC
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. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l TGGTCAGGCTGACTATGGAG CCCTCTGAGT
D7S820_FW < ${ f i l e }
#D7S820_BW Or ig ina l pr imers : GGTATCAAAAACTCAGAG CCATAGTCAGCCTGACCA
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l GGTATCAAAAACTCAGAGGG CTCCATAGTC
D7S820_BW < ${ f i l e }
#D8S1179_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : CGTATTTTTGTATTTCATG CATATTCACGCAATGGC
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: TCTA TCTG −BW: TAGA CAGA
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l CGTATTTTTGTATTTCATGT AGGCATATTC
D8S1179_FW < ${ f i l e }
#D8S1179_BW Or ig ina l pr imers : GCCATTGCGTGAATATG CATGAAATACAAAAATA
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l GCCATTGCGTGAATATGCCT ACATGAAATA
D8S1179_BW < ${ f i l e }
#D13S317_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : TGGGATGTGGAGGAGAGT GAAGGAGGAGATTTGACC
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: TATC −BW: GATA
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l TGGGATGTGGAGGAGAGTTC TTGAAGGAGG
D13S317_FW < ${ f i l e }
#D13S317_BW Or ig ina l pr imers : GGTCAAATCTCCTCCTTC ACTCTCCTCCACATCCCA
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l GGTCAAATCTCCTCCTTCAA GAACTCTCCT
D13S317_BW < ${ f i l e }
#D18S51_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : GCCATGTTCATGCCACT GGTAGTCGGGTTTGTTA
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: AGAA −BW: TTCT
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l GCCATGTTCATGCCACTGCA GCTGGTAGTC
D18S51_FW < ${ f i l e }
#D18S51_BW Or ig ina l pr imers : TAACAAACCCGACTACC AGTGGCATGAACATGGC
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l TAACAAACCCGACTACCAGC TGCAGTGGCA
D18S51_BW < ${ f i l e }
#D21S11_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : ATATGTGAGTCAATTCC TATTAGTCTGTCTCTGG
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: TCTA TCTG −BW: TAGA CAGA
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l ATATGTGAGTCAATTCCCCA TCCTATTAGT
D21S11_FW < ${ f i l e }
#D21S11_BW Or ig ina l pr imers : CCAGAGACAGACTAATA GGAATTGACTCACATAT
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l CCAGAGACAGACTAATAGGA TGGGGAATTG
D21S11_BW < ${ f i l e }
#FGA_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : CATAGGTTTTGAACTCA ATTTTCGATTTCAGACC
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: TTTC TTCC −BW: GAAA GGAA
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l CATAGGTTTTGAACTCACAG CATATTTTCG
FGA_FW < ${ f i l e }
#FGA_BW Orig ina l pr imers : GGTCTGAAATCGAAAAT TGAGTTCAAAACCTATG
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l GGTCTGAAATCGAAAATATG CTGTGAGTTC
FGA_BW < ${ f i l e }
#VWA_FW Or ig ina l pr imers : ACAAGTTGACTTGGCT TATTTATCATCTGTCC
#Pos s ib l e r epeat s : −FW: TCTG TCTA −BW: CAGA TAGA
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l ACAAGTTGACTTGGCTGAGA ATGTATTTAT
VWA_FW < ${ f i l e }
#VWA_BW Orig ina l pr imers : CGGACAGATGATAAATA AGCCAAGTCAACTT
. . / S c r i p t s / Se lectFastaLocus . p l CGGACAGATGATAAATACAT TCTCAGCCAA
VWA_BW < ${ f i l e }
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Listing B.2: STRbySGS result for the single contributor sample
>CL1_D3S1358_FW_Reads =2.08% _of_867_Match =13 _Gaps=0_Id %=73/73 _LengthAllel =13 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL2
CAGAGCAGACTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACA
>CL2_D3S1358_Reads =54.56% _of_867_Match =14 _Gaps=0_Id %=77/77 _LengthAllel =14 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL3
CAGAGCAGACTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACA
>CL3_D3S1358_Reads =1.04% _of_867_Match =15 _Gaps =0_Id %=81/81 _LengthAllel =15 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL4
CAGAGCAGACTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACA
>CL4_D3S1358_Reads =15.46% _of_867_Match =16 _Gaps =0_Id %=85/85 _LengthAllel =16 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL5
CAGAGCAGACTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACA
>CL5_D3S1358_Reads =13.84% _of_867_Match =17 _Gaps=0_Id %=89/89 _LengthAllel =17 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL6_%miscopy_bin
CAGAGCAGACTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACA
>CL6_D3S1358_Reads =13.03% _of_867_Match =18 _Gaps=0_Id %=93/93 _LengthAllel =18 _DABAflags:U
CAGAGCAGACTGTCTCATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGACAGATAGATACA
>CL1_D5S818_Reads =23.22% _of_2722_Match =10 _Gaps =0_Id %=86/86 _LengthAllel =10 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL2
TCTACGTATATGAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGAGTATATAGATACAGATAGATACATGTGTACT
>CL2_D5S818_Reads =18.55% _of_2722_Match =11 _Gaps =0_Id %=90/90 _LengthAllel =11 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL3
TCTACGTATATGAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGAGTATATAGATACAGATAGATACATGTGTACT
>CL3_D5S818_Reads =43.13% _of_2722_Match =12 _Gaps =0_Id %=94/94 _LengthAllel =12 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
miscopy_bin_%miscopy@CL4
TCTACGTATATGAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGAGTATATAGATACAGATAGATACATGTGTACT
>CL4_D5S818_Reads =15.10% _of_2722_Match =12 _Gaps =1_Id %=94/95 _LengthAllel =12.1 _DABAflags:U_INDEL_INTERNflags :%
miscopy@CL3
TCTACGTATATGAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATGTATATAGATACAGATAGATACATGTGTACT
>CL1_D7S820_Reads =22.09% _of_172_Match =8_Gaps =0_Id %=168/168 _LengthAllel =8 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL3_%miscopy_bin
TATAGTATATATATAGTATGATAGACACTGTCATAGTAGACGACTACGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGATGATAGTATCTCACT
ATAGTCTATAGTACATATACATATGTGCATCTGTCATGAGATATGTGATCGTATATCTAGATATATAT
>CL2_D7S820_BW_Reads =1.16% _of_172_Match =9 _Gaps=2_Id %=170/172 _LengthAllel =8.2 _DABAflags:N
TATAGTATATATAGTATGATAGACACTGTCATAGTAGACGACTACGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGATGATAGTATCTCA
CTATAGTCTATAGTACATATACATATGTGCATCTGTCATGAGATATGTGATCGTATATCTAGATATATAT
>CL3_D7S820_Reads =23.26% _of_172_Match =9 _Gaps=0_Id %=172/172 _LengthAllel =9 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL4
TATAGTATATATATAGTATGATAGACACTGTCATAGTAGACGACTACGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGATGATAGTATCT
CACTATAGTCTATAGTACATATACATATGTGCATCTGTCATGAGATATGTGATCGTATATCTAGATATATAT
>CL4_D7S820_Reads =51.16% _of_172_Match =10 _Gaps =0_Id %=176/176 _LengthAllel =10 _DABAflags:U
TATAGTATATATATAGTATGATAGACACTGTCATAGTAGACGACTACGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAGATGATAGT
ATCTCACTATAGTCTATAGTACATATACATATGTGCATCTGTCATGAGATATGTGATCGTATATCTAGATATATAT
>CL5_D7S820_BW_Reads =2.33% _of_172_Match =12 _Gaps=0_Id %=184/184 _LengthAllel =12 _DABAflags:U
TATAGTATATATATAGTATGATAGACACTGTCATAGTAGACGACTACGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGATAGACAG
ATGATAGTATCTCACTATAGTCTATAGTACATATACATATGTGCATCTGTCATGAGATATGTGATCGTATATCTAGATATATAT
>CL1_D8S1179_Reads =7.57% _of_8179_Match =10 _Gaps=0_Id %=77/77 _LengthAllel =10 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL2
GTACATCGTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCACAGTGATATCTACAGATAGTATAT
>CL2_D8S1179_Reads =10.75% _of_8179_Match =11 _Gaps=0_Id %=81/81 _LengthAllel =11 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL3
GTACATCGTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCACAGTGATATCTACAGATAGTATAT
>CL3_D8S1179_Reads =54.31% _of_8179_Match =12 _Gaps=0_Id %=85/85 _LengthAllel =12 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL4
GTACATCGTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCACAGTGATATCTACAGATAGTATAT
>CL4_D8S1179_Reads =27.37% _of_8179_Match =13 _Gaps=0_Id %=89/89 _LengthAllel =13 _DABAflags:U
GTACATCGTATCTATCTGTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCACAGTGATATCTACAGATAGTATAT
>CL1_D13S317_Reads =15.29% _of_896_Match =8_Gaps=0_Id %=131/131 _LengthAllel =8 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL2
ATCTAGTGCATCGTGACTCTCTGACTCTGACATCTACGCTATCTGTATACATACATATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCATCATCATCTATC
TATCTCTGTCTGTCTGCTGCTATGCTCACAG
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>CL2_D13S317_Reads =23.44% _of_896_Match =9_Gaps=0_Id %=135/135 _LengthAllel =9 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL3
ATCTAGTGCATCGTGACTCTCTGACTCTGACATCTACGCTATCTGTATACATACATATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCATCATCATC
TATCTATCTCTGTCTGTCTGCTGCTATGCTCACAG
>CL3_D13S317_Reads =7.03% _of_896_Match =10 _Gaps=0_Id %=139/139 _LengthAllel =10 _DABAflags:U
ATCTAGTGCATCGTGACTCTCTGACTCTGACATCTACGCTATCTGTATACATACATATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCATCAT
CATCTATCTATCTCTGTCTGTCTGCTGCTATGCTCACAG
>CL4_D13S317_Reads =12.39% _of_896_Match =12 _Gaps =0_Id %=147/147 _LengthAllel =12 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags:_%
stutter@CL6_%miscopy@CL5
ATCTAGTGCATCGTGACTCTCTGACTCTGACATCTACGCTATCTGTATACATACATATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCT
ATCATCATCATCTATCTATCTCTGTCTGTCTGCTGCTATGCTCACAG
>CL5_D13S317_Reads =20.98% _of_896_Match =12 _Gaps =1_Id %=147/148 _LengthAllel =12.1 _DABAflags:U_INDEL_INTERNflags
:% stutter@CL7_%miscopy@CL4
ATCTAGTGCATCGTGACTCTCTGACTCTGACATCTACGCTATCTGTATACATACATATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCT
ATCTATCATCATCTATCTATCTCTGTCTGTCTGCTGCTATGCTCACAG
>CL6_D13S317_Reads =7.48% _of_896_Match =13 _Gaps=0_Id %=151/151 _LengthAllel =13 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
miscopy@CL7
ATCTAGTGCATCGTGACTCTCTGACTCTGACATCTACGCTATCTGTATACATACATATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCT
ATCTATCATCATCATCTATCTATCTCTGTCTGTCTGCTGCTATGCTCACAG
>CL7_D13S317_Reads =13.39% _of_896_Match =13 _Gaps =1_Id %=151/152 _LengthAllel =13.1 _DABAflags:U_INDEL_INTERNflags
:% miscopy@CL6
ATCTAGTGCATCGTGACTCTCTGACTCTGACATCTACGCTATCTGTATACATACATATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCATCATCTATCTATCTCTGTCTGTCTGCTGCTATGCTCACAG
>CL1_D18S51_BW_Reads =11.11% _of_369_Match =14 _Gaps =0_Id %=165/165 _LengthAllel =14 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL2
CTCACTCTGAGTGACATGAGACTGTCTCAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGATAGTAGCACTGTATGTAGACATCTC
ACACACAGAGAGTATATACATGTAGACAGAGAGAGCACATGTCACTAGCTGACGTGTATGTGTGT
>CL2_D18S51_BW_Reads =26.02% _of_369_Match =15 _Gaps=0_Id %=167/167 _LengthAllel =15 _DABAflags:U
CTCACTCTGAGTGACATGAGACTGTCTCAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGATAGTAGCACTGTATGTAGACATC
TCACACACAGAGAGTATATACATGTAGACAGAGAGAGCACATGTCACTAGCTGACGTGTATGTGTGT
>CL3_D18S51_BW_Reads =46.61% _of_369_Match =17 _Gaps=0_Id %=171/171 _LengthAllel =17 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL4
CTCACTCTGAGTGACATGAGACTGTCTCAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGATAGTAGCACTGTATGTAGA
CATCTCACACACAGAGAGTATATACATGTAGACAGAGAGAGCACATGTCACTAGCTGACGTGTATGTGTGT
>CL4_D18S51_BW_Reads =10.57% _of_369_Match =18 _Gaps =0_Id %=173/173 _LengthAllel =18 _DABAflags:U
CTCACTCTGAGTGACATGAGACTGTCTCAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGATAGTAGCACTGTATGTA
GACATCTCACACACAGAGAGTATATACATGTAGACAGAGAGAGCACATGTCACTAGCTGACGTGTATGTGTGT
>CL5_D18S51_BW_Reads =5.69% _of_369_Match =21 _Gaps=0_Id %=179/179 _LengthAllel =21 _DABAflags:U
CTCACTCTGAGTGACATGAGACTGTCTCAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGAGATAGTAGCACTG
TATGTAGACATCTCACACACAGAGAGTATATACATGTAGACAGAGAGAGCACATGTCACTAGCTGACGTGTATGTGTGT
>CL1_D21S11_Reads =1.47% _of_1839_Match =27 _Gaps =0_Id %=149/149 _LengthAllel =27 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL2
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCTATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
>CL2_D21S11_Reads =40.35% _of_1839_Match =28 _Gaps=0_Id %=153/153 _LengthAllel =28 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL3
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCTATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
>CL3_D21S11_Reads =19.96% _of_1839_Match =29’_Gaps=0_Id %=156/157 _LengthAllel =29 _DABAflags:U_SNP
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
>CL4_D21S11_Reads =9.68% _of_1839_Match =30’’_Gaps =0_Id %=161/161 _LengthAllel =30 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL7
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCTATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
>CL5_D21S11_Reads =11.15% _of_1839_Match =30’’’_Gaps =0_Id %=160/161 _LengthAllel =30 _DABAflags:U_SNP
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
>CL6_D21S11_FW_Reads =1.36% _of_1839_Match =30’’_Gaps=2_Id %=161/163 _LengthAllel =30.2 _DABAflags:N_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL8
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCTATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
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>CL7_D21S11_Reads =1.31% _of_1839_Match =31 _Gaps =0_Id %=165/165 _LengthAllel =31 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL9
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
>CL8_D21S11_Reads =10.93% _of_1839_Match =31.2 _Gaps =0_Id %=167/167 _LengthAllel =31.2 _DABAflags:U
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
>CL9_D21S11_Reads =3.81% _of_1839_Match =32’_Gaps=0_Id %=169/169 _LengthAllel =32 _DABAflags:U
GTGATGCTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCATATCTATCT
ATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCGTCTATCTATCAGTCTATCTAC
>CL1_VWA_Reads =14.08% _of_1754_Match =12 _Gaps=9_Id %=102/111 _LengthAllel =13.2 _DABAflags:N_INTERNflags :%
miscopy_bin_%miscopy_bin
TGTGAGCTAGTGATGATAGATATCAGTATGTGACTGATGATCTATCTGTCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCTATCTATCATC
ATCATCATCT
>CL2_VWA_Reads =13.91% _of_1754_Match =15 _Gaps=0_Id %=116/116 _LengthAllel =15 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL4_%stutter@CL3_%miscopy_bin_%miscopy_bin
TGTGAGCTAGTGATGATAGATATCAGTATGTGACTGATGATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTA
TCATCTATCATCATCT
>CL3_VWA_Reads =26.92% _of_1754_Match =16 _Gaps=0_Id %=119/120 _LengthAllel =16 _DABAflags:U_SNP_INTERNflags:_%
stutter@CL5_%miscopy_bin_%miscopy@CL4_%miscopy_bin
TGTGAGCTAGTGATGATAGATATCAGTATGTGACTGATGATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTA
TCTATCATCTATCATCATCT
>CL4_VWA_Reads =17.05% _of_1754_Match =16 _Gaps=0_Id %=120/120 _LengthAllel =16 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags:_%
stutter@CL5_%miscopy@CL3_%miscopy_bin
TGTGAGCTAGTGATGATAGATATCAGTATGTGACTGATGATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTA
TCTATCATCTATCATCATCT
>CL5_VWA_Reads =18.01% _of_1754_Match =17 _Gaps=0_Id %=124/124 _LengthAllel =17 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags:_%
stutter@CL6_%miscopy_bin_%miscopy_bin
TGTGAGCTAGTGATGATAGATATCAGTATGTGACTGATGATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTA
TCTATCTATCATCTATCATCATCT
>CL6_VWA_BW_Reads =3.42% _of_1754_Match =18 _Gaps =0_Id %=128/128 _LengthAllel =18 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags:_%
stutter@CL8_%miscopy@CL7
TGTGAGCTAGTGATGATAGATATCAGTATGTGACTGATGATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTA
TCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCATCATCT
>CL7_VWA_FW_Reads =2.74% _of_1754_Match =18 _Gaps=1_Id %=128/129 _LengthAllel =18.1 _DABAflags:U_INDEL_INTERNflags
:% miscopy@CL6
TGTGAGCTAGTGATGATAGATATCAGTATGTGACTGATGATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTA
TCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCATCTATCT
>CL8_VWA_Reads =3.88% _of_1754_Match =19 _Gaps=0_Id %=132/132 _LengthAllel =19 _DABAflags:U
TGTGAGCTAGTGATGATAGATATCAGTATGTGACTGATGATCTATCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTGTCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTATCTA
TCTATCTATCTATCTATCATCTATCATCATCT
>CL1_FGA_FW_Reads =6.08% _of_559_Match =20 _Gaps=0_Id %=109/109 _LengthAllel =19.2 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags:_%
stutter@CL3_%miscopy@CL2
ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGCTGCATACAGACATCACTCAGCAG
CTACTCATA
>CL2_FGA_FW_Reads =37.75% _of_559_Match =20 _Gaps =1_Id %=109/110 _LengthAllel =20 _DABAflags:U_INDEL_INTERNflags :%
stutter@CL4_%miscopy@CL1
ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGTCTGCATACAGACATCACTCAGCA
GCTACTCATA
>CL3_FGA_FW_Reads =1.43% _of_559_Match =21 _Gaps =0_Id %=111/111 _LengthAllel =20.2 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
miscopy@CL4
ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGCTGCATACAGACATCACTCAGC
AGCTACTCATA
>CL4_FGA_FW_Reads =5.55% _of_559_Match =21 _Gaps =1_Id %=111/112 _LengthAllel =21 _DABAflags:U_INDEL_INTERNflags :%
miscopy@CL3
ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGTCTGCATACAGACATCACTCAG
CAGCTACTCATA
>CL5_FGA_FW_Reads =2.33% _of_559_Match =23 _Gaps =0_Id %=115/115 _LengthAllel =22.2 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
miscopy@CL6
ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGCTGCATACAGACATCACT
CAGCAGCTACTCATA
>CL6_FGA_FW_Reads =26.12% _of_559_Match =23 _Gaps=1_Id %=115/116 _LengthAllel =23 _DABAflags:U_INDEL_INTERNflags :%
miscopy@CL5
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ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGTCTGCATACAGACATCAC
TCAGCAGCTACTCATA
>CL7_FGA_FW_Reads =3.04% _of_559_Match =26 _Gaps=0_Id %=121/121 _LengthAllel =25.2 _DABAflags:U_INTERNflags :%
miscopy@CL8
ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGCTGCATACAGAC
ATCACTCAGCAGCTACTCATA
>CL8_FGA_FW_Reads =16.64% _of_559_Match =26 _Gaps =1_Id %=121/122 _LengthAllel =26 _DABAflags:U_INDEL_INTERNflags:_%
stutter@CL9_%miscopy@CL7
ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGTCTGCATACAGA
CATCACTCAGCAGCTACTCATA
>CL9_FGA_FW_Reads =1.07% _of_559_Match =27 _Gaps =1_Id %=123/124 _LengthAllel =27 _DABAflags:U_INDEL
ATACTGTACATATAGCATATACAGCTAGTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTCTGTCTGCATACA
GACATCACTCAGCAGCTACTCATA
Appendix C
MyFLq source code
Full version available online at https://github.com/beukueb/myflq. List-
ing C.1 gives a subset of the framework interface. Listing C.2 and C.3 give the
source code for algorithms discussed in the dissertation.
Listing C.1: MyFLq framework interface
# In t e r f a c e MyFLq (My−Forensic−Loci−quer i e s , deve loper Christophe Van Neste , CC BY−
SA 3 . 0 ) .
v e r s i on = ’ 1 . 0 . 1 ’
# In t e r f a c e
#General imports
from i t e r t o o l s import repeat
#Database func t i on s
c l a s s Login : #Passwd and p r o f i l e r depend on how you se t up MySQL
def __init__( s e l f , user=" t e s t u s e r " , passwd=" t e s t u s e r " , database=’ testdb ’ ) :
pass
de f __call__( s e l f , user=None , passwd=None , database=None ) :
pass
de f testConnect ion ( s e l f ) :
pass
de f logout ( conn , s q l ) :
pass
#General DNA func t i on s
c l a s s LocusConf l i c tError ( Exception ) :
de f __init__( s e l f , value=’Locus data present in the database , conta ins
c o n f l i c t i n g information ’ , message= ’ ’) :
pass
de f getSeq ( seqID , s q l=None ) :
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pass
#DNA func t i on s
de f complement ( dna ) :
pass
de f compress ( dna ) :
pass
c l a s s Alignment :
#See d i s cu s s i on f o r L i s t i n g
pass
#Function f o r adding samples to the database
de f makeEntry ( sequences , seqCounts , locusName , labID=’NA’ , passphrase=’NA’ , technology=’
I l lumina ’ , f i l t e r L e v e l=None ,
forwardP=None , reverseP=None , locusType=None , va l i d a t ed In f o=None ,
manualRevision=False , populat ion=’NA’ ) :
pass
de f makeLocusEntry ( forwardP , reverseP , locusName , locusType , technology , f i l t e r L e v e l , s q l
=None ) :
pass
de f getSeqID ( seq , s q l=None ) :
pass
#Functions f o r ex t e rna l c onnec t i v i t y to the database
de f makeEntries ( csvFilename ) :
pass
de f g e tRe fA l l e l ( pr imersets , l o cA l l e l e s ) :
pass
de f getLocusFlanks ( l o cA l l e l e s , primerF , primerR ) :
pass
#Functions f o r f i l l i n g populat ion s t a t i s t i c s t ab l e s : LOCIa l l e l e s and LOCIalleles_CE
def p r o c e s sL o c iA l l e l e s ( f l u s h=True ) :
pass
#Flankout a l l e l e
de f f l ankOutAl l e l e ( locus , a l l e l e ) :
pass
#Calcu late al le leNumber
def ca lcu lateAl l e l eNumber ( r eg i onOf In t e r e s t , l o cus ) :
pass
#General Fastq reads
c l a s s Read :
de f __init__( s e l f , fastqEntry ) :
pass
de f __contains__( s e l f , subseq ) :
pass
de f __len__( s e l f ) :
pass
de f ass ignLocus ( s e l f , locusDict , extraMethod=None ) :
pass
de f primerOut ( s e l f , locusDict , keepDump=False ) :
pass
de f f lankOut ( s e l f , locusDict , useCompress=False , withAlignment=False , keepDump=
False , autoPrimerOut=True ) :
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pass
@staticmethod
def getReads ( fqFilename , randomSubset=None ) :
pass
@staticmethod
def s e l fAs s i gnLocus ( reads , locusDict , extraMethod=None ) :
pass
@staticmethod
def getFlankIndex ( seq , f lank , o r i en ta t i on , useCompress=False , withAlignment=False ) :
pass
#Loci
c l a s s Locus :
de f __init__( s e l f , locusName , r ead sL i s t=None , l o cusDic t=None , thre sho ld=0,
s t u t t e rBu f f e r=False , maxCluster=50) :
pass
de f f i l t e rBadReads ( s e l f ) :
pass
de f setUniqueReads ( s e l f ) :
pass
de f setReadAbundances ( s e l f , thresholdLoop=True ) :
pass
de f getReadAbundances ( s e l f ) :
pass
de f ca l cu l a t eF l ankSta t s ( s e l f , perFlank=False ) :
pass
de f compareKnownAlleles ( s e l f , s q l=None ) :
pass
de f getUniqueSorted ( s e l f , r e v e r s e=False ) :
pass
de f c lusterUniqueReads ( s e l f , maxDif ferences=2) : #todo# trueReadsPresent=True ,
errorSQL=False
pass
de f getClusterXMLForUnique ( s e l f , uniqueRead ) :
pass
de f analyze ( s e l f , badReadsFi l ter=False , c l u s t e r I n f o=True , s q l=None , verbose=False ) :
pass
@staticmethod
def categor i s ePerLocus ( locusDict , r eadsL i s t , th re sho ld=0, s t u t t e rBu f f e r=False ) :
pass
@staticmethod
def getLocusDict ( kitName=None , pr imerBuf fer=False , s q l=None ) :
pass
@staticmethod
def makeLocusDict ( inputType=None , submit=False , kitName=None ) :
pass
# Analys i s
c l a s s Analys i s :
de f __init__( s e l f , fqFilename , sampleName= ’ ’ , kitName=’ I l lumina ’ , maintainAllReads=
True , negat iveReadsF i l t e r=True ,
kMerAssign=False , pr imerBuf fer=0, f lankOut=False , s t u t t e rBu f f e r =1,
useCompress=True , withAlignment=False ,
th re sho ld =0.005 , c l u s t e r I n f o=True , randomSubset=None , processNow=True
, p a r a l l e l P r o c e s s i n g =0, verbose=False ) :
pass
de f prepAnalys i s ( s e l f ,∗∗ kwargs ) :
pass
de f processFQ ( s e l f ) :
pass
de f processReads ( s e l f ) :
pass
de f processRead_px ( s e l f , read ) :
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pass
de f s e tupPa ra l l e lP r o c e s s i n g ( s e l f ) :
pass
de f prepLocusDict ( s e l f ) :
pass
de f makeReport ( s e l f , f i leName=False , s t y l e s h e e t=False , appendLocusDict=True ) :
pass
de f makeVisua lPro f i l e ( s e l f , f i l ename=None , inSubplots=True , s ave InL i s t=False ) :
pass
Listing C.2: Flexible flanking
1 def f lankOut ( s e l f , locusDict , useCompress=False , withAlignment=False ,
2 keepDump=False , autoPrimerOut=True ) :
3 " " "
4 Cuts out the r e l evant part within the f lanks , both the
5 sequence i t s e l f and the qua l i t y s c o r e s .
6 Expects a l ocusDic t that conta ins the l o cus to which the read
7 be longs and the f l ank s to cons ide r . Also expects that the read
8 a l ready has been ass igned to a locus , by which the sequence
9 should a l s o be c o r r e c t l y o r i en t ed .
10
11 I f useCompress , the homopolymer compress ion i s app l i ed in the
12 f l ank s to avoid common homopolymer e r r o r s .
13 I f keepDump , seq and qual part s that are removed are s to red in
14 qualLog i f they need to be analyzed l a t e r .
15 I f autoPrimerOut , pr imers are cut out be fo r e f l ank s ( as
16 database f l ank s do not conta in primers ) . However , i f us ing
17 r e f e r e n c e sequence k−mer assignment , t h i s should be turned o f f
18 i f sequences are not expected to conta in the primers .
19 " " "
20 i f s e l f . qualLog [ ’ withinFlanks ’ ] :
21 r a i s e Exception ( " Read a l ready f lanked−out " )
22 i f not s e l f . l o cus : return
23 #Cut primers and everyth ing be fo r e or a f t e r
24 i f autoPrimerOut : s e l f . primerOut ( locusDict , keepDump=keepDump)
25 #Cut f l ank s
26 try :
27 indexF , qualF = Read . getFlankIndex ( s e l f . seq , l o cusDic t [
28 s e l f . l o cus ] [ ’ flank_forwardP ’ ] , ’ forward ’ ,
29 useCompress=useCompress ,
30 withAlignment=withAlignment )
31 indexR , qualR = Read . getFlankIndex ( s e l f . seq , l o cusDic t [
32 s e l f . l o cus ] [ ’ f lank_reverseP ’ ] , ’ r ever se ’ ,
33 useCompress=useCompress ,
34 withAlignment=withAlignment )
35 s e l f . qualLog [ ’ c leanFlanks ’ ] = ( qualF , qualR )
36 i f keepDump : s e l f . qualLog [ ’ dumpedEnds ’ ] . update ({
37 ’ flankF ’ : { ’ seq ’ : s e l f . seq [ : indexF ] ,
38 ’ qual ’ : s e l f . qual [ : indexF ]} ,
39 ’ flankR ’ : { ’ seq ’ : s e l f . seq [ indexR+1: ] ,
40 ’ qual ’ : s e l f . qual [ indexR+1:]}})
41 i f indexF <= ( indexR+1) :
42 s e l f . seq=s e l f . seq [ indexF : indexR+1]
43 s e l f . qual=s e l f . qual [ indexF : indexR+1]
44 s e l f . qualLog [ ’ withinFlanks ’ ]=True
45 #Reference length sequence
46 i f s e l f . seq == ’ ’ : s e l f . seq = ’[RL] ’
47 e l s e :
48 s e l f . qual=LocusConf l i c tError (
49 value=’Negative length a f t e r f l ank ing out ’ ,
50 message=( s e l f . seq , s e l f . qual ) )
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51 s e l f . seq = ’[−] ’ #Negative length sequence
52 except IndexError :
53 s e l f . qual=LocusConf l i c tError (
54 value=’Negative length a f t e r primer out ’ )
55 s e l f . seq = ’[−] ’
56
57 def getFlankIndex ( seq , f lank , o r i en ta t i on , useCompress=False ,
58 withAlignment=False ) :
59 " " "
60 Expects : sequence , f l ank sequence , and o r i e n t a t i on o f f l ank
61 ( forward or r ev e r s e ) . The sequence i t s e l f always has to be
62 given in forward o r i e n t a t i on .
63 Ca l cu la t e s the most l i k e l y index po s i t i on o f the f i r s t
64 non−f l ank ing base . Returns t h i s index , and the qua l i t y
65 i nd i c a t i n g i f exact f lank , compressed exact f l ank or not .
66 Assumes the s t a r t i n g po s i t i on o f the sequence and f l ank are
67 the same ( in forward o r i e n t a t i on ) .
68 I f useCompress , the homopolymer compress ion i s app l i ed to
69 avoid common homopolymer e r r o r s .
70 I f withAlignment , the Alignment c l a s s i s used with i t s f l ank
71 index f u n c t i o n a l i t y
72 " " "
73 #I f no f lank , return 0 as index , and None f o r qua l i t y
74 i f not f l ank :
75 return (0 i f o r i e n t a t i on != ’ reverse ’ e l s e l en ( seq ) ,None )
76 i f o r i e n t a t i on == ’ reverse ’ :
77 seq=complement ( seq )
78 o r i e n t a t i on=False
79 i f seq . s t a r t sw i th ( f l ank ) :
80 i f o r i e n t a t i on : return ( l en ( f l ank ) , ’ c lean ’ )
81 e l s e : re turn ( l en ( seq )−l en ( f l ank )−1 , ’ c lean ’ )
82 i f useCompress :
83 uncompressedSeq=seq
84 seq=compress ( seq )
85 #Determine homopolymer length at end f l ank
86 # ( Heu r i s t i c s o l u t i on ) . S ta r t s with −1
87 # as not to c o r r e c t f o r s i n g l e base ’ homopolymer ’
88 flankEndHPL = −1
89 f o r i in range ( l en ( f l ank )−1,−1,−1) :
90 i f f l ank [−1] != f l ank [ i ] : break
91 flankEndHPL+=1
92 f l ank=compress ( f l ank )
93 i f seq . s t a r t sw i th ( f l ank ) :
94 f o r windex in range ( l en ( f l ank ) , l en ( uncompressedSeq ) ) :
95 i f compress ( uncompressedSeq [ : windex ] ) == f l ank :
96 break
97 i f o r i e n t a t i on : return ( windex+flankEndHPL ,
98 ’ clean_compressed ’ )
99 e l s e : re turn ( l en ( uncompressedSeq )−(windex+
100 flankEndHPL )−1 , ’ clean_compressed ’ )
101
102 i f withAlignment :
103 #F i r s t an al ignment i s t r i e d with a sho r t e r sequence
104 # ( ju s t 10 bases l onger than the f l ank )
105 #I f the found index i s too c l o s e to the end ( within l a s t 5bp) ,
106 # the f l ank i s searched on the f u l l sequence
107 windex = Alignment ( f lank , seq [ : l en ( f l ank ) +10] ,
108 ’ f lank−index ’ ) . f lankOutIndex
109 i f windex > len ( f l ank )+5:
110 windex = Alignment ( f lank , seq [ : l en ( f l ank ) +10] ,
111 ’ f lank−index ’ ) . f lankOutIndex
112 e l s e : #k−mer f l ank index f i nd ing algor i thm
113 s t a t s =[ ]
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114 f o r f l a n k i in range ( l en ( f l ank ) ,0 ,−1) :
115 s t a t s . append ( [ ] )
116 f o r f l a n k i i in range ( f l ank i −1,−1,−1) :
117 f i n dC l o s e s t I = seq . s p l i t ( f l ank [ f l a n k i i : f l a n k i ] )
118 i f l en ( f i n dC l o s e s t I )==1: break #Did not f i nd k−mer
119 c l o s e s t I = −1
120 f o r f I in f i n dC l o s e s t I :
121 i f abs ( c l o s e s t I + ( len ( f I )+1) + ( f l ank i−
122 f l a n k i i −1) − ( f l ank i −1) ) <= abs (
123 c l o s e s t I − ( f l ank i −1) ) :
124 c l o s e s t I += ( len ( f I )+1) + ( f l ank i−
125 f l a n k i i −1)
126 e l s e : break
127 s t a t s [−1] . append ( c l o s e s t I +( l en ( f l ank )−f l a n k i ) )
128 #Score s t a t s
129 indexScores={}
130 f o r i in range ( l en ( s t a t s ) ) :
131 f o r i i in range ( l en ( s t a t s [ i ] ) ) :
132 i f s t a t s [ i ] [ i i ] not in indexScores :
133 indexScores [ s t a t s [ i ] [ i i ] ]=0
134 indexScores [ s t a t s [ i ] [ i i ]]+= in t ( ( i ∗ i i ) ∗∗ ( 0 . 5 ) )
135 #Winning index
136 windex=sor ted ( indexScores ,
137 key=lambda x : indexScores [ x ] , r e v e r s e=True ) [ 0 ]
138
139 i f useCompress :
140 compressedFlank=seq [ : windex+1]
141 f o r windex in range (windex , l en ( uncompressedSeq ) ) :
142 i f compressedFlank == compress (
143 uncompressedSeq [ : windex+1]) : break
144 windex+=flankEndHPL
145 seq=uncompressedSeq
146
147 i f o r i e n t a t i on : return ( windex+1 , ’ unclean ’ )
148 e l s e : re turn ( l en ( seq )−(windex+1)−1 , ’ unclean ’ )
149 #windex +1 because we search on the l a s t f l ank base ,
150 # but the f i r s t non−f l ank has to be returned
Listing C.3: Alignment algorithm
1 c l a s s Alignment :
2 " " "
3 Wrapper f o r a l ignments .
4 Current ly implemented in python , but needs to be optimized .
5 Spec i a l f o r f o r e n s i c STR l o c i => an STR−s i z e l o cus s p e c i f i c s t u t t e r gap sco r e
6 " " "
7 import numpy as np
8 #ind i c e s f o r the bases in s imi lar ity_m
9 bases_dict_i = { ’A’ : 0 , ’C’ : 1 , ’T’ : 2 , ’G’ : 3 , ’N’ : 4 }
10 #similarity_m , and gap p ena l t i e s should depend on technology
11 s imi lar ity_m = np . matrix ([[10 ,−1 ,−1 ,−1 , 0 ] ,
12 [−1 ,10 ,−1 ,−1 , 0 ] ,
13 [−1 ,−1 ,10 ,−1 , 0 ] ,
14 [−1 ,−1 ,−1 ,10 , 0 ] ,
15 [ 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ] ] )
16 gapPenalty = −5
17 gapExtension = None
18 s tu t t e rPena l ty = −10
19 scoresToBreadcrumbs = {0 : 4 , 1 : 2 , 2 : 1 , 3 : 6 , 4 : 3 }
20 def __init__( s e l f , dna1 , dna2 ,mode=’ g lobal ’ , s t u t t e r=False ,
21 gapPenalty=None , gapExtension=None ) :
22 " " "
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23 Performs a g l oba l al ignment accord ing to Needleman−Wunsch
24 algorithm , f avo r ing s t u t t e r gaps i f requested .
25 I f s tu t t e r , should be in t o f expected STR repeat s i z e
26 I f mode == ’ g lobal ’ : normal g l oba l al ignment
27 I f mode == ’ primer−search ’ : l o c a l al ignment i s performed .
28 Primer should be given as dna1 and be expected c l o s e s t
29 to the l e f t .
30 I f mode == ’ f lank−index ’ : f u n c t i o n a l i t y f o r flankOut ,
31 incrementa l mismatch p ena l t i e s . Flank should be given as
32 dna1 and be expected c l o s e s t to the l e f t . The al ignment
33 w i l l be semi−g l oba l => g loba l up to the point where the
34 f l ank ( dna1 ) ends . Should not be used with ’ s tu t t e r ’ .
35
36 I t i s not advised to use the gapExtension argument
37 together with the ’ s tu t t e r ’ opt ion .
38 ’ s tu t t e r ’ i s in i t s e l f a s p e c i f i c form of gapExtension
39 " " "
40 np = s e l f . np
41 s e l f . dna1 = dna1
42 s e l f . dna2 = dna2
43 i f gapPenalty : s e l f . gapPenalty = gapPenalty
44 i f gapExtension : s e l f . gapExtension = gapExtension
45 #F matrix => i0xx = scores ,
46 # i1xx = breadcrumbs
47 # (0=None;1=−>;2=−−>;4=L;3=v;6=V)
48 F_m = np . ze ro s ( (2 , l en ( dna1 )+1, l en ( dna2 )+1) )
49 s e l f .F_m = F_m #fo r debugging
50 s e l f . s t u t t e r = s t u t t e r #f o r c a l c u l a t i n g d i f f e r e n c e s
51 #F i l l f i r s t row and column
52 i f mode==’g loba l ’ :
53 f o r i in range (1 , l en ( dna1 )+1) :
54 F_m[0 , i , 0 ] ,F_m[1 , i , 0 ] = i ∗ s e l f . gapPenalty , 1
55 f o r j in range (1 , l en ( dna2 )+1) :
56 F_m[0 , 0 , j ] ,F_m[1 , 0 , j ] = j ∗ s e l f . gapPenalty , 3
57 e l i f mode==’primer−search ’ :
58 f o r i in range (1 , l en ( dna1 )+1) :
59 F_m[0 , i , 0 ] ,F_m[1 , i , 0 ] = 0 , 1
60 f o r j in range (1 , l en ( dna2 )+1) :
61 F_m[0 , 0 , j ] ,F_m[1 , 0 , j ] = 0 , 3
62 e l i f mode==’f lank−index ’ :
63 #Experimental : the concept i s to have an incrementa l
64 #mismatch and/or match score , as we get nearer to the
65 #f l ank ending , where c o r r e c t matching i s more important .
66 f o r i in range (1 , l en ( dna1 )+1) :
67 F_m[0 , i , 0 ] ,F_m[1 , i , 0 ] = in t ( ( i ∗(np . sq r t (10)
68 i f i > 10 e l s e np . sq r t ( i ) ) )
69 ∗ s e l f . gapPenalty ) , 1
70 f o r j in range (1 , l en ( dna2 )+1) :
71 F_m[0 , 0 , j ] ,F_m[1 , 0 , j ] = 0 , 3
72 #F i l l
73 f o r i in range (1 , l en ( dna1 )+1) :
74 f o r j in range (1 , l en ( dna2 )+1) :
75 #Calcu late s c o r e s to make them incrementa l
76 # in r e spec t to f l ank po s i t i on
77 i f mode==’f lank−index ’ :
78 s c o r e s = [F_m[0 , i −1, j−1] + (np . sq r t (10)
79 i f i > 10 e l s e np . sq r t ( i ) ) ∗
80 s e l f . s imi lar ity_m [
81 s e l f . bases_dict_i [ dna1 [ i −1] ] ,
82 s e l f . bases_dict_i [ dna2 [ j −1 ] ] ] , #match : L
83 None , #stut t e r−de l e t e : not f o r f lank−i
84 F_m[0 , i −1, j ] + (np . sq r t (10)
85 i f i > 10 e l s e np . sq r t ( i )
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86 ) ∗ s e l f . gapPenalty , #de l e t e : −>
87 None,# stut t e r−i n s e r t : not f o r f l ank
88 F_m[0 , i , j−1] + (np . sq r t (10)
89 i f i > 10 e l s e np . sq r t ( i )
90 ) ∗ s e l f . gapPenalty #i n s e r t : v
91 ]
92 e l s e : #f o r g l oba l and primer−search mode
93 s co r e s = [F_m[0 , i −1, j−1] +
94 s e l f . s imi lar ity_m [ s e l f . bases_dict_i [
95 dna1 [ i −1] ] ,
96 s e l f . bases_dict_i [ dna2 [ j −1 ] ] ] ,
97 #match : L
98 (None i f not s t u t t e r or s t u t t e r > i
99 e l s e F_m[0 , i−s tu t t e r , j ]
100 + s e l f . s tu t t e rPena l ty ) ,
101 #stut t e r−de l e t e : −−>
102 F_m[0 , i −1, j ] + ( s e l f . gapPenalty
103 i f not ( s e l f . gapExtension and
104 F_m[1 , i −1, j ] != ’−>’)
105 e l s e s e l f . gapExtension ) ,
106 #de l e t e : −>
107 (None i f not s t u t t e r or s t u t t e r > j
108 e l s e F_m[0 , i , j−s t u t t e r ] +
109 s e l f . s tu t t e rPena l ty ) ,
110 #stut t e r−i n s e r t : V
111 F_m[0 , i , j−1] + ( s e l f . gapPenalty
112 i f not ( s e l f . gapExtension and
113 F_m[1 , i −1, j ] != ’v ’ )
114 e l s e s e l f . gapExtension )
115 #i n s e r t : v
116 ]
117 #s t u t t e r s come be fo r e s i n g l e gaps
118 # as they are p r e f e r r ed
119
120 try : maxScore = max( s c o r e s )
121 except TypeError :
122 maxScore = max( f i l t e r ( lambda x : x i s not None ,
123 s c o r e s ) )
124 maxCrumb = s e l f . scoresToBreadcrumbs [
125 s c o r e s . index (maxScore ) ]
126 F_m[0 , i , j ] ,F_m[1 , i , j ] = maxScore ,maxCrumb
127 i f mode==’f lank−index ’ :
128 s e l f . f lankOutIndex = F_m[0 , l en ( dna1 ) , : ] . t o l i s t (
129 ) . index (F_m[0 , l en ( dna1 ) , : ] . max( ) ) − 1
130 return
131
132 #Follow the breadcrumbs
133 alnment = [ ]
134 i , j=len ( dna1 ) , l en ( dna2 )
135 #Primer−search addendum =>
136 # al lows f o r best l o c a l al ignment f o r primer
137 i f mode==’primer−search ’ :
138 i f i < j :
139 primerMax=max(F_m[0 , −1 , : ] )
140 whi le primerMax != F_m[0 ,−1 , j ] : j−=1
141 e l s e : r a i s e Exception ( ’ ’ ’ Primer should be f i r s t
142 sequence given to al ignment and
143 sho r t e r than other sequence ’ ’ ’ )
144 #end addendum
145 whi le i >= 0 or j >= 0 :
146 i f F_m[1 , i , j ] == 4 :
147 alnment . append ( [ dna1 [ i −1] , dna2 [ j −1] ] )
148 i−=1
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149 j−=1
150 e l i f F_m[1 , i , j ] == 1 :
151 alnment . append ( [ dna1 [ i −1] , ’− ’ ])
152 i−=1
153 e l i f F_m[1 , i , j ] == 2 :
154 f o r s_i in range ( s t u t t e r ) :
155 alnment . append ( [ dna1 [ i −1] , ’− ’ ])
156 i−=1
157 e l i f F_m[1 , i , j ] == 3 :
158 alnment . append ([ ’− ’ , dna2 [ j −1] ] )
159 j−=1
160 e l i f F_m[1 , i , j ] == 6 :
161 f o r s_i in range ( s t u t t e r ) :
162 alnment . append ([ ’− ’ , dna2 [ j −1] ] )
163 j−=1
164 e l s e : break
165 s e l f . alnment = alnment [ : : −1 ]
166 s e l f . s co r e = F_m[0 ,−1 ,−1]
167
168 def g e tD i f f e r e n c e s ( s e l f ) :
169 " " "
170 Returns number o f d i f f e r e n c e s
171 ( one s t u t t e r counts f o r 1 d i f f e r e n c e )
172 " " "
173 i f not s e l f . s t u t t e r :
174 return sum ( [ l en ( s e t ( a ) ) == 2 f o r a in s e l f . alnment ] )
175 e l s e :
176 d i f f e r e n c e s = sum ( [ l en ( s e t ( a ) ) == 2
177 f o r a in s e l f . alnment i f not ’− ’ in a ] )
178 dna1 = ’ ’ . j o i n ( [ a f o r a , b in s e l f . alnment ] )
179 dna2 = ’ ’ . j o i n ( [ b f o r a , b in s e l f . alnment ] )
180 s t u t t e r = ’− ’∗ s e l f . s t u t t e r
181 d i f f e r e n c e s+=dna1 . count ( s t u t t e r ) + dna1 . count ( ’− ’) − (
182 dna1 . count ( s t u t t e r ) ∗ s e l f . s t u t t e r )
183 d i f f e r e n c e s+=dna2 . count ( s t u t t e r ) + dna2 . count ( ’− ’) − (
184 dna2 . count ( s t u t t e r ) ∗ s e l f . s t u t t e r )
185 return d i f f e r e n c e s

Appendix D
Application logos
Figure D.1 displays the MyFLq logo. The FLAD logo is shown in Figure D.2.
Both logos were created by Anastasiya Rybina.
Figure D.1: MyFLq logo
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Figure D.2: FLAD logo
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